Ballarat Dog Club Championship Show
7 February 2016

Judge: Mrs Jenny Yuen
Exh.No.
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BABY PUPPY DOG STOCK COAT
WILLMAURS BATTERSEA BORIS 16/09/15 (*Ch. Orrinshir Elton John AZ ET x
*Willmaurs Notting Hill Nina AZ) Brd/Exh. W. & M. Goodwin
HAUSOSIN ALMOST FAMOUS 18/08/15 (*Bluemax Tiger Town AZ x *Hausosin
Quicksilver AZ) Brd/Exh. K. Harris
KILLARA SEQUOIA 23/08/15 (*Bluemax Zoomba AZ x *D.Ch. Killara Solstice AZ)
Exh. K. Mackay
MINOR PUPPY DOG STOCK COAT
STOBAR ZOLTAN 31/05/15 (*Ch. Bronzehund Iron Man AZ TD ET x *Stobar Erika
AZ) 3100324292 Brd/Exh. Stobar Knls.
GLENRACO MORGANS RUN 11/06/15 (*Vanharley Castro AZ x *Glenraco
Upsadaisy AZ) 3100325285 Brd. G. Johnston Exh. J. Poole
GLENRACO TOTAL RECALL 11/06/15 (*Vanharley Castro AZ x *Glenraco
Upsadaisy AZ) 3100325284 Brd. G. Johnston Exh. D. Jackson
PUPPY DOG STOCK COAT
KANEKARA FOOTLOOSE AMACINO 23/03/15 (*Xeno v Arjakjo a ED x
*Bronzehund Imadorable AZ) 3100320419 Brd/Exh. N. Moissis
LEGIONAIRE BARTENDER 13/04/15 (*Ch. Vonpeta Ugottabekidding AZ x
*Legionaire Lady Antebellum AZ) 3100321811 Brd/Exh. Legionaire Knls.
INIFF AUTUMN FIRE 09/04/15 (*Schaeferhund Rafael AZ x *Iniff Southern Belle
AZ) 3100321806 Brd. Iniff Knls. Exh. M. Kelly
ZANDRAC GHOST TOWN 22/03/15 (*Xaro vd Plassenburg a ED x *Zandrac Its A
Love Thing AZ) 3100322810 Brd. A. & R. Jones Exh. K. Spark
DIENAMIC HOLLY HARD ASH 31/03/15 (*Zandrac The Hard Way AZ x * Dienamic
Flaming Phoenix AZ) Brd/Exh. S. Diegan
JUNIOR DOG STOCK COAT
KARASTRO MCNABBADABADOO 10/08/14 (*Xeno v Arjakjo a ED x *Karastro
Ephrodite AZ) 3100309908 Brd/Exh. D. Berghofer
64.5cm Well above medium size, slightly stretched, grey male. Masculine head
where the eye colour could be darker. Very good ear set. Good length of neck.
High withers. Firm, straight back. Slightly short, slightly steep croup. The upper
arm should be longer and better angled. Pronounced hind angulation. Good fore
and slightly short under chest development. Steps slightly wide in front. Both
hocks and elbows could be firmer. During movement shows a powerful farreaching gait.
WILLMAURS VICTORY VALDO 08/11/14 (*Ch. Orrinshir Elton John AZ ET x
*Willmaurs Oxley Olive Oil AZ) Brd. W. & M. Goodwin Exh. J. & H. Withington
65cm Very large, quite stretched, masculine dog. Masculine head where the eye
could be darker. Very good ear set. Correct planes of the skull and foreface. High
withers, straight back. Slightly short, slightly steep croup. The upper arm should
be longer and better angled. Good fore and slightly short under chest
development. Pasterns are a little upright. Stands and steps a little close both
front and rear. Hocks and elbows should be firmer. In movement shows a
balanced, ground- covering gait.
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OPEN DOG STOCK COAT
*CH. KILLARA SUMMER HEIGHTS AZ 14/01/13 (*Ch. Orrinshir Elton John AZ ET x
*D.Ch. (T) Killara Padraigin AZ RN TSDX) 3100283304 Brd. P. & D. Howard Exh.
McPhan/Dejong
63.5cm Above medium size, very masculine, strong, substantial male. Very good
head with very good strength of muzzle and foreface, very good masking and
well set ears. The eye could be a little darker. Very good length of neck. High
withers. Firm, straight back. Good length and lay of the croup. Very good fore
and hind angulation. Very good fore and under chest development. Stands and
steps slightly wide at the rear, not quite correct in front. Both hocks and elbows
could be slightly tighter. During movement shows far-reaching, powerful gait.
*CH. VONPETA UGOTTABEKIDDING AZ 04/12/12 (*Toby vd Plassenburg a ED x
*Ch. Vonpeta Champagne AZ) 5100073113 Brd/Exh. Pike/Damarell
64cm Well above medium size, masculine, slightly stretched male. Strong,
masculine head with very good strength of skull and foreface and upper and
lower jaw. Very good, dark masking. The eye could be darker. Very good length
of neck. High withers with a slight nick behind, firm back. Slightly short, slightly
steep croup. Good fore and very good hind angulation. Very good fore and
under chest development. Slightly high tail set. Stands and steps correctly in
front. The hocks should be firmer. During movement shows a powerful, ground
covering, expansive gait.
*WILLMAURS ROMFORD REGGIE AZ 26/01/13 (*Ch. Orrinshir Elton John AZ ET x
*Willmaurs Notting Hill Nell AZ) 3100283764 Brd. W. & M. Goodwin Exh. S. & J.
Wade
63.5cm Above medium size, masculine, slightly stretched male. Masculine head
with very good strength of muzzle and foreface and dark masking. Large but firm
ears. Very good length of neck. High withers. Firm, straight back. Slightly short,
slightly steep croup. The upper arm should be longer and better angled. Very
good hind angulation. Good fore and under chest development. Stands and
steps not quite correctly in front, slightly close at rear. Both hocks and elbows
should be firmer. During movement shows a balanced, ground covering gait.
*RAMARA TOTALLY TRASHED AZ 10/01/13 (*Yester v Feuermelder a ED x
Amstine Appy Daze AZ) 3100284046 Brd M. Raftopoulos Exh. N. Ainley
Dbl P1 Upper Left. 66cm Very large, masculine, slightly stretched, well coloured
male. Strong, masculine head with very good strength of upper and lower jaw
and dark masking. Slightly wide set ears. Good length of neck. High withers,
slight nick behind. Firm back. Very good fore and under chest development.
Slightly short, slightly steep croup. The upper arm should be a little longer and
better angled. Very good hind angulation. Stands and steps correctly front and
rear. Both hocks and elbows should be firmer. During movement shows a very
good, ground covering gait where he should carry the tail in a more natural
manner.
*CH. STOBAR QUENTIN AZ CCD ET 28/11/12 (*Odin delle Terre Matildiche a ED
x *Stobar Diksy AZ) 3100280635 Brd. Stobar Knls. Exh. S. McDonald
66cm Very large, masculine, well coloured male. Strong head with very good
dark masking. The eyes should be darker. Slightly short neck. High withers. Firm
straight back. Slightly short, slight steep croup. The upper arm should be longer
and better angled. Very good hind angulation. Good fore and under chest
development. Stands and steps correctly front and rear. Both hocks and elbows
should be firmer. Shows a balanced, ground covering gait.
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BABY PUPPY BITCH STOCK COAT
WILLMAURS BATTERSEA BINDI 16/09/15 (*Ch. Orrinshir Elton John AZ ET x
*Willmaurs Notting Hill Nina AZ) Brd. W. & M. Goodwin Exh. M. Raftopoulos
LEBERHINE CALLECO 20/09/15 (*Calle v Westervenn a ED x *Leberhine Maggie
Brd. Evans/Garvican Exh. O’Loughlin/Garvican/Evans
VANLAND DREAM WEAVER 25/09/15 (*Bluemax Zoomba AZ x *Stobar Izobel
AZ) Brd. H. & S. Van De Beek Exh. S. Taylor
BODECKA FIRE CRACKER 09/08/15 (*Zandrac The Hard Way AZ x *Bodecka
Zensation AZ) 3100327717 Brd/Exh. J. Joseph
WILLMAURS BATTERSEA BENNIE 16/09/15 (*Ch. Orrinshir Elton John AZ ET x
*Willmaurs Notting Hill Nina AZ) Brd. W. & M. Goodwin Exh. A. McAnuff
MINOR PUPPY BITCH STOCK COAT
STOBAR YANKE 28/05/15 (*Ch. Bluemax Salt AZ x *Vanland Ava AZ) Brd. Stobar
Knls. Exh. M. Siktars
BRONACRE SALTED POPCORN 22/07/15 (*Ch. Bluemax Salt AZ x *Bronacre
Philadelphia Freedom AZ) Brd/Exh. Bronacre Knls.
GLENRACO SUPERNATURAL 11/06/15 (*Vanharley Castro AZ x *Glenraco
Upsadaisy AZ) Brd/Exh. G. Johnston
BODECKA EWWW 18/06/15 (*Bluemax Tiger Town AZ x *Bodecka Yeehaw AZ)
3100325627 Brd/Exh. J. Joseph
VONPETA DISSGUNZFAHIRE 19/07/15 (*Toby vd Plassenburg a ED x *Natchez
Evas Revenge AZ) Brd/Exh. Damarell/Pike
VONPETA DIDYOUMAKEHER 19/07/15 (*Toby vd Plassenburg a ED x *Natchez
Evas Revenge AZ) Brd/Exh. Damarell/Pike
DERHARV GOLDESS 30/05/15 (Seigen Jack In A Box AZ x Derharv Gold Dust AZ)
3100324695 Brd/Exh. H. Kelly
PUPPY BITCH STOCK COAT
DELLARESS ASHANTI 11/02/15 (*Xeno v Arjakjo a ED x *Dellaress Kalani AZ)
3100318870 Brd/Exh. J. Colenso
VONPETA BETTABEGOOD 20/03/15 (*Ch. Vonpeta Ugottabekidding AZ x
*Beychief Storm Dancer AZ) 51000869948 Brd/Exh. Pike/Damarell
LEGIONAIRE AMERICAN HONEY 13/04/15 (*Ch. Vonpeta Ugottabekidding AZ x
*Legionaire Lady Antebellum AZ) 3100321814 Brd/Exh. Legionaire Knls.
ICCARA ITS EVOLUTION BABY 15/02/15 (*Bluemax Tiger Town AZ x *Iccara
Evolutions Finest AZ) 6100091989 Brd. Mailata/Woollard Exh. A. McAnuff
DIENAMIC ZIVA THROUGH THE ASH 31/03/15 (*Zandrac The Hard Way AZ x
*Dienamic Flaming Phoenix AZ) 3100322316Brd. S. Diegan Exh. R. Snijders

JUNIOR BITCH STOCK COAT
KAPERVILLE VALKYRIE 14/09/14 (*Odin Delle Terre Matildiche a ED x *Ch.
Hinterhaus French Tennessee AZ) 6100090020 Brd. Kaperville Knls. Exh. F. Pittelli
Dbl P1 Upper Left. 59.5cm Large, feminine, well coloured bitch. Strong yet
feminine head. The eye could be darker. Very good dark masking. Not quite
correct ear placement. Very good length of neck. High withers. Firm back.
Slightly steep croup of good length. The upper arm could still be longer. Very
good hind angulation. Slightly upright pasterns. Very good fore and under chest
development. Stands and steps not quite correctly in front, slightly close in rear.
Both hocks and elbows should be firmer. During movement shows ground
covering, expansive gait.
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SCHAEFERHUND LATISHA 16/01/15 (*Nino v Tronje a ED x *Schaeferhund Xeena
AZ) 3100317520 Brd/Exh. I. Bohdal
61cm. Very large, stretched, feminine bitch. Feminine head where the eye could
be darker. Not quite correct ear carriage. Good length of neck. High withers.
Firm, straight back. Slightly short, slightly steep croup. The upper arm could be
slightly longer and better angled. Pronounced hind angulation. Very good fore
and under chest development. Stands and steps slightly close both front and
rear. Both elbows and hocks should be firmer. During movement shows a
balanced, ground covering gait.
DIENAMIC HOT SMOOCHIE KIMBA 28/08/14 (*Hatto v Huhnegrab a ED x
*Bronacre Hot Agenda AZ) 3100311592 Brd. S. Diegan Exh. McPhan/Dejong
61cm Very large, feminine, slightly stretched bitch. Strong yet feminine head
with slightly wide ear set. The eye should be darker. Good length of neck.
Normal withers. Firm back. Slightly short, slightly steep croup. The upper arm
could still be slightly longer and better angled. Pronounced hind angulation.
Good fore and under chest development. Toes in slightly in front, correct in rear.
Both hocks and elbows should be firmer. During movement shows a ground
covering, expansive gait.
SANNJESA NOVEMBER RAIN 17/11/14 (*Pepe vd Zenteiche a ED x *Ch. Sannjesa
Electra AZ) 3100314499 Brd/Exh. S. & S. Mase
60cm Large, well-coloured, medium strong, feminine bitch. Good head with very
good dark masking. Not quite correct ear set. Good length of neck. High wither
with a slight nick behind. Firm back. Slightly short, slightly steep croup. The
upper arm should be a little longer and better angled. Very good hind
angulation. Pastern should be firmer. Toes in slightly in front, steps a little close
at rear. Both hocks and elbows should be firmer. During movement shows a
ground covering gait but tends to step a little high in front.
KINBAR LITTLEFOOT 09/08/14 (*Pepe vd Zenteiche a ED x *Schaeferhund
Indiana AZ) 3100309923 Brd/Exh. S. Kinsman
62cm Oversize, feminine, well coloured bitch. Feminine head with well set ears
and dark masking. Good length of neck. High withers. Firm back. Slightly steep
croup of good length. The upper arm should longer and better angled.
Pronounced hind angulation. The pasterns are soft and the feet are slightly long
and open. Stands and steps with loose hocks and elbows. During movement
shows ground covering gait.
INTERMEDIATE BITCH STOCK COAT
*WILLMAURS TOTTENHAM TRICKATREAT AZ 17/01/14 (*Hayo aus Agrigento a
ED x *Willmaurs East End Effie AZ) 3100300499 Brd. W. & M. Goodwin Exh. S. &
J. Wade
61cm Very large, strong, feminine bitch of stretched proportions and very good
pigment. Very good head and expression with very good dark masking. Very
good length of neck. High withers. Firm back. The croup could be a little longer
and more angled. Good fore and very good hind angulations. Very good fore and
under chest development. Stands and steps not quite correct in front, correct at
rear. Both hocks and elbows should be a little tighter. In movement shows a
balanced, ground covering, expansive gait.
VONPETA ZIPPER TEE DOO DAA AZ 26/7/14 (*Toby vd Plassenburg a ED x
*Vonpeta Our Evas Image AZ) 51000082950 Brd. Damarell/Pike Exh. Arkahla
Knls.
Dbl P1 Upper Left. 61cm. Very large, stretched, well pigmented, grey bitch. Very
good head and expression with desired dark eye and masking. Very good length
of neck. High wither. Firm back, Slightly short, slightly steep croup. Good fore
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and very good hind angulation. Very good fore and under chest development.
Stands and steps correctly in front and close at rear. Both hocks and elbows
could be firmer. During movement shows very good. ground covering gait.
DERHARV PURE BLONDE 11/12/13 (Seigen Crunchies Time Out AZ x Derharv
Gold Dust AZ) 3100299249 Brd/Exh. H. Kelly
61cm. Very large, strong, substantial bitch of stretched proportions. Strong yet
feminine head with dark masking and very good ear set. Very good length of
neck. High withers. Firm back. Slightly short, slightly steep croup. The upper arm
is quite well angled. Very good hind angulation. Very good fore and under chest
development. Stands and steps correctly in front, slightly wide in rear. Both
hocks and elbows should be firmer. During movement shows a balanced ground
covering gait.
WILLMAURS TOTTENHAM TWIGGY AZ 17/01/14 (*Hayo aus Agrigento a ED x
*Willmaurs East End Effie AZ) 3100300500 Brd/Exh. W. & M. Goodwin
59.5cm Large, feminine, slightly stretched bitch. Feminine head where the skull
and foreface should be a little broader. Well set ears. Very good length of neck.
High withers. Firm straight back. Slightly short, slightly steep croup. The upper
arm should be a little longer and better angled. Very good hind angulation.
Pasterns are a little soft. Stands and steps not quite correctly in front, close at
rear. Both hocks and elbows should be firmer. During movement shows very
good, ground covering gait.
*VONPETA XMISSUSTOO AZ 12/04/14 (*Esko ad Haus Zygadto a ED x *Vonpeta
Ourbillidakid AZ) 51000815787 Brd/Exh. Damarell/Pike
59cm Large, strong, substantial bitch. Very good head and expression with very
good breadth of skull and foreface, very good strength of upper and lower jaw
and very good ear set. Good length of neck. High withers. Firm back. The croup
could still be a little longer and a little better angled. The upper arm, whilst of
good angle should be a little longer. Very good hind angulation. Very good fore
and pronounced under chest development. Stands and steps correctly in front,
slightly close in rear. Both hocks and elbows should be firmer. During movement
shows a powerful, far-reaching gait.
*VANLAND BLYSS AZ 28/02/14 (*Jayshell Archimedes AZ x *Stobar Izobel AZ)
3100302166 Brd. H. & S. Van De Beek Exh. Stocks/Auwema
61cm Very large, medium strong, slightly stretched, expressive bitch. Feminine
head that should be a little broader in skull and fore faced. Very good dark
masking. Good length of neck. High withers. Firm back. Slightly short, slightly
steep croup. The upper arm should be a little longer and more angled.
Pronounced hind angulation. Good fore and under chest development. Stands
and steps correctly in front, very close at rear. The hocks should be considerably
firmer. During movement shows a ground covering, expansive gait where she
tends to high step in front.
FREEVALE CRAZY BEAUTIFUL 10/06/14 (*Ch. Arkon v Altenberger Land a ED x
Ch. *Freevale Crazy In Pink AZ) 2100409070 Brd. M. & C. Morris Exh. I.
Borodinova
60cm Large, feminine, slightly stretched bitch. Good, feminine head where the
skull and foreface could be a little broader. Not quite correct ear set. Very good
length of neck. High wither. Firm back. Slightly short, slightly steep croup. The
upper arm should be a little longer and better angled. Very good hind
angulation. Good fore and under chest development. Steps a little wide at rear,
not quite correct in front. Both hocks and elbows should be tighter. During
movement shows a balanced ground-covering gait where the reach could be a
little freer.
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BIGURRA ARIANA 31/07/14 (*Hatto v Huhnegrab a ED x Leppsdorf Havana AZ)
3100309680 Brd/Exh. L. McGrath
62cm. Oversize, well-coloured, feminine bitch. Feminine head with good breadth
of skull. The eye should be darker. The ears are a little wide set. The neck should
be a little longer. Good withers with a slight peak behind. Slightly short, steep
croup. While of good length the upper arm should be better angled. Good fore
and slightly short under chest development. Very good hind angulation. Stands
and steps not quite correctly in front, close at rear. Both hocks and elbows
should be firmer. The movement should be overall more expansive.
HARDROKK VEGAS LUCK BE A LADY AZ 19/06/14 (*Hayo aus Agrigento a ED x
Rantino Hard Rock) 3100307970 Brd/Exh. S. Bell
Dbl P1 Upper Left. 58cm. Medium size, medium strong, well-coloured, feminine
bitch of slightly stretched proportions. Feminine head with very good dark
masking. Slightly wide set ears. Good withers. Firm back. Slightly short but well
angled croup. The upper arm should be a little longer. Good hind angulation.
Good fore and slightly deep under chest development. Stands correctly at rear
not quite correctly in front. Both hocks and elbows should be firmer. During
movement shows a balanced, ground covering gait. She should present herself
with more confidence.
OPEN BITCH STOCK COAT
*NATCHEZ EVAS REVENGE AZ 26/08/13 (*Bluemax Shrek AZ x *Vonpeta Our
Evas Image AZ) 5100077337 Brd. P.L. Smith Exh. Pike/Damarell
61cm Very large, strong, substantial bitch. Strong yet feminine head with very
good breadth of skull and foreface, very good dark masking and very good ear
set. Very good length of neck. High withers. Firm back. Slightly short, slightly
steep croup. The upper arm should still be a little longer and better angled. Very
good hind angulation. Very good fore and under chest development. Stands and
steps correctly in front, slightly close at rear with loose hocks. The elbows should
be firmer. During movement shows a powerful, far-reaching, expansive gait.
*CH. SCHAEFERHUND BALLEENA AZ ET RN CCD 22/04/13 (*Yester v
Feuermelder a ED x *Ryzack Acacia AZ) 3100287963 Brd/Exh I. Bohdal
58.5cm Above medium size, strong, slightly stretched, feminine bitch. Very good
head and expression with very good dark masking and well set ear. Very good
length of neck. High wither. Firm, straight back. Slightly steep croup of good
length. Good fore and pronounced hind angulation. Very good fore and under
chest development. Stands and steps not quite correctly in front, slightly close in
rear. Both hocks and elbows should be firmer. During movement shows very
good, ground covering, expansive gait.
*CH. LEBERHINE UMEEKO AZ 26/08/13 (*Hatto v Huhnegrab a ED x *Leberhine
Maggie AZ) 5100077058 Brd/Exh. Evans/Garvican
61cm Very large, medium strong, feminine bitch presented out of coat. Very
good head and expression with desired dark masking. Very good length of neck.
High withers. Firm, straight back. Slightly short, slightly steep croup. The upper
arm, while of good angle should be a little longer. Very good hind angulation.
Very good fore and under chest development. Stands and steps correctly in
front, a little close in rear. The hocks should be considerably firmer. During
movement shows very good, expansive, ground covering gait.
*LASHADAS ONYX AZ 09/02/14 (*Lashadas Chick Magnet AZ x *Lashadas Vixen
AZ) 6100086500 Brd. R. & S. Hosking Exh. F. Farley
61cm Very large, strong, substantial, well-coloured bitch. Very good head and
expression with very good dark masking and dark eyes. Good length of neck.
High withers with a slight nick behind. Firm back. Slightly steep croup of good
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length. The upper arm should be better angled. Very good hind angulation. Good
fore and slightly short under chest development. Stands and steps correctly
front and rear. Both hocks and elbows should be firmer. During movement
shows a ground covering gait where the reach should be freer. VG due to age.
*BODECKA ZENSATION AZ 16/11/12 (*Ch. Sirio v Rauhtal a ED x *Ch. Lashadas
Xquisite AZ) 3100280431 Brd/Exh. J. Joseph
60cm Large, feminine bitch. Feminine head with good dark masking and good
breadth of skull. Not quite correct ear set. Good length of neck. High withers.
Firm back. Short, steep croup. The upper arm should be a little longer and better
angled. Pronounced hind angulation. Good fore and under chest development.
Stands correctly in front, close at rear. Both hocks and elbows should be
considerably firmer. During movement shows a balanced gait where the reach
should be freer.
*SCHAEFERHUND ENYA AZ 26/09/13 (*Ch. Orrinshir Elton John AZ ET x
*Schaeferhund Quanta AZ) 3100294757 Brd/Exh. I. Bohdal
59.5cm Large, feminine, slightly stretched bitch. Very good, feminine head with
very good ear set and masking. Good length of neck. High withers. Firm, straight
back. Slightly steep croup of good length. The slightly steep upper arm could be
a little longer. Pronounced hind angulation. Good fore and slightly short under
chest development. Stands and steps not quite correct in front, close at rear.
Both hocks and elbows should be considerably firmer. During movement she has
a very good, ground covering gait.
*LEWISLAND HIDE N SEEK AZ 06/07/13 (*Focus vd Trophe a ED x *Lewisland
Foxy Lady AZ) 5100076513 Brd. T. Metcalfe Exh. McGinty/Metcalfe
61cm Very large, feminine, slightly stretched bitch. Strong yet feminine head
with very good dark masking and very good ear set. Good length of neck. High
withers. Firm back. Slightly short, slightly steep croup. The upper arm could still
be a little longer and better angled. Very good hind angulation. Good fore and
under chest development. Stands and steps with slight bowing of the forearms
in front, correctly at rear. Both hocks and elbows should be firmer. During
movement shows a ground covering gait where the drive could be more
pronounced.

DogCC *CH. KILLARA SUMMER HEIGHTS AZ
Res CC *CH. VONPETA UGOTTABEKIDDING AZ
Bitch CC *WILLMAURS TOTTENHAM TRICKATREAT AZ
Res CC *NATCHEZ EVAS REVENGE AZ
BOB *WILLMAURS TOTTENHAM TRICKATREAT AZ
RUBOB *CH. KILLARA SUMMER HEIGHTS AZ
BEST BABY WILLMAURS BATTERSEA BINDI
BEST MINOR STOBAR YANKE
BEST PUPPY KANEKARA FOOTLOOSE AMACINO
BEST JUNIOR KAPERVILLE VALKYRIE
BEST INTERMEDIATE *WILLMAURS TOTTENHAM TRICKATREAT AZ
BEST OPEN *CH. KILLARA SUMMER HEIGHTS AZ
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BABY PUPPY DOG LONG STOCK COAT
WILLMAURS BATTERSEA BERTIE 16/09/15 (*Ch. Orrinshir Elton John AZ ET x
*Willmaurs Notting Hill Nina AZ) Brd. W. & M. Goodwin Exh. D. & L. Organ
JUNIOR DOG LONG STOCK COAT
MELJENKA GOLDEN NUGGET 07/01/15 (*Xeno v Arjakjo a ED x *Meljenka Dirty
Dancer AZ) 3100317745 Brd. V. & L. Ebejer Exh. S. Petrella
63cm Above medium size, masculine, well coloured and pigmented male.
Strong, masculine head with very good, dark masking and very good breadth of
skull and foreface. The ears are set a little close. The neck should be a little
longer. High withers. Firm back. Slightly steep croup of good length. Good fore
and pronounced hind angulation. Very good fore and under chest development.
Stands and steps not quite correct in front. Both hocks and elbows should be
firmer. During movement shows a ground covering gait where at times he high
steps a little in front.
JAYSHELL KALYPSO 15/09/14 (*Ch. Bluemax Salt AZ x *Ch. Jayshell Winona AZ)
3100311545 Brd/Exh. P. & N. McDermott
67.5cm Oversize, strong, substantial, masculine dog. Very good head and
expression with dark eyes, dark masking and very good breadth of skull and
foreface. High withers. Firm, straight back. Slightly short, slightly steep croup.
The upper arm while of good length should be better angled. Very good hind
angulations. Very good fore and short under chest development. Stands and
steps not correctly in front. Both hocks and elbows should be firmer. During
movement he should be a little more expansive in both reach and drive.
INTEMEDIATE DOG LONG STOCK COAT
HARDROKK MIAMI VICE 19/06/14 (*Hayo aus Agrigento a ED x Rantino Hard
Rock) 3100307974 Brd. S. Bell Exh. D. Mitchell
61cm Below medium size, medium strong, well coated male. Good head where
the skull and foreface could be a little broader and upper and lower jaw could be
stronger. High withers. Firm back. Good croup. The upper arm should be a little
longer. Very good hind angulation. Very good fore and slightly short under chest
development. Stands and steps not quite correctly in front, close at rear. Both
hocks and elbows should be firmer. During movement shows a very good ground
covering gait.
OPEN DOG LONG STOCK COAT
*CH. JAYSHELL GLASGOW AZ 24/07/13 (*Ch. Ustinov v Romerland a ED x *Ch.
Jayshell Winona AZ) 3100292456 Brd. P. & N. McDermott Exh. D. & L. Organ
Bite is a little open. 65.5cm Very large, strong, masculine, well coloured and
pigmented male. Masculine head with very good dark masking, very good ear
set and good breadth of skull. The eye could still be a little darker. The under jaw
should be stronger. Slightly erect neck of good length. High withers. Firm back.
Slightly short, slightly steep croup. The upper arm could be a little longer and
better angled. Very good hind angulation. Very good fore and slightly short
under chest development. Stands and steps not quite correct in front, close at
rear. Both hocks and elbows should be firmer. During movement shows a farreaching gait where he tends to lift in front at times.
BABY PUPPY BITCH LONG STOCK COAT
RIMERINI DATE TO DREAM 25/09/15 (*Sundaneka True Blue AZ x Gr. Ch.
Rimerini Always N Forever AZ) Brd/Exh. M. Porter
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97

VP

1

99

G

1

100

VG

1

101

VG

1

MINOR PUPPY BITCH LONG STOCK COAT
STOBAR YALINA 28/05/15 (*Ch. Bluemax Salt AZ x *Vanland Ava AZ) Brd. Stobar
Knls. Exh. N. Cullen
JUNIOR BITCH LONG STOCK COAT
VANHARLEY PROMISCUOUS GIRL 06/11/14 (*Xeno v Arjakjo a ED x *Vanharley
Zena AZ) 3100314353 Brd/Exh. D. Colson
59.5cm Large, strong, feminine, well coated bitch. Very good head and
expression with good ear set. Good length of neck. High withers. Firm back.
Slightly short, slightly steep croup. The upper arm should be longer and more
angled. Pronounced hind angulation. Very good fore and slightly short under
chest development. Pasterns are a little soft. Stands and steps not quite correct
in front, cow hocked at rear. Both hocks and elbows should be firmer. During
movement shows good, ground covering gait.
INTERMEDIATE BITCH LONG STOCK COAT
CH. ZANDRAC DUCHESS SATINE KRYZE 23/02/14 (*Hatto v Huhnegrab a ED x
*Kantenna Venus Delight AZ) Brd. A. & R. Jones Exh. D. & L. Organ
59.5cm Large, feminine, stretched bitch of very good type and colouration. Very
good head and expression with desired dark masking, dark eyes, and well set
ears. Good length of neck. High withers. Firm straight back. Slightly short, well
angled croup. Slightly short, well angled upper arm. Very good hind angulation.
Good fore and slightly short under chest development. Stands and steps not
quite correct in front, wide at rear. Both hocks and elbows should be firmer.
During movement shows a very good, ground covering gait.
AUST. BRED BITCH LONG STOCK COAT
CH. MOREKOS BEJEWELLED AZ 07/09/13 (Monsimbee Kaleb AZ x *Beychief
Hoop La AZ CD ET) 2100391107 Brd. M. Stendara Exh. A. Smith
61cm Very large, strong, well coloured and pigmented bitch. Very good head
with desired dark eyes and very good dark masking. Good length of neck set
slightly erect. High withers. Firm back. Slightly short, slightly steep croup. The
upper arm should be longer and better angled. Pronounced hind angulation.
Good fore and slightly short under chest development. Stands and steps not
quite correct in front, close at rear. Both hocks and elbows should be firmer.
During movement shows balanced gait where she tends to high step in front.

Dog CC *CH. JAYSHELL GLASGOW AZ
Res CC HARDROKK MIAMI VICE
Bitch CC CH. ZANDRAC DUCHESS SATINE KRYZE
Res CC STOBAR YALINA
BOB CH. ZANDRAC DUCHESS SATINE KRYZE
RUBOB STOBAR YALINA
BEST BABY RIMERINI DATE TO DREAM
BEST MINOR STOBAR YALINA
BEST JUNIOR VANHARLEY PROMISCUOUS GIRL
BEST INTERMEDIATE ZANDRAC DUCHESS SATINE KRYZE
BEST OPEN *CH. JAYSHELL GLASGOW AZ
BEST AUST BRED CH. MOREKOS BEJEWELLED
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German Shepherd Dog Club of Victoria
95th Championship Show
12th March 2016
KCC Park, Skye

Judge: Melanie Groth (NSW)

Exh.
No.
001

Grading

PROMISING

Placing

1

005

VERY
PROMISING

1

004

GOOD

2

006

VERY GOOD

1

BABY PUPPY DOG LONG STOCK COAT
WILLMAURS BATTERSEA BERTIE 16/09/15 (*Ch. Orrinshir Elton John AZ ET x
*Willmaurs Notting Hill Nina AZ) 3100329628 Brd. W. & M. Goodwin Exh. D. & L.
Organ
5.5mths
JUNIOR DOG LONG STOCK COAT
MELJENKA GOLDEN NUGGET 07/01/15 (*Xeno v Arjakjo a ED x *Meljenka Dirty
Dancer AZ) 3100317745 Brd. V. & L. Ebejer Exh. S. Petrella
14mths 63 cm. Medium size, strong, quite well constructed black and red gold
male of good type. Good head where the planes of the skull and foreface should
be a little more correct and the eye a little darker. The ears should be set a little
more correct, the neck should be a little longer. Level wither, firm back, quite
well laid croup. The upper arm should be a little longer, the shoulder blade is well
angled. Deep hindquarter angulation. Pronounced forechest, good underchest.
Good length of foreleg, however the pasterns should be a little firmer. He should
stand a little more correct in front. Stepping a little close behind, the elbows and
hocks should be firmer. In movement displays powerful drive with just a slight
restriction in reach with a good sequence of steps maintaining a good overline.
JAYSHELL KALYPSO 15/09/14 (*Ch. Bluemax Salt AZ x *Ch. Jayshell Winona AZ)
3100311545 Brd/Exh. P. & N. McDermott
17.5mths 67 cm. Oversize, strong substantial, robust, black and brown, well
coated, masculine dog of good type. Very good head with desired masculine
head, good ear set, the neck should be longer. High wither, firm back slightly
steep slightly short croup. The upper arm is of good length but just slightly
inclined, very good hind quarter angulation. Good fore and underchest
development. Good length of foreleg. Steps a little close at rear, correct coming.
Displays powerful drive with a slight restriction in reach and a good sequence of
steps maintaining a good overline, however needs a little more ring training.

INTEMEDIATE DOG LONG STOCK COAT
HARDROKK MIAMI VICE 19/06/14 (*Hayo aus Agrigento a ED x Rantino Hard
Rock) 3100307974 Brd. S. Bell Exh. D. Mitchell
20.5mths 61 cm. Below medium size, medium strong, rather elegant, elongated
black and gold, well coated male. The planes of the skull should be more correct
with a more pronounced stop. Rather small ears that are a slightly forward
placed on the skull. Strong neck which should be longer. Level wither, firm back,
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quite well moulded croup. The upper arm should be longer and the shoulder is
slightly forward placed. The hindquarter is a little unbalanced where the upper
thigh is longer than the lower thigh. Good fore and slightly short underchest,
good length of foreleg. Stepping slightly narrow both front and rear where the
hock and elbows joints should be a little tighter, displays good ground coverage
with good power from the rear and is very animated.

008

EXCELLENT

1

007

EXCELLENT

2

010

VERY
PROMISING

1

011

VERY
PROMISING

2

012

VERY
PROMISING

3

009

VERY
PROMISING

4

013

VERY
PROMISING

5

OPEN DOG LONG STOCK COAT
*CH. JAYSHELL GLASGOW AZ 24/07/13 (*Ch. Ustinov v Romerland a ED x *Ch.
Jayshell Winona AZ) 3100292456 Brd. P. & N. McDermott Exh. D. & L. Organ
2.5yrs 65.5cm. Very large, medium strong, elongated, black and red gold male of
pleasing type. Ideally the bite should be a little more closed. Expressive head, the
lips should be a little tighter, the planes of the skull should be a little more
correct, strong powerful neck. High wither, firm back, slightly short croup where
the tail should be set just a little lower Very good forequarter angulation, deep
hindquarter angulation. Good fore and very good underchest, very good length
of foreleg. The pasterns should be just a little firmer. Stepping a little narrow at
rear with a tendency to high step in the front. Displays very good drive and reach
with a good overline however, he carries the neck a little too high in movement.
*FOLLOWTREK USS ENTERPRISE PT 17/02/12 (Freevale Strikes Gold HSCs x D.Ch.
(H) Fax Cassata Dreamtime) 4100210815 Brd. K. Burke Exh. A. McGauren
4yrs 64cm. Above medium size, strong and substantial, well coated, slightly
elongated black and gold male of good type. Good head where the skull should
be just a little less domed. Expressive. The neck should be longer. High wither,
firm back in stance, well moulded croup. The upper arm is slightly short, the
shoulder blade is a little too steep. Very deep hindquarter angulation. Powerful
thighs, good fore and short underchest. Good length of foreleg, should stand a
little more correct in front and the pasterns ideally should be a little firmer. Steps
a little wide at rear where the hock and elbow joints should be firmer. Displays a
good sequence of steps however the drive does not complete properly and he
falls just slightly on the forehand.

BABY PUPPY DOG STOCK COAT
VOLSCAIN JERICHO 19/09/15 (*Karlos vd Werther Muhle a ED x *Vivien vd
Herdersfarm a ED) 3100330384 Brd/Exh. Volscain Knls.
5.5mths
HASENWAY MACHO MAN 28/09/15 (*Cronos del Seprio a ED x *Zicke v
Feuermelder a ED) 3100330127 Brd. J. Haase Exh. K. Bowler
5.5mths
ARRISTAR LYKA HURRICANE 11/11/15 (*Sensen Mann Yokon a ED x *Harlerose
Angel AZ CCD) 3100331961 Brd/Exh. J. Urie
4mths
WILLMAURS BATTERSEA BORRIS 16/09/15 (*Ch. Orrinshir Elton John AZ ET x
*Willmaurs Notting Hill Nina AZ) 3100329625 Brd/Exh. W. & M. Goodwin
5.5mths
SEIGEN MURPHYS RILEY 22/11/15 (*Seigen Murphys Law AZ x Seigen Jatz
Cracker AZ) 3100333986 Brd/Exh. D. & C. Gallacher
3.5mths
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015

VERY
PROMISING

1

MINOR PUPPY DOG STOCK COAT
ALBATA NICCO 15/07/15 (*Hatto v Huhnegrab a ED X *Albata Havanna AZ)
4100263758 Brd/Exh. Jones/Aili
8mths Medium strong, elongated black and gold male puppy that presents a nice
picture in stance. Good head and expression. Good overline. Well angled
forehand, slightly deep hindquarter. Good fore and underchest for his age. Hocks
and elbows need to firm. He displays good ground coverage for his age, however
the ligamentation should be much firmer.

016

2

HAUSOSIN ALMOST FAMOUS 18/08/15 (*Bluemax Tiger Town AZ x *Hausosin
Quicksilver AZ) 6100094486 Brd/Exh. K. Harris
7mths Medium strong, sable male of pleasing type. Good proportions, expressive
head. Good top and underline. Good angulations of the fore, deep hindquarter
angulation. The hocks should be firmer in stance. The tail is set just a little high
and casts to the left. Stepping a little wide at front the hocks and elbows should
be a little firmer. Still to develop his sequence of steps but maintains a good
topline.

018

3

UBIQQUE BLACK AVENGER 27/08/16 (*Sensen Mann Yokon a ED x
*Schaeferhund Banja AZ) 3100329063 Brd. J. Eaton Exh. D. James
6.5mths The bite on this dog is a little tight. Medium strong, slightly stretched
black and gold male puppy of good type. Good head and expression. Good wither
and back. The croup is short and steep and the tail is set a little high. Quite well
balanced angulations and good fore and underchest. The tail is cast to the left.
Stepping a little narrow at front and rear and the hock joints should be much
firmer. Displays strong drive with a slight restriction in the reach and a tendency
to dig in on the gait. Needs more training for the ring.

4

KAZKIRI CHEROKEE 25/06/15 (*Xeno v Arjakjo a ED x Kazkiri Xiva) 3100326338
Brd. N. Symes Exh. M. Pascuzzi
8.5mths Large puppy, strong robust, black and gold, elongated. Good head, the
expression is marred by the soft left ear. Strong neck. Flat overline, good fore and
slightly short underchest. Balanced angulations. He should have a little more
coat. The tail has a cast to the right. Stepping narrow both front and rear. He has
yet to develop a sequence of steps. In movement he holds the witherline. The
saddle markings should be more pronounced.

5

KILLARA SEQUOIA 23/08/15 (*Bluemax Zoomba AZ x *D.Ch. Killara Solstice AZ)
3100328471 Exh. K. Mackay
6.5mths Medium strong, black and gold stretched puppy of good type.
Expressive. Good withers and backline, the croup is short and steep. Good fore
and deep hindquarter angulation. Pronounced fore and slightly short underchest.
Stepping narrow at rear, displays good drive with slight restriction in the reach
and needs a lot more training in the ring.

014

PROMISING

017

023

VERY
PROMISING

1

PUPPY DOG STOCK COAT
SWARTZLIC KIT CARSON 19/04/15 (*Schaeferhund Rafael AZ x Hausosin Fancy
This AZ) 3100322139 Brd. S. Hargreaves Exh. Bronboreo Knls.
11mths Large, elongated black and gold male of good type. Still quite raw in his
development. Ideally the skull and foreface should be stronger. Good length of
neck which is set just slightly erect. Good back with a slight downward bend in
the lumbar spine in stance. The tail is set just slightly high. Good fore and deep
hindquarter angulation. Good fore and underchest. The tail is long and is carried
with a cast to the left. Steps narrow front and rear. He has an impressive length
of stride for his age and good ground coverage.
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019

2

ZANDRAC KING KUNTA 22/03/15 (*Xaro vd Plassenburg a ED x *Zandrac Its A
Love Thing AZ) 3100322814 Brd/Exh. A. & R. Jones
11.5mths A nicely constructed medium strong, slightly elongated male puppy of
pleasing type. Expressive. Good over and underline, good angulations. Good
firmness of hocks and elbow joints for his age, the tail is cast to the left and the
ears should be firmer in movement. Displays a good length of stride for a puppy.

022

3

LEGIONAIRE BARTENDER 13/04/15 (*Ch. Vonpeta Ugottabekidding AZ x
*Legionaire Lady Antebellum AZ) 3100321811 Brd/Exh. Legionaire Knls.
11mths Large, strong, robust young puppy of good type. Well coloured and well
pigmented black and gold. Good head where the expression is marred by a
slightly medium eye colour. Good withers and back, the croup is set slightly steep
and the tail is set just a little high. Good angulations of the forehand, deep
hindquarter angulation. Good fore and slightly short underchest. The tail is cast
to the left. Steps a little narrow both front and rear where the elbows and the
hocks should be much firmer. Displays good balance in his movement, however
the reach is just a little restricted.

020

4

KANEKARA FOOTLOOSE AMACINO 23/03/15 (*Xeno v Arjakjo a ED x
*Bronzehund Imadorable AZ) 3100320419 Brd/Exh. N. Moissis
11.5mths A large puppy, well coloured, well pigmented black and gold male. The
eyes should be a fraction darker. Good angulations. He should present himself a
little better in stance. Steps very cleanly for a young pup. Slight infirmness in the
hocks. He displays a good sequence of steps for his age.

021

5

INIFF AUTUMN FIRE 09/04/15 (*Schaeferhund Rafael AZ x *Iniff Southern Belle
AZ) 3100321806 Brd. Iniff Knls. Exh. M. Kelly
11mths Medium strong, elongated black and gold puppy of good type. Good
expressive head, the neck is set just a little erect. Good backline, however the
croup is a little steep and the tail set a little high. Good fore and hindquarter
angulation. Stepping wide at rear, correct at front, the elbow and hocks joints
should be firmer. In movement he has a good reach of stride, however
demonstrates a tendency to high step.

024

6

STOBAR ZOLTAN 31/05/15 (*Ch. Bronzehund Iron Man AZ TD ET x *Stobar Erika
AZ) 3100324292 Brd/Exh. Stobar Knls.
9.5mths medium size, medium strong, black and gold puppy of good type. Good
head where the expression is marred by a light eye, the lips should be a little less
loose. Good backline, however the croup is slightly short and steep and the tail is
set high. Balanced angulations of the fore and hindquarter. Stepping narrow both
front and rear where the hock joints should be much firmer. The ears should be
firmer in movement. He maintains a good overline with a good stride.

028

VERY GOOD

1

JUNIOR DOG STOCK COAT
WILLMAURS VICTORY VALDO 08/11/14 (*Ch. Orrinshir Elton John AZ ET x
*Willmaurs Oxley Olive Oil AZ) 3100314003 Brd. W. & M. Goodwin Exh. J. & H.
Withington
16mths 66cm. Elongated black and gold medium strong, expressive male of good
type. Good head, just a slight roman nose and desired dark eyes, rather large
ears. Good neck. Level wither, firm back, short steep croup. The upper arm is of
good length but set slightly steep. Very good hindquarter angulation, good fore
and slightly short underchest. Slightly steep pasterns. Stepping a little wide at
rear, correct at front, the elbows and hock joints should be firmer. Displays good
drive and reach with a good length of stride and maintaining a level topline.
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030

2

MELJENKA GOLDEN SPIRIT 07/01/15 (*Xeno v Arjakjo a ED x *Meljenka Dirty
Dancer AZ) 3100317743 Brd/Exh. V. & L. Ebejer
14mths 63.5 Just above medium size, strong and substantial, elongated,
expressive black and gold male of good type. Good head and expression with
good ear set. Powerful neck. Good top and underline. The upper arm should be
just a little longer but is well angled, the shoulder is slightly forward placed, deep
hindquarter angulation with broad muscular thighs. The pasterns should be a
little firmer. Stepping narrow at rear and not quite correct in front, the hock and
elbow joints should be firmer. Displays powerful drive with good reach with
much enthusiasm.

029

3

AMBALA ARRAGON PRINCE 18/11/14 (*Xaro vd Plassenburg a ED x *Ambala
Funky Miss AZ) 2100417901 Brd. Stokes/Berechree Exh. J. Eaton
16mths 65 Slightly close bite. Large, medium strong, elongated black and gold
male of good type. Well coated, he should show a little more muscular
development. The planes of the skull and foreface are not quite correct and the
eyes should be a fraction darker. The neck should be longer. Good withers and
back, short steep croup with a slightly high tail set. The upper arm should be
longer but is well angled, slightly deep hindquarter angulation with broad thighs,
good fore and slightly short underchest. Stepping narrow at rear, standing and
stepping not quite correct in front. Displays good drive with a slight restriction in
the reach where the pasterns should be a little firmer and he should show a little
more animation.

032

VERY GOOD

1

INTERMEDIATE DOG STOCK COAT
*UHLMSDORF BLACK DOUGLAS AZ 23/02/14 (*Odin Delle Terra Matildiche a ED
x *Uhlmsdorf Ellie Mac AZ) 9100009979 Brd/Exh. Uhlmsdorf Knls.
2yrs 65cm Large, medium strong, black and red gold male, elongated, the saddle
markings should be a little more defined. Expressive head with just a slight
roman nose. The neck is set slightly erect. High withers, firm back, quite well
moulded just slightly steep croup. Very good fore and slightly deep hindquarter
angulation, good fore and underchest development. The hock and elbow joints
should be firmer, steps a little narrow at rear and front. In movement displays
good power with a good length of stride maintaining a good overline.

033

2

*ESKO vd ZWEI STEINEN a ED 06/04/14 (*Ballack vd Brucknerallee a ED x Udi vd
Zwei Stenien) SZ304294 Brd. E. Reich Exh. F. Grigons
23mths 66cm. Very large, medium strong, richly coloured and well pigmented
black and red gold male of pleasing type. Ideally the planes of the skull should be
a little more correct. Expressive with large ears, the long neck is set just slightly
erect. High withers, short back with a slight curve in the lumbar spine, steep well
moulded croup. Very good fore and deep hindquarter angulation. Good fore and
slightly short underchest with a good length of foreleg. Stepping very close at
rear, correct at front, the hock and elbow joints should be firmer. Displays good
drive which should follow through just a little more with a good length of stride
maintaining a good witherline.

031

3

*MISTEISHAH FERDINAND AZ 08/01/14 (*Pepe vd Zenteiche a ED x *Kantenna
Lady Ga Ga AZ) 3100299521 Brd. P. Vincent Exh. S. & L. Carroll
2yrs 65 cm Large, strong, expressive black and red gold male of very good type.
Presents a very good picture in stance. Good head and expression with the
desired dark eyes. Powerful neck that should be just a little longer. Very good top
and underline, very good fore and slightly deep hindquarter angulation.
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Pronounced fore and very good underchest. Ideally the pasterns should be a little
firmer. Stepping close at rear, correct at front the hock joints should be firmer.
Displays good powerful drive from the rear with good reach and a good sequence
of steps maintaining a good topline.
034

037

4

EXCELLENT

1

KARASTRO MCNABBADABADOO AZ 10/08/14 (*Xeno v Arjakjo a ED x *Karastro
Ephrodite AZ) 3100309908 Brd/Exh. D. Berghofer
21mths 65 cm. Large, medium strong, well coloured grey sable male of pleasing
type. Good head and expression with good ear set. The neck is set just slightly
erect. High withers, firm back, short steep croup. The upper arm should be
longer, the shoulder is slightly forward placed, slightly deep hindquarter
angulation. Good fore and slightly short underchest with a white splash on the
underchest. Good length of foreleg. Stepping narrow at rear and correct in front,
the hock joints should be much firmer. Displays powerful drive with good stride,
however the pasterns should be firmer in movement.

OPEN DOG STOCK COAT
*JAKNELL COZ IM TNT AZ 14/07/12 (*Vegas v Dongmiran a ED x *Ch. Aldaina
Bijanka AZ) 2100367479 Brd/Exh. A. & J. Kada
3.5yrs 65cm Large, strong, elongated expressive black and gold well pigmented
male of pleasing type. Expressive with a very good head, just a slight roman nose.
Shows very good masculinity. Good length of neck which is set just slightly erect.
Very good top and underline, pronounced fore and underchest. Stepping a little
narrow both front and rear. Displays very good powerful and reach, where the
pasterns should be firmer.

038

2

*SENSEN MANN YOKON a ED 17/07/12 (*Enosch v Amasis a ED x Flair vd
Martinskapelle) Brd. K. Baggstrom Exh. Henderson/Knuckey/Bobbin
3.5yrs 64.5 Well above medium size, medium strong, expressive black and gold
male of very good type. Well pigmented. Very good head and expression, ideally
the neck should be a little longer. High withers, firm back, slightly short slightly
steep croup, the tail is set just a little high. The upper arm is slightly steep, very
good hindquarter angulation. Good fore and just slightly short underchest, good
length of foreleg. Stepping a little narrow at rear and not quite correct in front. In
movement displays very good power from the rear transmitted into a very good
reach with a very good overline.

039

3

*CH. STOBAR QUENTIN AZ CCD ET 28/11/12 (*Odin delle Terre Matildiche a ED x
*Stobar Diksy AZ) 3100280635 Brd. Stobar Knls. Exh. S. McDonald
3.5yrs 65cm Large, medium strong, richly coloured black and red male of good
type. Very good head and expression, the eye is just a little round. The neck
should be longer. Slight nick behind high withers, firm back, quite well moulded
slightly steep croup. Good fore and slightly deep hindquarter angulation. Good
fore and slightly short underchest. He has a white splash on his chest. The
pasterns should be a little firmer. Stepping a little narrow at rear, correct in front,
elbows and hock should be a little tighter. Displays very good ground coverage
with very good power from the rear drive maintaining a very good overline. Dry
and firm.

041

4

*ZANDRAC THE HARD WAY AZ 07/01/13 (*Toby vd Plassenburg a ED x
*Grundelhardt Quest For Gold AZ) 3100283245 Brd. A. & R. Jones Exh.
Dobson/Jones
3yrs 66.5cm Double P1 upper left. Very large, medium strong, richly coloured
black and red male of pleasing type. Well pigmented. Very good head, with the
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desired dark eye. Ideally the neck should be just a little longer and better placed.
Good top line. Very good fore and deep hindquarter angulation. The pasterns
should be a little firmer in stance and in movement. Good fore and pronounced
underchest. Stepping narrow front and rear the hocks should be a little firmer,
the tail is cast just slightly to the left. In movement displays very good drive and
reach with good ground coverage maintaining a good overline.
045

5

*MISTEISHAH FLETCHER 08/01/14 (*Pepe vd Zenteiche a ED x *Kantenna Lady
Ga Ga AZ) 3100299521 Brd. P. Vincent Exh. P. Dammo
2yrs 64cm well above medium size, strong, masculine, well coloured black and
gold male of pleasing type. Pronounced black masking, very good eye colour.
Ideally the neck should be a little longer but is very powerful. Level withers, firm
back, well moulded slightly short coup. Good fore and pronounced underchest.
Good fore and slightly deep hindquarter angulation. The pasterns should be a
little firmer. Presented in very good coat condition. Stepping a little narrow at
rear, correct at front however the hock and elbow joints should be firmer. In
movement displays powerful drive with good reach maintaining a good overline.

035

6

*BLUEMAX ZOOMBA AZ 27/05/10 (*Ch. Jimmy v Baruther Land a ED x Bluemax
Shiloh AZ) 4100186824 Brd. A. Brinkworth Exh. F. Farley
5.5yrs 65 cm Large, medium strong, elongated black and gold male of good type.
Expressive masculine head with much nobility, ideally his neck should be longer.
High withers, firm straight back, slightly short slightly steep croup. The upper arm
should be longer, the shoulder blade is forward placed. Deep hindquarter
angulation. Good fore and just slightly short underchest, the pasterns should be
firmer. Stepping correct front and rear. In movement displays good drive and
reach maintaining a good overline, where the ligamentation should be a little
firmer.

040

7

*SEIGEN MURPHYS LAW AZ 24/12/12 (*Seigen Suris Alfie AZ x *Seigen Kiss N Tell
AZ) 6100080634 Brd/Exh. D. & C. Gallacher
3yrs 64.5 cm Well above medium size, medium strong, black and brown well
coated male shown in slightly heavy condition. Ideally the planes of the skull
should be a little more parallel, slight roman nose, good ear set. The neck is set
slightly erect. High withers, firm back, well moulded slightly steep croup. The
upper arm should be longer and a little better angled, deep hindquarter
angulation with broad thighs. Good fore and pronounced underchest, the
pasterns should be a little firmer and he should stand a little more correct in
front. Steps a little narrow at rear. In movement displays good reach and drive
maintaining a good overline.

043

8

*CH. KILLARA SUMMER HEIGHTS AZ 14/01/13 (*Ch. Orrinshir Elton John AZ ET x
*D.Ch. (T) Killara Padraigin AZ RN TSDX) 3100283304 Brd. P. & D. Howard Exh.
McPhan/Dejong
3yrs 66 cm Very large, medium strong, black and red gold male whose saddle
markings should be a little more defined. Elongated. Expressive masculine head,
the lips should be a little tighter. Good length of neck which is set just slightly
steep. Slight nick behind level withers, straight back, slightly short slightly steep
croup. Good fore and very good hindquarter angulation. Pronounced fore and
underchest development. He has a tendency to throw the right hock. Stepping
correct at front. Shows a good sequence of steps with good drive and reach
maintaining a good overline.
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036

9

*HAYO aus AGRIGENTO a ED 30/10/10 (*Dux de Intercanina a ED x *Gwendy aus
Agrigento a ED) SZ2259256 Brd. L. Schweikert Exh. Kail/Anderson
5.5yrs 66 cm Worn lower incisors 1&2 Very large, medium strong, elongated well
coloured black and gold male of good type, shown in very good coat condition.
Expressive head, the ears have a slightly tendency to tip backwards. Powerful
neck. Nick behind level withers, firm back, slightly short well moulded croup,
slightly high tail set. The shoulder is forward placed and the upper arm should be
longer, deep hindquarter angulation. Pronounced fore and underchest, ideally
the pasterns should be a little firmer. Stepping narrow at rear, correct in front,
the elbows should be tighter. In movement displays good powerful drive from
the rear maintaining a good overline.

044

10

*WILLMAURS ROMFORD REGGIE AZ 26/01/13 (*Ch. Orrinshir Elton John AZ ET x
*Willmaurs Notting Hill Nell AZ) 3100283764 Brd. W. & M. Goodwin Exh. S. & J.
Wade
3yrs 65cm Large, medium strong, black and red gold male of good type, slightly
elongated with a slight roman nose. Ideally the bones should be a little stronger.
Expressive masculine head. Good neck. Level withers, firm back, short well
moulded croup, the tail is set just slightly high. Good fore and slightly deep
hindquarter angulation. Good fore and underchest development. The pasterns
should be firmer. I would like to see a little more length on the coat. Stepping a
little wide at rear, correct in front however the hock and elbow joints should be a
little firmer. Shows good drive and reach with good ground coverage.

047

VERY
PROMISING

046

1

2

048

VERY
PROMISING

1

049

VERY
PROMISING

1

BABY PUPPY BITCH LONG STOCK COAT
EROICA EASY ON THE EYE 04/11/15 (*Ch. Eroica Catch Me If You Can AZ x *Ch.
Vladimir Glam I Am AZ) 5100090516 Brd. Eroica Knls. Exh. Leonard/Morton
4mths
RIMERINI DARE TO DREAM 25/09/15 (*Sundaneka True Blue AZ x Gr. Ch.
Rimerini Always N Forever AZ) 2100439436 Brd. M. Porter Exh. L. Brownhill
5.5mths
MINOR PUPPY BITCH LONG STOCK COAT
ELANTRA HELGE WOLF 20/07/15 (*Ch. Shernaa Pakros a ED HT x Zukkerpuppe
Eggi Bay) 2100433532 Brd. B. Smith Exh. R. Pocklington
7.5mths Black and gold substantial puppy of pleasing type. Ideally the eyes
should be darker. Good overline and underline. Balanced angulations. Steps
cleanly for a puppy with good firmness of hock and elbow joints. In movement
she holds a good topline however still to develop a more coordinated sequence
of steps.

PUPPY BITCH LONG STOCK COAT
STOBAR YALINA 28/05/15 (*Bluemax Salt AZ x *Vanland Ava AZ) 3100324086
Brd. B. & C. Auwema Exh. N. Cullen
9.5mths Double P1 lower left. Black and gold feminine, well structured puppy of
very pleasing type. Animated with very good angulations both fore and aft, good
overline, very good underline. She should stand a little more correct in front.
Very good length of foreleg for her age. Stepping narrow at rear, the hock and
elbow joints should be a little firmer as should the pasterns. Displays very good
drive and reach however she should carry her wither just a little higher.
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052

VERY GOOD

1

JUNIOR BITCH LONG STOCK COAT
VANHARLEY PROMISCUOUS GIRL 06/11/14 (*Xeno v Arjakjo a ED x *Vanharley
Zena AZ) 3100314353 Brd/Exh. D. Colson
16mths 59.5 Well above medium size, strong and substantial, slightly elongated
female of very pleasing type. Rich black and tan colouring. Expressive feminine
head. The neck should be a little longer. Level withers firm back, slightly short
slightly steep croup. Very good fore and just slightly deep hindquarter
angulation. Good fore and underchest. Ideally the pasterns should be firmer.
Stepping a little cowhocked, correct at front however the elbow and hock joints
still need to firm. The tail has a cast to the right. Balanced movement with a good
sequence of steps. Just needs a little more ring training.

054

2

KARASTRO NOBLE NANA 15/01/15 (*Pepe vd Zenteiche a ED x Karastro Havana
Knights) 3100317615 Brd/Exh. D. Berghofer
14mths 59 Well above medium size, medium strong, black and red gold female of
good type, slightly stretched proportions. The foreface is a little long. Good head.
The neck should be longer. Level withers, straight back, slightly short slightly
steep croup. Good fore and deep hindquarter angulation. Good fore and
pronounced underchest development. The pasterns should be stronger. Stepping
a little narrow both front and rear, hock and elbow joints need to be tighter. In
movement shows good drive with just a slightly high stepping action in the fore
reach.

050

3

VANLAND CARA 22/09/14 (*Jayshell Archimedes AZ x *Stobar Izobel AZ)
3100311645 Brd/Exh. H. & S. Van de Beek
17.5mths 60 cm. Large, medium strong, slightly elongated feminine bitch of good
type, shown in out of coat condition. Expressive head, good length of neck which
is just slightly erect. Level topline, the croup is short and steep. Slightly forward
placed shoulder and the upper arm is steep, deep hindquarter angulation. Good
fore and pronounced underchest. The pasterns should be a little firmer. Stepping
narrow at rear, correct at front however the elbows are open. Shows good
ground coverage with good animation and energy.
KPTLONGLOCKS ISLAND GIRL 14/11/14 (*Kazkiri Ximon AZ x *Kooronya In The
Purple AZ) 3100314328 Brd/Exh. K. Cooper
16mths Well above medium size, medium strong, elongated female of good
type. She should show herself more self assured. Good head, the eyes should be
a fraction darker, slight roman nose. The neck should be longer. Level wither,
straight back, slightly short slightly flat croup. The upper arm should be longer,
deep hindquarter angulation where the upper thigh is too long. Good fore and
pronounced underchest. The pasterns should be firmer. She is very heavily
coated. She should be much firmer in the hock and elbow joints. She displays
good movement but needs to carry the wither a little higher.

053

GOOD

4

055

VERY GOOD

1

INTERMEDIATE BITCH LONG STOCK COAT
BRONACRE CHEWBACCA 01/08/13 (*Bodecka Yoda AZ x *Bronacre Imogen AZ)
3100293001 Brd. Bronacre Knls. Exh. S. Diegan
2.5yrs 59 cm. Well above medium size, medium strong, well constructed slightly
elongated black and gold female of very good type. Feminine head with desired
dark eyes and mask. Very good top and underline. Very good fore and deep
hindquarter angulation. Pronounced fore and very good underchest
development, ideally the pasterns should be firmer. Shown in very good coat
condition. Steps a little narrow at front and rear, the hock joints should be
firmer. In movement she displays very good drive and reach with a good length
of stride carrying a very good overline.
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EXCELLENT

1

060

VERY
PROMISING

1
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063

4

059

5

066

6

070

7

064

8

057

9

072

10

062

11

061

12

OPEN BITCH LONG STOCK COAT
*CH. ZANDRAC DUCHESS SATINE KRYZE AZ 23/02/14 (*Hatto v Huhnegrab a ED x
*Kantenna Venus Delight AZ) Brd. A. & R. Jones Exh. D. & L. Organ
2yrs 60 cm. Large, strong, elongated, richly coloured richly pigmented black and
red female of very nice type. Expressive head, with a slightly roman nose. Very
good length of neck. High withers, firm back, slightly short slightly flat croup.
Very good forehand angulation and deep hindquarter angulation. Pronounced
fore and underchest development. Very long tail. Stepping correct at rear and
front, the hock joints should be a little firmer. In movement displays powerful
drive with very good reach however the pasterns should be firmer. She maintains
a very good overline.

BABY PUPPY BITCH STOCK COAT
WILLMAURS BATTERSEA BREEZE 16/09/15 (*Ch. Orrinshir Elton John AZ ET x
*Willmaurs Notting Hill Nina AZ) 3100329629 Brd/Exh. W. & M. Goodwin
6mths
WILLMAURS BATTERSEA BINDI 16/09/15 (*Ch. Orrinshir Elton John AZ ET x
*Willmaurs Notting Hill Nina AZ) 3100329626 Brd. W. & M. Goodwin Exh. M.
Raftopoulos
6mths
ARRISTAR LYKAN ANGEL 11/11/15 (*Sensen Mann Yokon a ED x *Harlerose
Angel AZ CCD) 3100331966 Brd/Exh. J. Urie
4mths
HASENWAY MALIBU 28/09/15 (*Cronos del Seprio a ED x *Zicke v Feuermelder a
ED) 3100330125 Brd. J. Haase Exh. J. Strachan
5.5mths
WILLMAURS BATTERSEA BOBBI 16/09/15 (*Ch. Orrinshir Elton John AZ ET x
*Willmaurs Notting Hill Nina AZ) 3100329627 Brd/Exh. W. & M. Goodwin
6mths
BLAKNGOLD BLUE BIRDS FLY 03/11/15 (*Calle v Westerven a ED x
*Schaeferhund Indiana AZ) 3100332171 Brd/Exh. V. Stocks
4mths
SCHAEFERHUND QUITTA 11/11/15 (*Nino v Tronje a ED x *Schaeferhund Zollie
AZ) 3100019710 Brd/Exh. I. Bohdal
4mths
DIENAMIC FAITH IN YOUR EYES 07/10/15 (*Zandrac The Hard Way AZ x
*Bronacre Hot Agenda AZ) 3100331485 Brd/Exh. S. Diegan
5mths
WILLMAURS BATTERSEA BENNIE 16/09/15 (*Ch. Orrinshir Elton John AZ ET x
*Willmaurs Notting Hill Nina AZ) 3100329630 Brd. W. & M. Goodwin Exh. A.
McAnuff
6mths
AWATEA YMISS SUZIE 24/11/15 (*Calle v Westervenn a ED x *Awatea Nighttime
Hussy AZ) 3100332530 Brd/Exh. F. Grigons
3.5mths
VANLAND DREAM WEAVER 25/09/15 (*Bluemax Zoomba AZ x *Stobar Izobel AZ)
3100329564 Brd. H. & S. Van De Beek Exh. S. Taylor
5.5mths
VOLSCAIN JADE 19/09/15 (*Karlos vd Werther Muhle a ED x Vivien vd
Herdersfarm a ED) 3100330388 Brd/Exh. Volscain Knls.
6mths
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068

13

067

PROMISING

14

078

PROMISING

1

ARRISTAR LYKA BAT OUTA HELL 11/11/15 (*Sensen Mann Yokon a ED x
*Harlerose Angel AZ CCD) 3100331968 Brd/Exh. J. Urie
4mths
SEIGEN EVA MENDES 10/11/15 (Seigen Heres My Number AZ x Vonaachen Rayne
AZ) 3100333789 Brd/Exh. D. & C. Gallacher
4mths
MINOR PUPPY BITCH STOCK COAT
VANHARLEY TAKE BY STORM 22/07/15 (*Xeno v Arjakjo a ED x **Vanharley
Thunda N Hail AZ) 3100327133 Brd/Exh. D. Colson
7.5mths Black and gold well proportioned puppy of good type. Feminine
expression with desired dark eyes. Good head. Good backline. Good angulations.
She carries her tail with a left cast. Steps a little narrow both front and rear, hock
and elbow joints yet to firm. Yet to develop a coordinated sequence of steps.
Good ligamentation.

080

2

KATELLIA LATTOYA 18/08/15 (*Bluemax Zoomba AZ x *Iniff Southern Lady AZ)
3100328094 Brd/Exh. M. Dawood
6.5mths Well boned, elongated, feminine puppy of good type. Well coated.
Expressive. She stands with a nice topline. Balanced angulations. Steps a little
narrow at rear, correct in front. She has yet to develop her sequence of steps and
there is a slight tendency to fall on the forehand.

079

3

MANPRINCE EXTRA SPECIAL 05/08/15 (*Zandrac The Hard Way AZ x Kardin
Burgundy AZ) 3100327829 Brd/Exh. H. Dunn
7mths P1 upper left. A black and gold elongated feminine puppy of just good
type. Dark masking. Good withers and back, the croup is a little steep. She is in
coat transition. Good angulations. She should be a little more settled on the
teeth examination. Steps narrow both front and rear and is a little open at
elbows, the joints should be cleaner. Good movement with good ligamentation.

077

4

BRONACRE SALTED POPCORN 22/07/15 (*Ch. Bluemax Salt AZ x *Bronacre
Philadelphia Freedom AZ) 3100327589 Brd/Exh. Bronacre Knls.
7.5mths Black and gold elongated, feminine, medium strong female of good type.
Good head. Long neck. Firm back in stance, short steep croup. Good fore and
steep hind angulation with good length of foreleg. Steps quite cleanly for a
puppy. She is yet to develop a good sequence of steps. Overall good movement.

081

5

KILLARA STASIA 23/08/15 (*Bluemax Zoomba AZ x *D.Ch. (T) N.Ch. TS Gr.Ch.
Killara Winter Solstice AZ CD RAE) 3100328472 Brd/Exh. P. & D. Howard
6.5mths Feminine, expressive, well boned black and gold female with stretched
proportions. Good backline. Balanced angulations. Stepping very narrow at rear,
correct at front, the elbow and hock joints should be firmer. She should carry her
wither a little better and should show more animation on the gait.

082

6

UBIQQUE BLUEBELLS DESIRE 27/08/16 (*Sensen Mann Yokon a ED x
*Schaeferhund Banja AZ) 3100329061 Brd/Exh. J. Eaton
6 mths Double P1 upper right. Black and gold, slightly stretched puppy with
medium bone strength. Good angulations. She presents a nice picture in stance,
the tail is quite long. Stepping very narrow at rear, not quite correct in front.
Good drive, she needs to carry the wither a little higher in movement.
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090

VRY
PROMISING

1

PUPPY BITCH STOCK COAT
SWARTZLIC FIZZ GIDGET 19/04/15 (*Schaeferhund Rafael AZ x Hausosin Fancy
This AZ) 3100247886 Brd. S. Hargreaves Exh. Pereira/Pritchard
11mths Feminine, expressive black and gold, slightly stretched female of pleasing
type. Very good head. The neck is just a little erect. Good top and underline.
Good angulations. Good length of foreleg. Steps quite cleanly. Displays very good
ground coverage with very good animation.

085

2

ZANDRAC LET IT GO 22/03/15 (*Xaro vd Plassenburg a ED x *Zandrac Its A Love
Thing AZ) 3100322818 Brd/Exh. A. & R. Jones
12mths Well balanced elongated black and gold female of pleasing type.
Expressive, well boned. Nice lines. Good angulations. Displays good ground
coverage but just should be a little firmer in ligamentation.

089

3

LEGIONAIRE AMERICAN HONEY 13/04/15 (*Ch. Vonpeta Ugottabekidding AZ x
*Legionaire Lady Antebellum AZ) 3100321814 Brd/Exh. Legionaire Knls.
11mths A feminine, expressive slightly elongated black and gold female of good
type. The expression is marred by a slightly light eye. Good angulations. Good top
and underline. The hock joints should be much firmer. Shows good drive and
reach with a good topline.

091

4

STOBAR YANKE 28/05/15 (*Ch. Bluemax Salt AZ x *Vanland Ava AZ) 3100324083
Brd. Stobar Knls. Exh. M. Siktars
9.5mths Well balanced black and gold, just slightly elongated female of pleasing
type. Well coloured black and gold. Expressive feminine head. Good neck. Good
overline just marred by a slightly high tail set. Her coat is in transition. Good
angulations. Steps a little narrow at rear, correct at front. Hock and elbows joints
should be just a little firmer. A nice easy mover with very good animation.

084

5

ZANDRAC CHEERLEADER 22/03/15 (*Xaro vd Plassenburg a ED x *Zandrac Its A
Love Thing AZ) 3100322815 Brd/Exh. A. & R. Jones
12mths Well structured well boned black and gold female of pleasing type. Very
good lines. Very good angulations. Shows good balanced movement with a good
overline.

087

6

KARABACH MAGGIE MAY 03/04/15 (*Ch. Hinterhaus French Liaison AZ CD ED x
Kantenna Venus Williams AZ) 3100321745 Brd/Exh. J. Carter
11mths A black and gold, slightly stretched female of good type. Expression is
marred by a slightly light eye. Good topline. Good underline. Good angulations.
Good length of foreleg. The tail has a cast to the left. The hock and elbows joints
should be a little tighter. Shows good drive and reach maintaining a good
witherline.

092

7

DERHARV GOLDESS 30/05/15 (Seigen Jack In A Box AZ x Derharv Gold Dust AZ)
3100324695 Brd/Exh. H. Kelly
9.5mths Feminine, medium strong, elongated red sable female of good type. Still
raw in her development. Expressive head. Good overline. Good angulations with
very good length of foreleg. Still to develop final hock firmness. Yet to develop a
good sequence of steps yet she is a nice moving female.

083

8

RAMARA HOT DAMN FUNK 18/03/15 (*Xeno v Arjakjo a ED x Kantenna Venus
Star AZ) 3100322711 Brd/Exh. M. Raftopoulos
12mths Medium strong, feminine, elongated black and gold female with
balanced angulations. Stepping a little narrow front and rear. Shows a good
sequence of steps with good drive and reach maintaining a good overline.
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094

9

GLENRACO SUPERNATURAL 11/06/15 (*Vanharley Castro AZ x *Glenraco
Upsadaisy AZ) 3100325281 Brd/Exh. G. Johnston
9mths Well boned, slightly stretched expressive black and gold female of good
type. Lovely black mask, nice overline. The right ear is turned in. Good
angulations, good length of foreleg. Stepping quite cleanly at front and rear
however the hock joints should be firmer. Has quite powerful drive, yet to
develop her reach, the ligamentation should be a little firmer.

086

10

DIENAMIC ZIVA THROUGH THE ASH 31/03/15 (*Zandrac The Hard Way AZ x
*Dienamic Flaming Phoenix AZ) 3100322316Brd. S. Diegan Exh. R. Snijders
11.5mths Medium strong black and gold female of good type. Expressive. Good
proportions. Good angles. She should be a little firmer in the hocks. She needs to
develop a coordinated sequence of steps. Displays good ground covering
movement.

095

11

RANDINKA RAZZLE DAZZLE 11/06/15 (*Schaeferhund Rafael AZ x *Randinka
Shiny Pebbles AZ) 3100300500 Brd. G. Green Exh. V. Lewis
9mths Medium strong, stretched black and red gold female of just good type.
Good expression. Flat topline. Good angulations of the forehand, deep
hindquarter angulation. Good length of foreleg. Shown in out of coat condition.
Stepping a little narrow at rear, not quite correct in front. Shows good movement
but has a tendency to fall on the forehand.

097

VERY GOOD

1

JUNIOR BITCH STOCK COAT
JAYSHELL KENZIE AZ 15/09/14 (*Ch. Bluemax Salt AZ x *Ch. Jayshell Winona AZ)
3100311547 Brd/Exh. P. & N. McDermott
18mths 57.5cm Medium size, medium strong, elongated well coated female
presented in very good coat condition. Expressive feminine head, very good
length of neck, good top and underline. Very good fore and just slightly deep
hindquarter angulation. Good length of foreleg. Steps cleanly from the rear, just
toes in slightly at front. Displays very good drive, just a slight high stepping action
in the reach and a tendency to carry her head a little high. Animated.

104

2

SCHAEFERHUND LATISHA AZ 16/01/15 (*Nino v Tronje a ED x *Schaeferhund
Xeena AZ) 3100317520 Brd/Exh. I. Bohdal
14mths 61cm Double P1 upper left. Very large, expressive, well boned, well
proportioned, black and red gold female of pleasing type. Ideally the stop should
be a little better defined and she should be darker in the eye. Strong powerful
neck. Very good top and underline. Very good fore and hindquarter angulation.
Shown in very good coat condition. Stepping a little narrow at rear, correct in
front. In movement displays effective drive with very good reach displaying an
effective topline.

105

3

DELLARESS ASHANTI 11/02/15 (*Xeno v Arjakjo a ED x *Dellaress Kalani AZ)
3100318870 Brd/Exh. J. Colenso
13mths 58 cm Medium size, medium strong, elongated black and red gold female
of pleasing type. Very good head and expression. Good length of neck. High
withers, firm back, the croup is a little short and steep. The topline is marred by
the roughness of the coat. Very good fore and deep hindquarter angulation.
Good length of foreleg. Slightly steep pasterns. Stepping a little narrow at rear
not quite correct in front. The tail has a cast to the left. In movement displays
good ground coverage with a good topline however she has a tendency to high
step.
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099

4

103

5

098

6

101

7

106

8

KARDIN NAUGHTY BUT NICE AZ 23/10/14 (*Zandrac The Hard Way AZ x *Kardin
Destin To Dream AZ) 3100313311 Brd. Kardin Knls. Exh. Hill/Mindin
17mths 62 cm Oversize, expressive, well boned, well constructed female of
pleasing type. Very good head and expression. Good length of neck. Good top
and underline. Good fore and slightly deep hindquarter angulation. Very good
length of foreleg. Steps correct front and rear, hock joints should be a little
tighter. Displays very good ground coverage with a good backline and firm
ligamentation.
MELJENKA GO GO GIRL 07/01/15 (*Xeno v Arjakjo a ED x *Meljenka Dirty Dancer
AZ) 3100317746 Brd/Exh. V. & L. Ebejer
14mths 59 cm Just above medium size, medium strong, elongated black and gold
female shown in out of coat condition. Expressive feminine head, rather large
ears. Powerful neck. Level topline, the croup is a little short and flat. The tail is
set just slightly high. Very good angulations of the forehand, deep hindquarter
angulation. Good fore and very good underchest, very good length of foreleg.
Steps a little narrow at rear, not quite correct at front, the hock and elbow joints
should be much tighter, the tail has a cast to the right and is rather long. Deep
hindquarter drive with a tendency to high step in the front.
BLUEMAX SALTED PRETZEL AZ 03/10/14 (*Ch. Bluemax Salt AZ x *Bluemax
Tanzin AZ) 4100249192 Brd/Exh. A. Brinkworth
17mths 60cm Large, elongated, well boned black and light gold female of good
type. Good head, just slight roman nose, the ears are rather large. Level wither,
slight peak in the topline, well moulded slightly steep croup. Good fore and deep
hindquarter angulation. Very good length of foreleg. Should be presented in
better coat condition. Stepping close behind, correct in front. The elbow and
hock joints need to be a little tighter. Displays good ground coverage with
effective drive and a slight restriction in the reach. She should carry her wither a
little higher.
AWATEA WATTLE FLOWER AZ 18/11/14 (*Ch. Ayko v Nord Wind a ED x *Angie in
Regnum Marianum a ED) 3100314526 Brd/Exh. F. & I. Grigons
16mths 60 cm Large, medium strong, quite well proportioned female of good
type shown in slightly out of coat condition. Very good pigment, well coloured
black and gold. Ideally the stop should be a little more pronounced and the neck
should be a little longer. Level withers, firm back, well moulded steep croup.
Good fore and very good hindquarter angulation. Good fore and slightly short
underchest, the pasterns are a little steep. Stepping a little narrow at rear,
correct at front, the elbows should be firmer. In movement she displays good
drive with just a slight restriction in the reach and with a good topline.
ICCARA ITS EVOLUTION BABY 15/02/15 (*Bluemax Tiger Town AZ x *Iccara
Evolutions Finest AZ) 6100091989 Brd. Mailata/Woollard Exh. A. McAnuff
13mths 59 cm Well above medium size, medium strong, slightly elongated black
and gold bitch of good type. The eyes should be darker, slight roman nose. Good
neck. Good top and underline. Good fore and very good hindquarter angulation.
Steps a little narrow at rear with a tendency to throw the right hock and just toes
in slightly at the front. Displays good drive and reach with a straight topline.
Shown in just slightly heavy condition.
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111

VERY GOOD

1

INTERMEDIATE BITCH STOCK COAT
*VANLAND BLYSS AZ 28/02/14 (*Jayshell Archimedes AZ x *Stobar Izobel AZ)
3100302166 Brd. H. & S. Van De Beek Exh. Stocks/Auwema
2yrs 60 cm Large, medium strong, well balanced black and red elongated female
of pleasing type. Expressive feminine head, rather large ears. Very good neck.
Very good topline, good underline. Very good angulation of the fore and
hindquarter. Good fore and underchest. The pasterns should be a little firmer.
Stepping a little narrow front and rear, the hock joints should be firmer. Displays
very good ground coverage with a good sequence of steps.

113

2

JACKNELL SWEET PAINTED LADY AZ 26/05/14 (*Ch. Orrinshir Elton John AZ ET x
*Jaknell Sweet Revenge AZ) 2100410263 Brd/Exh. A. & J. Kada
22mths 59.5cm Well above medium size, medium strong, stretched black and red
gold female of very good type. Presents a lovely picture in stance. Presented in
very good coat condition. Very good head and expression. The neck is set just
slightly erect. Very good top and underline. Very good fore and deep hindquarter
angulation. Very good length of foreleg. Stepping correct at rear and a little wide
in front, the elbows should be a little tighter. Displays very good ground coverage
maintaining a very good overline and is firm and dry.

096

3

DIENAMIC HOT SMOOCHIE KIMBA 28/08/14 (*Hatto v Huhnegrab a ED x
*Bronacre Hot Agenda AZ) 3100311592 Brd. S. Diegan Exh. McPhan/Dejong
18mths 60.5 cm. Large, medium strong, well proportioned black and gold female
of pleasing type. Good head and expression. Powerful neck. Very good overline
and underline. Very good angulation of the forehand, deep hindquarter
angulation. Pronounced forechest and very good underchest. Displays very good
drive and reach with a nice overline.

110

4

UHLMSDORF RAIN DROPS 17/02/14 (*Yester v Feuermelder a ED x *Uhlmsdorf
Fergie AZ) 9100009989 Brd/Exh. Fairbairn/Meffert
2yrs 60 cm Large, strong and substantial brood type female of stretched
proportions. Ideally the black colour should be a little more defined. She is shown
in out of coat condition. Strong expressive feminine head. Powerful neck. Level
withers, firm back, quite well moulded slightly short croup. Good fore and deep
hindquarter angulation. Good length of foreleg. Good fore and underchest
development. Stepping a little narrow at rear, correct in front. Displays powerful
drive with a slight restriction in the reach and with a firm overline.

118

5

SEIGEN COCONUT ICE AZ 06/10/13 (*Seigen Suris Alfie AZ x Ch. Seigen Ylang
Ylang AZ) 6100085024 Brd/Exh. D. & C. Gallacher
2.5yrs 59 cm Well above medium size, medium strong gold sable, slightly
elongated of pleasing type. Good head and expression. Lovely length of neck.
Very good overline and underline. Very good fore and deep hindquarter
angulation. Good forechest and developed underchest. The pasterns should be a
little firmer. Stepping a little close at rear, correct in front, elbows are a little
open. Displays powerful drive with very good reach however the back
ligamentation should be a lot firmer.

107

6

DERHARV PURE BLONDE 11/12/13 (Seigen Crunchies Time Out AZ x Derharv
Gold Dust AZ) 3100299249 Brd/Exh. H. Kelly
2yrs 61.5 Very large, strong and substantial brood type female of red sable
colour. Good head and expression, slight roman nose. Strong powerful neck.
Good overline, very good underline. The upper arm should be a little longer,
deep hindquarter angulation. Good length of foreleg. Stepping correct front and
rear, hock joints should be a little firmer. Shows good ground coverage with good
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drive and reach and a good topline.
116

7

KINBAR LITTLEFOOT AZ 09/08/14 (*Pepe vd Zenteiche a ED x *Schaeferhund
Indiana AZ) 3100309923 Brd/Exh. S. Kinsman
19mths 61.5 cm. Very large, medium strong, slightly elongated black and red gold
female of good type shown in out of coat condition. Good head and expression.
Ideally the neck should be a little longer. Slight nick behind high withers, straight
back, well moulded slightly short croup. Good fore and deep hindquarter
angulation. The pasterns should be firmer. Good fore and underchest. Stepping a
little narrow at rear, not quite correct at front, the hock and elbow joints should
be much tighter. Displays good ground coverage and a good overline.

109

8

*WILLMAURS TOTTENHAM TRICKATREAT AZ 17/01/14 (*Hayo aus Agrigento a
ED x *Willmaurs East End Effie AZ) 3100300499 Brd. W. & M. Goodwin Exh. S. &
J. Wade
2yrs 60 cm Large, black and gold well proportioned female of good type.
Expressive feminine head, the stop should be a little more defined. The neck
should be a little longer. Level withers, firm back, slightly short slightly flat croup.
The tail is set just slightly high. Good fore and very good hindquarter angulation.
Good fore and underchest development with good length of foreleg. Steps a little
narrow both front and rear, the hock and elbow joints should be a little firmer.
Displays good drive with just a slight restriction in the reach with good energy.

114

9

FREEVALE CRAZY BEAUTIFUL 10/06/14 (*Ch. Arkon v Altenberger Land a ED x
*Ch. Freevale Crazy In Pink AZ) 2100409070 Brd. M. & C. Morris Exh. I.
Borodinova
20mths 61cm Missing P1 lower right. Very large, medium strong, expressive,
slightly elongated female of good type. Ideally the black saddle should be a little
darker. Expressive feminine head. Very good length of neck. A nick behind level
withers, straight back, well moulded slightly short croup. Good fore and deep
hindquarter angulation. The forechest should be more pronounced, good
underchest, the pasterns should be a little firmer. Stepping a little narrow at rear,
slightly wide at front. Shows good drive with a slight restriction in the reach
maintaining a good witherline.

120

119

EXCELLENT

1

2

OPEN BITCH STOCK COAT
*CH. BRONACRE DARK DIAMOND AZ CCD RA ET 13/01/11 (*Ch. Orrinshir Elton
John AZ x *Bronacre Imogen AZ) 3100250573 Brd/Exh. Bronacre Knls.
5yrs 59cm Just above medium size, medium strong, very well constructed female
of excellent type. Well coloured and richly pigmented, she has very good lines
and is expressive and feminine. Very good fore and hindquarter angulation. Very
good fore and just slightly short underchest. Ideally the pasterns should be a little
firmer. Steps correct both front and rear, hock joints should be a little tighter. In
movement she displays a harmonious free flowing, effortless gait. She is firm and
dry.
*SCHAEFERHUND NELKE AZ ET RA 15/07/10 (*Ch. Orrinshir Elton John AZ ET
*Schaeferhund Celina AZ) 3100241339 Brd. I. Bohdal Exh. Walter/Schulz
5.5yrs 60 cm. Large, medium strong, very well constructed black and red gold
female of pleasing type. Very good head and expression. Good length of neck.
Very good topline, very good underline. Very good forehand angulation, very
deep hindquarter angulation. Very good fore and underchest, very good length of
foreleg. Stepping a little narrow both front and rear, the hock joints should be a
little tighter. In movement she displays good overall firmness, very powerful
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drive with very good reach maintaining an excellent topline.
130

3

*BODECKA A CUT ABOVE AZ 11/08/13 (*Yester v Feuermelder a ED x *Bodecka
Xrated AZ) 3100293143 Brd. J. Joseph Exh. Green/Baldwin
2.5yrs 60 Large, strong and substantial brood type female of pleasing type. Good
head and expression. Strong powerful neck. High withers, firm straight back, the
croup is slightly short and slightly flat, the tail is set just a little high. Very good
fore and hindquarter angulation. Good fore and underchest. Stepping a little
narrow at rear, correct in front, hock and elbow joints should be just a little
tighter. Displays very good drive with just slightly restricted reach but maintains a
very good overline.

133

4

*WILLMAURS TOTTENHAM TWIGGY AZ 17/01/14 (*Hayo aus Agrigento a ED x
*Willmaurs East End Effie AZ) 3100300500 Brd/Exh. W. & M. Goodwin
2yrs 59 cm Above medium size, medium strong, well constructed black and red
gold female of pleasing type. Very good head and expression. Good length of
neck. Good overline. Very good forehand angulation, deep hindquarter
angulation. Shown in out of coat condition, needs more muscle tone. Good fore
and underchest. Steps a little narrow both front and rear, the hock joints should
be just a little firmer. In movement she displays very good drive and reach
holding a very good wither line with a firm back.

135

5

127

6

*LASHADAS ONYX AZ 09/02/14 (*Lashadas Chick Magnet AZ x *Lashadas Vixen
AZ) 6100086500 Brd. R. & S. Hosking Exh. F. Farley
2yrs 61 cm. Very large, well boned, well coloured, well pigmented slightly
elongated black and gold female of very good type. Ideally the underjaw should
be a little stronger. Expressive head. Good neck. Slight nick behind high withers,
firm back, well moulded slightly short croup. The upper arm should be just a little
longer, very good hindquarter angulation. Very good fore and underchest. Steps
correct front and rear, hock joints should be a little firmer. In movement she
displays very good ground coverage very good drive and reach with a firm
overline.
*CH. SCHAEFERHUND BALLEENA AZ ET RN CCD 22/04/13 (*Yester v Feuermelder
a ED x *Ryzack Acacia AZ) 3100287963 Brd/Exh I. Bohdal
2.5yrs 59 cm. Well above medium size, medium strong black and lighter gold
female of stretched proportions. Good head and expression. The neck should be
longer. Slight nick behind level withers, firm back, well moulded slightly short
croup. Good fore, slightly deep hindquarter angulation. Good fore and
underchest development. Shown in very good coat condition. She steps a little
narrow both front and rear and the hock joints should be much firmer. In
movement she displays a coordinated sequence of steps with very good ground
coverage.

131

7

*HARLEROSE ANGEL AZ CCD 28/08/13 (*Bluemax Zoomba AZ x *Bronacre Indian
Sunset AZ) 3100294285 Brd. M. & S. Stedwell Exh. J. Urie
2.5yrs 60.5 Double P1 upper right. Large, medium strong, slightly elongated
female of good type shown in out of coat condition. Well coloured, expressive
head. Good length of neck. Level withers, firm back, well moulded just slightly
short croup. Good length of the upper arm just set slightly steep, slightly deep
hindquarter angulation. Good fore and underchest, she should be a little firmer
in the loin area, pasterns should be a little firmer. Stepping a little narrow at rear,
toes in slightly in front. In movement she displays powerful drive with good reach
maintaining a good topline.
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123

8

*SEIGEN HOT STUFF AZ 19/09/12 (*Ch. Fasties Elle Willy Wonka a ED x *Seigen
Opal Fire AZ) 6100079264 Brd/Exh. D. & C. Gallacher
3.5yrs 61 cm. Very large, elongated black and red gold female of good type. She
should be a little more animated. Good head and expression with desired dark
masking, the ears are set low. Good neck which is set slightly erect. Straight back
in stance and the croup is slightly short and slightly flat. Good fore and very deep
hindquarter angulation. Pronounced fore and underchest. Good length of
foreleg. Stepping a little narrow at rear and wide at front, the hock and elbow
joints should be firmer. Displays good drive with just a slight restriction in the
reach and a tendency to just fall on the forehand.

121

9

*VOLSCAIN AKIRA AZ CCD 01/07/12 (*Ch. Schneeberg Fire Storm AZ x *Molle vd
Werther Muhle a ED) 3100275847 Brd. Volscain Knls. Exh. C. Anderson
3.5yrs61 cm. Very large, medium strong black and gold, expressive, nicely boned
female of pleasing type. Very good head and expression. Good neck. High
withers, firm straight back with a slight downward curve of the lumbar spine.
Quite well moulded croup, the tail is set just slightly high. Very good fore and
hindquarter angulation. Very good length of foreleg. Steps correct front and rear
with good firmness of the hock and elbow joints. Displays good drive and reach,
she has a slight tendency to fall on the forehand.

132

10

*SCHAEFERHUND ENYA AZ 26/09/13 (*Ch. Orrinshir Elton John AZ ET x
*Schaeferhund Quanta AZ) 3100294757 Brd/Exh. I. Bohdal
2.5yrs 61cm. Very large, medium strong, expressive, well constructed female of
pleasing type. Good head and expression. The neck is just slightly erect. Good
overline, good underline. The upper arm is long but it should be better angled,
deep hindquarter angulation. Ideally the saddle markings should be darker. Good
length of foreleg, she stands not quite correct in front. Steps slightly narrow at
rear, correct at front, the hock and elbow joints should be much tighter. Shows
good drive with good reach, the back ligamentation should be just a little tighter
and she holds a good witherline.

126

11

CH. KILLARA ASTERIA AZ CD TD RN 07/01/13 (*Ch. Bronzehund Iron Man AZ x
*D. Ch. (T) Killara Winter Solstice AZ CD RA) 3100283202 Brd. P. & D. Howard
Exh. R. Butler
3yrs 60 cm. Large, medium strong, a black and red gold slightly elongated female.
The saddle markings should be darker. The underjaw should be a lot stronger.
Expressive. The neck is set slightly erect. She is shown in out of coat condition. A
nick behind high withers, straight back, slightly short slightly steep croup. Good
fore and short underchest, good length of foreleg. Stepping a little narrow at
rear, correct in front, the hock joints should be tighter. In movement she displays
good drive with a slight restriction in the reach and carries her wither at a good
level.

134

12

*BRONACRE ULURU MATILDA AZ 26/01/14 (*Ch. Bluemax Salt AZ x *Bronacre
Philadelphia Freedom AZ CCD ET) 3100301407 Brd/Exh. Bronacre Knls.
2yrs 59 cm. Well above medium size, medium strong but substantial brood
female. Expressive feminine head, well coloured. Strong powerful neck. Firm
back, short steep croup. The upper arm should be longer and better angled, very
good hindquarter angulation. Good fore and slightly deep underchest, good
length of foreleg. Stepping a little narrow at rear, correct at front, hock joints
should be a little firmer. In movement she displays good drive and reach with just
a slight tendency to fall on the forehand.
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124

13

*BODECKA ZENSATION AZ 16/11/12 (*Ch. Sirio v Rauhtal a ED x *Ch. Lashadas
Xquisite AZ) 3100280431 Brd/Exh. J. Joseph
3yrs 60.5 cm. Large, medium strong, expressive black and gold female shown in
slightly out of coat condition, showing signs of a recent litter. Good head where
the underjaw should be stronger. Good neck. Straight back, slightly short slightly
steep croup. The upper arm should be a little longer and better angled, deep
hindquarter angulation. Good fore and pronounced underchest, she still needs to
tighten in the loin after the litter. The pasterns should be firmer. Stepping narrow
at rear, a little wide at front, the hock and elbow joints should be tighter. Displays
good ground covering movement, the pasterns should be firmer in movement,
she maintains a good overline.

128

14

* SCHAEFERHUND BANJA AZ 22/04/13 (*Yester v Feuermelder a ED x *Ryzack
Acacia AZ) 3100287964 Brd. I. Bohdal Exh. J. Eaton
2.5yrs59.5 cm. Well above medium size, medium strong, stretched proportions.
Feminine head. The neck should be longer. Level withers, firm back, well
moulded croup. Good fore and very good hindquarter angulation. Good fore and
slightly deep underchest. Steps slightly close behind, the bones of the forelegs
are a little round. She doesn’t step quite correct in front. Displays good drive with
slightly restricted reach and just a tendency to fall on the forehand.
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Novice obedience class
*CH. STOBAR QUENTIN AZ CCD ET Brd. Stobar Knls. Exh. S. McDonald
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German Shepherd Dog Club of Victoria
State Breed Exhibition
30th April and 1st May 2016
KCC Park Skye
Judges
Mr Ian Urie (Vic) – All Baby Puppy to Intermediate Classes
Mrs Fran Farley (Vic) – All Open Classes

Mr Ian Urie (Vic) – All Baby Puppy to Intermediate Classes
General Comments:
Thank you to the Club for inviting me to judge the young classes at this 2016 Victorian State Breed Evaluation. I also
thank all exhibitors for their entries and sportsmanlike presentation. The numbers entered in the male classes were a
little disappointing. The type of animals presented was quite pleasing overall, with only a few animals not achieving the
highest grading in their classes. Colour and pigment was generally good, as were the hindquarter angulations. Length of
upper arms and croups, and prevalence of light to medium eye colour were the most commonly mentioned problems,
and in a few cases the underjaw could have been stronger.
Ian Urie
EXH NO
601

602

EXH NO
603

EXH NO
604

GRADING PLACING BABY PUPPY BITCH LONG STOCK COAT
VP
1
EROICA EASY ON THE EYE 04/11/15 (*Ch. Eroica Catch Me If You Can AZ x
*Ch. Vladimir Glam I Am AZ) 5100090516 Brd. Eroica Knls. Exh.
Leonard/Morton
5.5mths
VP
2
DERHARV GOLD STORM 04/01/16 (Seigen Jack In A Box AZ x Derharv Gold
Dust AZ) 3100335163 Brd/Exh. H. Kelly
3.5mths
GRADING PLACING MINOR PUPPY BITCH LONG STOCK COAT
VP
1
RIMERINI DARE TO DREAM 25/09/15 (*Sundaneka True Blue AZ x Gr. Ch.
Rimerini Always N Forever AZ) 2100439436 Brd. M. Porter Exh. L. Brownhill
7.5mths, Large, well-proportioned bitch of good type, medium eye colour,
feminine head where the underjaw could still be stronger. High withers, firm
back, slightly short croup, good forequarter where the upper arm could be
better angled and very good hindquarter angulation, good chest proportions.
Displays nice easy movement.
GRADING PLACING PUPPY BITCH LONG STOCK COAT
VP
1
STOBAR YALINA 28/05/15 (*Bluemax Salt AZ x *Vanland Ava AZ) 3100324086
Brd. B. & C. Auwema Exh. N. Cullen
11mths, Double P1 lower right, above medium size bitch of good overall type
and slightly stretched proportions, feminine head, level wither, firm back with
a slight peak in the topline, well laid slightly short croup. Good forequarter
where the upper arm is well angled but could be longer and the shoulder
blade is slightly steep, good chest proportions. Stands slightly close in front
and steps close both coming and going, displays good ground covering
movement just falling slightly on the forehand.

EXH NO
607

EXH NO
608

EXH NO
609

EXH NO
612

EXH NO
613

GRADING PLACING JUNIOR BITCH LONG STOCK COAT
VG
1
KANJELESE HIGH PRIESTESS 24/01/15 (*Xeno v Arjakjo a ED x Kanjelese
Dominatrix AZ) 3100318037 Brd. A. Beard Exh. H. Kelly
14mths, 58cm, above medium size bitch of slightly compact proportions and
good type. Feminine head which should be a little stronger in the foreface,
medium eye colour, slightly short neck, good wither, firm back, and a well laid
croup. Good angulations of fore and hindquarter, slightly narrow in the
forechest and good underline. Stands slightly close in front, steps close
coming and going where the hocks should be a little firmer. Shows good
ground covering movement.
GRADING PLACING INTERMEDIATE BITCH LONG STOCK COAT
VG
1
KAZKIRI XIVAS MA BELLE AMIE AZ 24/07/14 (*Ch. Siobahn Apollo AZ x Kazkiri
Xiva AZ) 3100310493 Brd. N. Symes Exh. Cordell/Symes
21mths, 60.5cm, a large bitch of very good type and proportions. Strong
pigmentation however the colour is paling a little over the back. Very good
expressive feminine head with dark eyes, good neck carriage, high wither, firm
back and a croup of good length and lay. Very good angulations of the fore
and hindquarter, good forechest and slightly short underchest. Stands correct
in front, steps correct coming and going with good firmness of hocks and
elbows. Shows very good ground covering movement with good reach and
drive.
GRADING PLACING BABY PUPPY DOG LONG STOCK COAT
VP
1
AWATEA BOBBY DAZZLER 13/01/16 (*Esko aus den Zwei Steinen a ED x
Awatea Holli Bgezus AZ) 3100334841 Brd/Exh. F. Grigons
3.5mths
GRADING PLACING JUNIOR DOG LONG STOCK COAT
VG
1
MELJENKA GOLDEN NUGGET 07/01/15 (*Xeno v Arjakjo a ED x *Meljenka
Dirty Dancer AZ) 3100317745 Brd. V. & L. Ebejer Exh. S. Petrella
15mths, 63.5cm, just above medium size well-coloured male of very good type
and proportions. Good masculine head with medium eye colour, good neck
carriage, high wither, firm back, slightly steep croup. Very good angulation of
the fore and hindquarter, very good chest proportions, presented in slightly
heavy condition. Stands correct in front, steps correct coming and going, with
good firmness of hocks and elbows, shows very good ground-covering
movement.
GRADING PLACING INTERMEDIATE DOG LONG STOCK COAT
G
1
JAYSHELL KALYPSO 15/09/14 (*Ch. Bluemax Salt AZ x *Ch. Jayshell Winona
AZ) 3100311545 Brd/Exh. P. & N. McDermott
18mths, 68cm, Oversize, well-pigmented male of good overall type and
slightly long proportions. Good head with well-set ears and dark eyes. Stands
with a high wither, firm back, slightly short and slightly steep croup. Good
angulations of the fore and hindquarter. Good forechest and slightly deep
underchest. Stands correct in front, steps correct coming and going. In
movement displays good sequence of steps with good reach and drive.

EXH NO
619

614

615

621

618

622

628

617

624

626

625

623

629

EXH NO
638

GRADING PLACING BABY PUPPY BITCH STOCK COAT
VP
1
SCHAEFERHUND QUINTA 11/11/15 (*Nino v Tronje a ED x *Schaeferhund
Zollie AZ) 310001971 Brd/Exh. I. Bohdal
5.5mths
VP
2
BLAKNGOLD BLUE BIRDS FLY 03/11/15 (*Calle v Westerven a ED x
*Schaeferhund Indiana AZ) 3100332171 Brd/Exh. V. Stocks
6mths
VP
3
DELLARESS BILLIE JEAN 06/11/15 (*Toby vd Plassenburg a ED x *Dellaress
Quicksilver AZ) 3100331925 Brd/Exh. J. Colenso
5.5mths
VP
4
BLAKNGOLD GET RICH QUICK 23/11/15 (*Bluemax Zoomba AZ x *Blakngold
Harley Inconspicuous AZ) 3100332152 Brd/Exh. V. Stocks
5mths
VP
5
ARRISTAR LYKAN ANGEL 11/11/15 (*Sensen Mann Yokon a ED x *Harlerose
Angel AZ CCD) 3100331966 Brd. J. Urie Exh. N. Moissis
5.5mths
VP
6
AWATEA YMISS SUZIE 24/11/15 (*Calle v Westervenn a ED x *Awatea
Nighttime Hussy AZ) 3100332530 Brd/Exh. F. Grigons
5mths
VP
7
MANPRINCE FREE TO FLY 14/12/15 (*Willmaurs Romford Reggie AZ x Delkit
Lucks A Charm AZ) 3100333464 Brd/Exh. Manprince Knls.
4.5mths
VP
8
ARRISTAR LYKA BAT OUTA HELL 11/11/15 (*Sensen Mann Yokon a ED x
*Harlerose Angel AZ CCD) 3100331968 Brd. J. Urie Exh. A. & J. Barr
5.5mths
VP
9
VONISAR SAMBORA 04/12/15 (*Zandrac The Hard Way AZ x Vonisar Prada
AZ) 3100333740 Brd. Vonisar Knls. Exh. S. Kinsman
5mths
VP
10
RANDINKA TIGER LILLY 05/12/15 (*Schaeferhund Rafael AZ x *Randinka
Shinny Pebbles AZ) 3100333091 Brd/Exh. Green/Baldwin
5mths
VP
11
VONISAR SANTANA 04/12/15 (*Zandrac The Hard Way AZ x Vonisar Prada AZ)
3100333740 Brd. Vonisar Knls. Exh. Sammacann Knls.
5mths
VP
12
JAYSHELL NELLIE 04/12/15 (*Fremont Hells Bells AZ x *Ch. Jayshell Winona
AZ) 3100332853 Brd/Exh. P. & N. McDermott
5mths
VP
13
AWATEA BRIGHT EYES 13/01/16 (*Esko aus den Zwei Steinen a ED x Awatea
Holli Bgezus AZ) 3100334843 Brd/Exh. F. Grigons
3.5mths
GRADING PLACING MINOR PUPPY BITCH STOCK COAT
VP
1
WILLMAURS BATTERSEA BREEZE 16/09/15 (*Ch. Orrinshir Elton John AZ ET x
*Willmaurs Notting Hill Nina AZ) 3100329629 Brd/Exh. W. & M. Goodwin
7.5mths Large, strong, well coloured and pigmented bitch of very good type,
and slightly stretched proportions. Expressive, strong yet feminine head with
medium eye colour and well-set ears. Good length of neck, high wither, firm
back and well moulded just slightly short croup, very good angulations of the
fore and hind quarter, good forechest with very good length of underchest.
Stands correct in front, steps correct coming and going with good firmness of
hocks and elbows, very good ground covering movement with good reach and
drive.

635

VP

2

637

VP

3

631

VP

4

639

VP

5

633

VP

6

640

VP

7

WILLMAURS BATTERSEA BENNIE 16/09/15 (*Ch. Orrinshir Elton John AZ ET x
*Willmaurs Notting Hill Nina AZ) 3100329630 Brd. W. & M. Goodwin Exh. A.
McAnuff
7.5mths Double P1 upper left. Large, well coloured bitch of very good type
and proportions, good head with medium eye colour, slightly large but well
set ears, stands with a high wither, firm back and well moulded just slightly
short croup, very good angulations of the fore and hindquarter, very good
chest proportions, stands correct in front, steps correct coming and going
where the hocks should be firmer, shows very good ground covering
movement.
WILLMAURS BATTERSEA BOBBI 16/09/15 (*Ch. Orrinshir Elton John AZ ET x
*Willmaurs Notting Hill Nina AZ) 3100329627 Brd/Exh. W. & M. Goodwin
7.5mths Large, strong, well pigmented sable bitch of good type and slightly
stretched proportions, good strength of the head, medium eye colour and
well set ears. Good neck carriage, normal wither, firm back and a well laid but
slightly short croup, good fore and very good hind angulations, very good
chest proportions, stands correct in front, steps correct coming and going,
good ground covering movement.
KATELLIA LATTOYA 18/08/15 (*Bluemax Zoomba AZ x *Iniff Southern Lady AZ)
3100328094 Brd/Exh. M. Dawood
8.5mths Double P1 lower right. Above medium size, well coloured bitch of
good type and proportions displaying good strength. Good feminine head,
with dark eyes and well set ears, stands with a level wither, firm back, slightly
short croup. Well angled forequarter, the upper arm could still be longer, and
very good hind angulation. Good fore and underchest, stands correct in front.
Steps correct coming and going, shows good ground coverage where the
wither should be carried a little higher.
VOLSCAIN JADE 19/09/15 (*Karlos vd Werther Muhle a ED x Vivien vd
Herdersfarm a ED) 3100330388 Brd/Exh. Volscain Knls.
7.5mths, Above medium size bitch of good type and proportions, good head
with medium eye colour and slightly wide ear set. Stands with a level wither,
firm back and slightly short and slightly steep croup, good forequarter where
the upper arm should be longer, and very good hind angulation. Good chest
development for her age with a good underline. Stand correct in front, steps
correct coming and going, shows balanced movement where the fore reach
could a little freer.
UBIQQUE BLUEBELLS DESIRE 27/08/15 (*Sensen Mann Yokon a ED x
*Schaeferhund Banja AZ) 3100329061 Brd/Exh. J. Eaton
8mths Double P1 upper left and right, Above medium size, black and gold
bitch of good type and slightly stretched proportions. Lovely feminine head
with medium eye color and well-set ears. High wither, firm straight back,
slightly steep croup, good forequarter where the upper arm could be longer
and better angled, very good hind angulation, very good chest proportions,
stands correct in front, steps slightly narrow going and correct coming, shows
balanced movement with good reach and drive.
VANLAND DREAM WEAVER 25/09/15 (*Bluemax Zoomba AZ x *Stobar Izobel
AZ) 3100329564 Brd. H. & S. Van De Beek Exh. S. Taylor
7mths, Just over medium size, medium strong bitch of good type and slightly
stretched proportions, feminine head where the under jaw could be a little
stronger, medium eye colour and slightly wide ear set. Stands with a high
wither, firm back, well laid, slightly short croup. The upper arm could be
longer and is set quite steep, very good hind angulation, good forechest and
slightly short underchest, stands correct in front, steps correct going and

EXH NO
645

643

646

644

647

slightly wide coming, shows balanced movement where both the reach and
drive could be more pronounced.
GRADING PLACING PUPPY BITCH STOCK COAT
VP
1
MALTAKNIGHTS FLAUIE 10/07/15 (*Zandrac The Hard Way AZ x
*Maltaknights Ailani AZ) 3100326529 Brd/Exh. C. & F. Azzopardi
9.5mths, Double P1 upper right, above medium size, strong substantial bitch
of very good type and proportions. She has a strong yet feminine head,
medium eye colour and well-set ears. Masking could be a little more
pronounced. Stands with a high wither, firm back and well-laid croup. Good
forequarter where the upper arm could be a little longer and very good hind
angulation. Very good chest proportions, stands correct in front, steps correct
coming and going, very good movement with good reach and drive.
VP
2
STOBAR YANKE 28/05/15 (*Ch. Bluemax Salt AZ x *Vanland Ava AZ)
3100324083 Brd. Stobar Knls. Exh. M. Siktars
11mths, a large well-coloured bitch of very good type and proportions. Lovely
feminine head with medium eye colour and well-set ears. Good neck carriage,
high wither and slightly short croup. Good forequarter where the upper arm
could still be better angled and very good hind angulation. Very good fore and
underchest. Stands correct in front but the pasterns could be a little firmer.
Steps slightly narrow going and correct coming. Shows very good groundcovering movement.
VP
3
ALBATA NARLA 15/07/15 (*Hatto v Huhnegrab a ED X *Albata Havanna AZ)
4100263762 Brd/Exh. Jones/Aili
9.5mths, above medium size, well-coloured bitch of very good type and
proportions, good head where the masking could still be darker, good eye
colour and well-set ears. Stands with a high wither, firm back and well-laid
slightly short croup. Good fore and very good hind angulation. Very good
chest proportions. Stands correct in front, steps correct coming and going,
moves with good reach and drive.
VP
4
DERHARV GOLDESS 30/05/15 (Seigen Jack In A Box AZ x Derharv Gold Dust
AZ) 3100324695 Brd/Exh. H. Kelly
11mths, Very large, medium strong well coloured sable bitch of good type and
slightly stretched proportions. Good feminine head with medium eye colour
and well-set ears. Good length of neck, high wither, firm back and a well-laid
slightly short croup. The upper arm is of good length but should be better
angled. Very good hind angulation. Good forechest and slightly short
underchest, stands correct in front, steps a little wide going and correct
coming, shows balanced movement where the fore reach could still be more
pronounced.
VP
5
VANHARLEY TAKE BY STORM 22/07/15 (*Xeno v Arjakjo a ED x *Vanharley
Thunda N Hail AZ) 3100327133 Brd/Exh. D. Colson
9mths, above medium size, very well pigmented bitch of good type and
proportions. Expressive feminine head with dark masking, medium eye colour
and well-set ears. Slightly short neck, stands with a level wither, firm back and
a well-laid croup which could still be longer. Good forequarter where the
upper arm could still be longer and better angled. Very good hind angulation.
Good forechest and slightly short underchest. Stands correct in front, steps
correct coming and going, shows balanced movement where the fore reach
could be a little more pronounced.
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GRADING PLACING JUNIOR BITCH STOCK COAT
VG
1
ZANDRAC LET IT GO 22/03/15 (*Xaro vd Plassenburg a ED x *Zandrac Its A
Love Thing AZ) 3100322818 Brd. A. & R. Jones Exh. Butler/Paterson
13mths. 60.5cm. Large well-coloured and pigmented bitch of very good type
and proportions. Expressive feminine head with well-set ears. Medium eye
colour, good neck carriage with high wither, firm back and slightly steep
croup. Very good forequarter angulation where the upper arm could still be
longer. Very good hind anglulation. Good forechest and slightly short
underchest, stands correct in front, steps correct coming and going. Very good
ground covering movement.
VG
2
KARABACH MAGGIE MAY 03/04/15 (*Ch. Hinterhaus French Liaison AZ CD ED
x Kantenna Venus Williams AZ) 3100321745 Brd/Exh. J. Carter
12.5mths. 61cm. very large, medium strong bitch of very good type and
proportions. Good feminine head, with well-set ears, eye colour should be
darker. Good length of neck, high wither, firm straight back, well laid but
slightly short croup. The upper arm is of good length but could be slightly
better angled. Good hind angulation. Stands correct in front, steps correct
coming and going. Very good ground covering movement.
VG
3
SCHAEFERHUND LATISHA AZ 16/01/15 (*Nino v Tronje a ED x *Schaeferhund
Xeena AZ) 3100317520 Brd/Exh. I. Bohdal
16mths. 61cm. Very large, strong, substantial well-coloured bitch of very good
type and proportions. Strong head, well-set ears, eye colour should be darker.
Stands with a high wither, firm back, well-moulded, slightly steep croup. Good
length and angle of the upper arm, very good hind angulation. Very good fore
and under chest. Presented in slighty heavy condition. Stands correct in front.
Steps correct coming and going. Moves with very good reach and drive.
VG
4
ICCARA ITS EVOLUTION BABY 15/02/15 (*Bluemax Tiger Town AZ x *Iccara
Evolutions Finest AZ) 6100091989 Brd. Mailata/Woollard Exh. A. McAnuff
15mths, 60cm. Large, substantial, well-pigmented bitch of good type and
proportions. Strong feminine head, well-set ears, eye should be darker. Good
length of neck, high wither, firm back, with a slightly short, slightly steep
croup. Good forequarter where the upper arm could be slightly better angled.
Good hind angulation. Good fore and very good underchest. Stands correct in
front. Steps correct going, slightly wide coming. Shows good ground covering
movement.
VG
5
ZANDRAC CHEERLEADER 22/03/15 (*Xaro vd Plassenburg a ED x *Zandrac Its
A Love Thing AZ) 3100322815 Brd/Exh. A. & R. Jones
13mths. 60.5cm. Large, strong, well coloured bitch of very good type and
proportions. Good head with medium eye colour, slightly wide-set ears. High
wither, firm back, well laid croup. Very good fore and hindquarter angulations,
very good chest proportions. Stands correct in front. Pasterns are slightly
upright. Steps correct coming and going. Moves with very good reach and
drive.
VG
6
LEGIONAIRE AMERICAN HONEY 13/04/15 (*Ch. Vonpeta Ugottabekidding AZ
x *Legionaire Lady Antebellum AZ) 3100321814 Brd/Exh. Legionaire Knls.
12.5mths. 60cm. Large, medium strong, feminine bitch of very good type and
proportions. Very expressive head, well set ears, eye colour could be darker.
Stands with a high wither, firm back, slightly short slightly steep croup. The
upper arm could be longer and better angled. Very good hind angulation.
Good forechest and slightly short underchest. Stands correct in front. Steps
correct coming and going. Shows balanced movement with slightly restricted
fore-reach
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GRADING PLACING INTERMEDIATE BITCH STOCK COAT
VG
1
*JAYSHELL KENZIE AZ 15/09/14 (*Ch. Bluemax Salt AZ x *Ch. Jayshell Winona
AZ) 3100311547 Brd/Exh. P. & N. McDermott
19.5mths, 58cm, just above medium size, black and gold bitch of very good
type and slightly stretched proportions. Expressive feminine head with good
eye colour and well-set ears. Good length of neck, high wither, firm back and
well-laid croup. Very good angulations of the fore and hindquarter and very
good chest proportions. Pasterns are slightly steep, stands correct in front,
steps correct coming and going with good firmness of hocks and elbows,
shows very good ground covering movement.
VG
2
KINBAR LITTLEFOOT AZ 09/08/14 (*Pepe vd Zenteiche a ED x *Schaeferhund
Indiana AZ) 3100309923 Brd/Exh. S. Kinsman
20.5mths, 61.5cm, very large, well coloured and pigmented medium strong
bitch of good type and overall proportions. Expressive head with dark
masking, well-set ears and dark eyes. Stands with a high wither, firm back and
slightly short, slightly steep croup. The upper arm is of good length but could
be better angled. Very good hind angulation. Good forechest and slightly
short underchest with good length of foreleg. The pasterns should be a little
firmer. Stands correct in front, steps slightly close going where the hocks
should be firmer, correct coming, the elbows should also be tighter. Shows
balanced movement where the fore-reach could be a little more pronounced.
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AWATEA WATTLE FLOWER AZ 18/11/14 (*Ch. Ayko v Nord Wind a ED x
*Angie in Regnum Marianum a ED) 3100314526 Brd/Exh. F. & I. Grigons
17.5mths. 59.5cm. Above medium size, just medium strong bitch of good type
and overall proportions. Feminine head, medium eye colour and well-set ears.
Slightly short neck with level withers, firm back, steep croup. The upper arm
should be longer and better angled. Very good hind angulation. Good fore
chest and short under chest. Stands correct in front. Steps narrow going,
correct coming. Shows balanced movement, with slightly restricted forereach.

GRADING PLACING BABY PUPPY DOG STOCK COAT
VP
1
BLAKNGOLD QUICK AS A WINK 23/11/15 (*Bluemax Zoomba AZ x *Blakngold
Harley Inconspicuous AZ) 3100332147 Brd/Exh. V. Stocks
5mths
VP
2
JAYSHELL NAVARA 04/12/15 (*Fremont Hells Bells AZ x *Ch. Jayshell Winona
AZ) 3100332840 Brd/Exh. P. & N. McDermott
5mths
VP
3
JAYSHELL NEBRASKA 04/12/15 (*Fremont Hells Bells AZ x *Ch. Jayshell
Winona AZ) 3100332848 Brd/Exh. P. & N. McDermott
5mths
VP
4
AWATEA APACHE SMILE 06/01/16 (*Esko aus den Zwei Steinen a ED x
*Awatea Needs Cuddle AZ) 3100334738 Brd/Exh. F. Grigons
5mths
VP
5
AWATEA BREAKER BREAKER 13/01/16 (*Esko aus den Zwei Steinen a ED x
Awatea Holli Bgezus AZ) 3100334842 Brd/Exh. F. Grigons
4.5mths

EXH NO
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GRADING PLACING MINOR PUPPY DOG STOCK COAT
P
1
UBIQQUE BLACK AVENGER 27/08/15 (*Sensen Mann Yokon a ED x
*Schaeferhund Banja AZ) 3100329063 Brd. J. Eaton Exh. D. James
8mths, above medium size, substantial puppy of good overall type and slightly
stretched proportions. Well-pigmented with dark masking, medium eye
colour and well-set ears. Stands with a high wither, firm straight back and a
croup that is slightly short and rather steep. The upper arm is of good length
but could still be better angled. Very good hind angulation and very good fore
and underchest development. Stands correct in front, steps slightly narrow
going and correct coming. Shows balanced movement which could be more
enthusiastic.
GRADING PLACING JUNIOR DOG STOCK COAT
VG
1
AMBALA ARRAGON PRINCE AZ 18/11/14 (*Xaro vd Plassenburg a ED x
*Ambala Funky Miss AZ) 2100417901 Brd. Stokes/Berechree Exh. J. Eaton
17.5mths, 65cm. A large, well coloured and pigmented dog of very good type
and proportions. Good broad head with medium eye colour and well-set ears.
Ideally the underjaw could be a little stronger. Good neck carriage, stands
with a high wither, firm back and slightly steep croup. The upper arm is of
good length but could still be better angled. Very good hind angulations, very
good fore and underchest. Stands correct in front. Steps correct coming and
going, moves with very good reach and drive.
VG
2
ZANDRAC KING KUNTA 22/03/15 (*Xaro vd Plassenburg a ED x *Zandrac Its A
Love Thing AZ) 3100322814 Brd/Exh. A. & R. Jones
13mths, 65.5cm. Large, strong, well-coloured male of very good type and
proportions. Good head with good eye colour and well-set ears. Stands with
a high wither, firm back and well-moulded slightly short croup. Very good
angulations of the fore and hindquarter and very good chest proportions.
Stands correct in front, steps correct coming and going with good firmness of
hocks and elbows. Shows good ground covering movement
VG
3
KANEKARA FOOTLOOSE AMACINO 23/03/15 (*Xeno v Arjakjo a ED x
*Bronzehund Imadorable AZ) 3100320419 Brd/Exh. N. Moissis
13mths, 66.5cm. Just oversize, very strongly pigmented dog of very good type
and proportions. Strong masculine head with good eye colour and well set
ears. Stands with a high wither, firm back and slightly short croup. Well
angled forequarter where the upper arm could be a fraction longer, very good
hind angulation. Very good chest proportions. Stands correct in front, steps
correct coming and going, the elbows could be a little tighter. Moves with
good reach and drive.
VG
4
WILLMAURS VICTORY VALDO 08/11/14 (*Ch. Orrinshir Elton John AZ ET x
*Willmaurs Oxley Olive Oil AZ) 3100314003 Brd. W. & M. Goodwin Exh. J. & H.
Withington
17.5mths, 66.5cm. Just oversize, well coloured and pigmented dog of good
type and overall proportions. Good masculine head with dark eyes and well
set ears. Stands with a high wither, firm back, slightly steep croup, good
angulations of the fore and hindquarter. Very good fore and underchest,
stands correct in front, steps correct coming and going, shows good ground
covering movement.
VG
5
LEGIONAIRE BARTENDER 13/04/15 (*Ch. Vonpeta Ugottabekidding AZ x
*Legionaire Lady Antebellum AZ) 3100321811 Brd/Exh. Legionaire Knls.
12.5mths, 65.5cm. A large, masculine dog with good strength of bone and
good overall type and proportions. Strong head with good masking, medium
eye colour and slightly wide-set ears. Stands with a high wither, firm back and
a well-angled croup that could be a fraction longer. Good angulations of the
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6
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7

fore and hindquarter and good chest proportions. Stands correct in front,
steps correct coming and going and moves with good reach and drive.
INIFF AUTUMN FIRE 09/04/15 (*Schaeferhund Rafael AZ x *Iniff Southern
Belle AZ) 3100321806 Brd. Iniff Knls. Exh. M. Kelly
12.5mths, 63cm. Just above medium size, well pigmented black and gold dog
of good type and proportions. Expressive head with dark eyes and well-set
ears. Stands with a level wither, firm back with a slight rise over the topline
and slightly short croup. The upper arm could be longer and better angled,
very good hind angulation. Good forechest and slightly short underchest.
Stands correct in front. Steps correct coming and going and shows balanced
movement which could be a little more expansive.
ZANDRAC GHOST TOWN 22/03/15 (*Xaro vd Plassenburg a ED x *Zandrac Its
A Love Thing AZ) 3100322814 Brd/Exh. A. & R. Jones
13mths, 64cm. Above medium size, black and gold dog of good type and
slightly stretched proportions. Expressive head with medium eye colour and
slightly wide-set ears. Slightly short neck, level wither, firm back and slightly
steep croup. Well angled forequarter where both the upper arm and the
foreleg should be a little longer. Very good hind angulation and good fore and
underchest. Stands correct in front, steps correct coming and going. His
movement should be a little more enthusiastic and he tends to fall slightly on
the forehand.

Mrs Fran Farley (Vic) – All Open Classes
SUMMARY Open Classes 2016 Victorian State Breed Show - Fran Farley
Whilst the initial entry, number wise, in the open classes was disappointing, I was impressed with the overall
quality, and in particular, considering the very inclement weather conditions which we all endured, the great
camaraderie & sporting attitude shown by all exhibitors.
Open Bitch
Seigerin, at now over 6 years, deserved her title thoroughly. Her sire has become almost a cornerstone of the
breed in this state – Winona has excellent hip & elbow status – she is linebred on Iwan v Lechtal & Dorsten Monte
Cito. Her progeny speak for her re-producing ability, numerous placings in younger classes & her daughter the
Intermediate class winner is a beautiful bitch. I was proud to award her the Siegerin title for 2016 & Excellent
Merit grading.
Exc.Merit 2 is another Elton John daughter, she is near 6 years and at the peak of her maturity, she ‘fills the eye’
at all times. Nelke is also linebred on Iwan & Monte Cito.
Exc.Merit 3, Baleena is always presented in top condition and impresses with her overall strength & substance.
She covers the ground extremely well at all speeds and is not extreme in any area of her construction. A daughter
of Yester Feuermelder, she herself has very good hips and elbows – her dam is a Kwint daughter & her grand dam
Schaeferhund Yenta also carries Iwan & Monte Cito.
Open Male
Sieger & Excellent Merit, Yukon showed himself extremely well & impressed in his gaiting performance. Well
handled, he was consistent throughout the prolonged gaiting. He is an unexaggerated strong male with excellent
pigmentation. I have observed him in all situations and he impresses in his outlook on life, and his calm
demeanour in all situations. An Enosch son, his grandsire is Ober Bad Boll and his dam, a daughter of Remo – he
has an excellent pedigree. His progeny to date are only young, but I have observed that he is passing on his own
attributes, so after careful consideration, I decided he is worthy of promotion.
Excellent no. 1 & 2, are litter brothers and only young sons of Pepe, who has excellent hip & elbow results (6.36
mean & 91% elbows normal) they are both sire typical in my opinion and deserve to be utilised by breeders.
I would hope that breeder/exhibitors, continue to support the concept of Breed shows – the future safety/success
of the German Shepherd is paramount.
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OPEN BITCH LONG STOCK COAT
*CH. ZANDRAC DUCHESS SATINE KRYZE AZ 23/02/14 (*Hatto v Huhnegrab a
ED x *Kantenna Venus Delight AZ) Brd. A. & R. Jones Exh. D. & L. Organ.
2yrs. 59cms. Well above medium size, medium strong, feminine long coat
bitch with good eye colour. Standing correct when viewed from front. The
wither could be a little more pronounced. Firm back in stance, the croup
ideally should be longer and is just slightly steep. Very good fore and
hindquarter angulation. Quite well laid upper arm that could be a little longer.
Good balance of upper to lower thigh with a short hock. Stepping correctly in
rear just a little wide in front. Shows in movement good ground coverage with
strong hindquarter thrust whereby she could carry the wither a little more
correctly. During off lead gaiting the handler showed good control and she
carried herself a little more correctly through the wither line. Gun sure.
*DELKIT BRIGID AZ 17/03/14 (*Schaeferhund Rafael AZ x *Delkit One Of A
Kind AZ) 3100303152 Brd/Exh. A. Kerr
2yrs. 59cms. The bitch showed a little unease on initial approach but settled
quickly. Well above medium size medium strong, expressive feminine bitch.
She has a slightly wide ear set. Under jaw could be a little stronger and the eye
a little darker. Slightly short neck. Level wither. The back ligamentation should
be a little more tight knit. Slightly steep croup . She should be a little longer in
fore leg. Good fore and very good hind angulations with good length of hock.
Should be a little more tight knit in hock connection. Slightly high stepping in
forehand reach with good hindquarter drive. During off lead gaiting she was
far more relaxed in her attitude and showed good reach and drive. Gun sure.
OPEN BITCH STOCK COAT
*CH. JAYSHELL WINONA AZ 11/01/10 (*Ch. Orrinshir Elton John AZ ET x
*Blakngold Honey Jumble AZ) 3100233082 Brd/Exh. P. & N. McDermott
6.5yrs. 57.5cms. Medium size, medium strong, expressive feminin
e bitch in very good condition for her age. A well formed head, with large firm
ears and desired eye colour. She has correct angle and length of the neck, high
wither, firm back, quite well laid croup but ideally could be just a little longer.
Very good fore and hindquarter angulation with good length of fore leg. The
upper arm is of good length. Good balance of upper to lower thigh. Standing
correctly when viewed from front. Steps correctly in rear. She shows in
movement far reaching expansive gait retaining a good overline. The off lead
gaiting was professionally performed. Gun sure.
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Exc Merit

2

*SCHAEFERHUND NELKE AZ ET RA 15/07/10 (*Ch. Orrinshir Elton John AZ ET
*Schaeferhund Celina AZ) 3100241339 Brd. I. Bohdal Exh. Walter/Schulz
5.5yrs 59.cms. Well above medium size, medium strong, typey, expressive
feminine bitch with good planes of skull of foreface, and good eye colour. She
has correct length and angle of neck, high wither, and firm backline. Good
formation of the croup which is just slightly steep. Pronounced, fore and very
good underchest development. Stands correctly when viewed from front. Very
good fore and hindquarter angulation, with good musculation of the thigh.
Steps correctly in rear, she shows in movement far reaching ground covering
gait maintaining a good wither line. Excellent off lead performance and still
maintaining a good wither line. Gun sure.
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Exc Merit

3

*CH. SCHAEFERHUND BALLEENA AZ ET RN CCD 22/04/13 (*Yester v
Feuermelder a ED x *Ryzack Acacia AZ) 3100287963 Brd/Exh I. Bohdal
2.5yrs. 58cms Small P1s. Well above medium size, strong and substantial, well
pigmented bitch of pleasing impression in stance. Good masking of the

foreface. Correct angle of neck, high wither and firm back. The croup is quite
well laid croup but could still be a little longer. Pronounced fore and very good
underchest development. Very good fore and hindquarter angulation. Quite
well laid upper arm that could still be a little longer. Good balance of upper to
lower thigh with good musculation of the hindquarter and very good length of
hock. Stepping correctly in rear with good elbow connection. She shows very
good ground coverage in movement with free reach of the forehand with
good hindquarter thrust. Excellent off lead performance. Gun sure.
697

Exc

4

*WILLMAURS TOTTENHAM TWIGGY AZ 17/01/14 (*Hayo aus Agrigento a ED
x *Willmaurs East End Effie AZ) 3100300500 Brd/Exh. W. & M. Goodwin
2yrs. 59cms. Small upper P1s. Well above medium size medium strong typey
feminine expressive bitch of very good pigmentation and good eye colour. She
should be a little stronger in underjaw. Standing correctly when viewed from
front. Very good length of neck. High wither, firm back, quite well laid croup
that could be longer. Very good fore and underchest development. Good fore
and very good hindquarter angulation. The upper arm is of quite good length
but set just slightly steep. The elbow and hock connection could be a little
more tight knit. Shows expansive ground covering movement with very good
reach of the forehand with very good hindquarter thrust maintaining a high
wither line only young and still to fully mature. We have seen better
performances in off lead gaiting than with this bitch. Gun sure.
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5

*VOLSCAIN AKIRA AZ CCD 01/07/12 (*Ch. Schneeberg Fire Storm AZ x *Molle
vd Werther Muhle a ED) 3100275847 Brd. Volscain Knls. Exh. C. Anderson
3.5yrs. 60cms. Large, well proportioned feminine bitch with good planes of
the skull of foreface. The underjaw could be a little stronger. Good eye colour.
Standing correctly when viewed from the front. Good length of the neck,
normal wither, firm back in stance. Croup is short and a little steep. Good fore
and very good hinquarter angulations. The upper arm should be longer but is
of quite good angle. Good balance of upper to lower thigh. Steps correctly in
rear, the elbow connection could be a little more tight knit. Shows in
movement good reach and very good drive whereby she could carry herself a
little more correctly in the wither line. Excellent off lead performance. Gun
sure.
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Exc

6

*CH. KILLARA ASTERIA AZ CD TD RN 07/01/13 (*Ch. Bronzehund Iron Man AZ
x *D. Ch. (T) Killara Winter Solstice AZ CD RA) 3100283202 Brd. P. & D. Howard
Exh. R. Butler.
3yrs. 58cms. Well above medium size, medium strong, feminine bitch with
very good eye colour. She should be stronger in underjaw. Just slightly wide
ear set. Overall good proportions. Good length of neck, high wither, firm back
with a very slight indentation behind the wither. The croup ideally should be a
little longer and is set slightly steep. Standing correctly when viewed from
front. Good fore and very good hindquarter angulation. The upper arm should
be a little longer and is set slightly steep. She should be a little more tight knit
in elbow and elbow connection. In movement shows very good reach of the
fore quarter, strong hindquarter thrust where the back ligamentation should
be a little more tight knit. Very good off lead performance. Gun sure.
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*KILLARA AELLA TDX AZ 07/01/13 (*Ch. Bronzehund Iron Man AZ x D. Ch. (T)
Killara Winter Solstice CD RA) 3100283203 Brd. P. & D. Howard Exh. I. & D.
Woollard

3yrs. 60cms Broken Upper Central Incisor. Large, strong, feminine bitch that
could be a little stronger in the black colouration but has good masking. Well
formed head, very good eye colour, very good length of neck. High wither,
firm back, the croup is a little short and set slightly steep. Good fore and
underchest development. Good fore and very good hindquarter angulation.
The upper arm should still be a little longer and is set just slightly steep. Good
musculation of the thigh. In movement shows good reach and very good
hindquarter thrust where she could carry herself a little higher in the wither
line. A very good off lead performance. Gun sure.
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Exc

8

*WILLMAURS TOTTENHAM TRICKATREAT AZ 17/01/14 (*Hayo aus Agrigento
a ED x *Willmaurs East End Effie AZ) 3100300499 Brd. W. & M. Goodwin Exh.
S. & J. Wade
2yrs. 59.5cms. Well above medium size, medium strong well proportioned
and well pigmented feminine bitch with good masking of the foreface. The
underjaw should be stronger. Good eye colour. Standing correctly when
viewed from front. Good fore and underchest development. Good length of
neck. High wither, slight dip behind the wither. The croup is short and set
slightly steep. Good fore and very good hindquarter angulation. The upper
arm ideally should be longer and is set slightly steep. Both elbow and hock
joints should be a little more tight knit. Shows in movement very good reach
and drive, lowering herself through the wither line. We have seen better
performances in off lead gaiting than with this bitch. Gun sure.
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9

*MILLBROOKJ VAMP AZ ET 21/10/11 (*Shotaan Amsterdam AZ x Kardin Loyal
Lauren AZ CCD RN ET) Brd/Exh. J. & M. Burgess
4.5yrs. 59cm . Worn canines. Well above medium size, medium strong, just
slightly long bitch. She could be a little stronger in overall pigmentation and
colouration. Well formed head, she could be a little stronger in underjaw. Just
slightly short neck, level wither, firm back in stance, short croup which is
slightly steep in angle. Good fore and underchest development. Good fore and
very good hindquarter angulation, the upper arm is a little short and should be
better angled. Good balance of upper to lower thigh. Stepping correctly in rear
just a little loose in elbow connection. In movement the reach could be a little
more free with good hindquarter thrust whereby she lowers herself just a
fraction through the wither line. Top class off lead gaiting performance. Gun
sure.
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*DELKIT IRISH EYES AZ 17/03/14 (*Schaeferhund Rafael AZ x Delkit One Of A
Kind AZ) 3100303154 Brd/Exh. A. Kerr
2yrs. 58.5cms. Small Upper P1s. Well above medium size medium strong well
proportioned richly pigmented expressive feminine bitch. Good eye colour,
well formed head. Standing correctly when viewed from front. Strong neck,
high wither, firm back, short steep croup. Good fore and very good
hindquarter angulation. The upper arm should be a little longer and is set
slightly steep. Very good hindquarter angulation. She should be more tight
knit in hock and elbow connection. Shows very good reach and drive and
should carry herself a little more correctly in the wither line. We have seen
better performances in off lead gaiting than with this bitch. Gun sure.
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*BLAKNGOLD CROWD GOES WILD AZ 02/06/13 (*Schaeferhund Rafael AZ x
*Volscain Xilla AZ) 3100290129 Brd/Exh. H. Stocks
2.5yrs. 60cms. Large, medium strong just slightly stretched bitch of good
pigmentation. Standing correctly when viewed from front. Good eye colour.

Very good length of neck, level wither, slight indentation behind the wither.
Croup is a little too short and set slightly steep. Standing correctly when
viewed from front. Good fore and very good hindquarter angulation. Upper
arm is short. She could have a little more angle of upper thigh. Stepping
correctly in rear. The elbows should be a little more tight knit. Shows good
reach of the forehand and very good hindquarter thrust where she should
maintain a higher wither line. Wild Wednesday did a reasonable off lead
performance. Gun sure.
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*BODECKA ZENSATION AZ 16/11/12 (*Ch. Sirio v Rauhtal a ED x *Ch. Lashadas
Xquisite AZ) 3100280431 Brd/Exh. J. Joseph
3.5yrs. 59cms. Well above medium size medium strong well proportioned
bitch not in full coat condition. Well formed head with very good eye colour.
Slightly erect neck carriage. Normal wither, firm back in stance. Croup is short
and set steep. Pronounced fore and good underchest development. Stands
correct when viewed from front. Good forequarter angulation where the
upper arm could be a little longer and is set slightly steep. Just a little long in
lower thigh, and slightly long in hock. Stepping just a little wide in rear, the
elbows should be more tight knit. Shows is movement very good reach and
drive but she could maintain a higher wither line. In the off lead gaiting she
completed a half lap very well. Gun sure.

OPEN DOG LONG STOCK COAT
700
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*CH. JAYSHELL GLASGOW AZ 24/07/13 (*Ch. Ustinov v Romerland a ED x *Ch.
Jayshell Winona AZ) 3100292456 Brd. P. & N. McDermott Exh. D. & L. Organ
2.5yrs. 66cms. P1s & P2s not correctly aligned. Standing on the upper limit of
size, well proportioned, richly pigmented, expressive long coat male. Strong
head, the under jaw could be stronger. Slightly erect neck carriage. High
wither, firm back, croup could be still a little longer and is just slightly steep.
Good fore and just slightly deep hindquarter angulation. The upper arm could
be slightly longer and better angled. Good musculation of the hindquarter.
Could be a little firmer in hock and elbow connection. Shows good reach of
the forehand very good hindquarter thrust retaining a good overline. Good
off lead gaiting. Gun sure.
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*FOLLOWTREK USS ENTERPRISE PT AZ 17/02/12 (Freevale Strikes Gold HSCs x
D.Ch. (H) Fax Cassata Dreamtime) 4100210815 Brd. K. Burke Exh. A. McGauran
4yrs. 65cms. Large, well proportioned, well coloured long coat male.
Standing correctly when viewed from the front. Strong head however the
planes of the skull and foreface could be better aligned. The neck could be a
little longer. Normal wither, firm back in stance, croup should be longer and is
set a little steep. Good fore and very good hindquarter angulation. The upper
arm could be still a little longer and is just slightly steep. Stepping correctly in
rear, the elbows should be more tight knit. Shows good reach and very good
drive but should carry himself a little higher in the witherline. Performed a
very good off lead exercise. Gun sure.

OPEN DOG STOCK COAT
*SENSEN MANN YOKON a ED 17/07/12 (*Enosch v Amasis a ED x Flair vd
Martinskapelle) Brd. K. Baggstrom Exh. Henderson/Knuckey/Bobbin
3.5yrs. 64.5cms. Well above medium size, medium strong richly pigmented
expressive male with good eye colour. Good planes of the skull and foreface
and good strength of foreface. Standing correctly when viewed from front.
Strong neck, high wither, firm back. The croup should be a little longer and is
set slightly steep. Well laid shoulder blade. Upper arm could be still a little
longer but is of good angle. Very good hindquarter angulation. Stepping
correctly in rear, elbows could be a little more tight knit. Shows in movement
very good forehand reach and strong hindquarter thrust maintaining a firm
wither line. Excellent off lead performance. Gun sure.
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*MISTEISHAH FERDINAND AZ 08/01/14 (*Pepe vd Zenteiche a ED x
*Kantenna Lady Ga Ga AZ) 3100299521 Brd. P. Vincent Exh. S. & L. Carroll
2yrs. 65cms. Large, strong, very masculine dog of very strong pigment. Full
dark masking, good eye colour. Strong neck, high withers, firm back. The
croup should be longer, very good fore and hindquarter angulation. Quite well
angled upper arm that could be still a little longer. Good musculation of the
hindquarter. Could be a little more firm knit in elbow and hock joints. Shows
good ground covering movement whereby he could carry himself a little
higher in the wither connection. Praiseworthy off lead performance. Gun sure
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3

*MISTEISHAH FLETCHER AZ 08/01/14 (*Pepe vd Zenteiche a ED x *Kantenna
Lady Ga Ga AZ) 3100299522 Brd. P. Vincent Exh. P. Dammo
2yrs. 63cms. Desired medium size, medium strong, richly pigmented male
with full black mask and overall very good pigmentation. Desired dark eye.
Standing correctly when viewed from front. Good fore and underchest
development. Strong neck, high wither, firm back in stance, croup ideally
should still be a little longer but is well laid. Good fore and very good hind
angulation. The upper arm could be just a little longer and better angled.
Could be a little more tight knit in hock and joint connections. Shows easy
ground covering movement whereby he could carry the wither connection a
little higher. Excellent off lead gaiting performance. Gun sure
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*ESKO vd ZWEI STEINEN a ED 06/04/14 (*Ballack vd Brucknerallee a ED x Udi
vd Zwei Stenien) SZ304294 Brd. E. Reich Exh. F. Grigons
24mths. 67cms. Broken upper incisor. Very large, richly pigmented young
male still to fully develop. Expressive, richly coloured with full dark masking,
good eye colour. Correct length and angle of neck. High wither, strong back
the croup could be still a little longer and is set slightly steep. For his age, good
fore and underchest development. Stands correctly when viewed from front.
Good fore and very good hinquarter angulation. The upper arm is just slightly
steep. An athletic dry and firm dog. Still to achieve final firmness in elbow and
hock joints. shows very good ground covering movement maintaining an
absolutely firm backline with very good wither placement. Gun sure
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*WILLMAURS ROMFORD REGGIE AZ 26/01/13 (*Ch. Orrinshir Elton John AZ
ET x *Willmaurs Notting Hill Nell AZ) 3100283764 Brd. W. & M. Goodwin Exh.
S. & J. Wade
3yrs. 63cms. Medium size, medium strong, well coloured male with very good
eye colour. Large firm ears. Standing correctly when viewed from front. Strong
neck, high wither, firm back in stance. The croup should be longer and is set
slightly steep. Good fore and just slightly deep hindquarter angulation. Quite

well laid upper arm that could be still a little longer. He should be a little more
tight knit in elbow and hock connections. Shows good ground covering
movement with free reach of the forehand and good hindquarter thrust
retaining a good wither line. Very good off lead performance. Gun sure
705
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6

*RAMARA TOTALLY TRASHED AZ 10/01/13 (*Yester v Feuermelder a ED x
Amstine Appy Daze AZ) 3100284046 Brd M. Raftopoulos Exh. N. Ainley
3yrs. 66cms. Double P1 upper left. Large, strong well coloured male of good
overall impression in stance. Strong head, medium eye standing correctly
when viewed from front. Strong neck, high wither, overall quite good croup
formation that could be a little longer. Good fore and underchest
development. Very good fore and hindquarter angulation. The upper arm
could still be a little better angled. Stepping correctly in rear, the elbow
connection could be a little more tight knit. Shows good ground covering
movement where he could carry the wither a little higher. Very good off lead
performance. Gun sure. This dog did not exhibit any zest during the
prolonged gaiting and faded thereby losing places.

Dual Performance Winner
*VOLSCAIN AKIRA AZ CCD 01/07/12 (*Ch. Schneeberg Fire Storm AZ x *Molle vd Werther Muhle a ED)
3100275847 Brd. Volscain Knls. Exh. C. Anderson
Open Obedience class 1st place - 195/200pts
Conformation Open Bitch 5th place, Excellent
Junior Handlers
Judge: Mrs Nicki McDermott
10-U13yrs
1st Place – Jordan Ramadge
13-U18yrs
1st Place – Holly Pogorzelski

LILLYDALE KENNEL CLUB CHAMPIONSHIP SHOW
13th AUGUST, 2016
KCC Park
Judge: Mr Andrew Jones (Vic)
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BABY PUPPY DOG STOCK COAT
RANDINKA ROCK GOD 30/4/2016 (Juwika Destroyer x Bodecka A Cut Above)
3100341264 Brd/Exh. G. Green & M. Baldwin
3 months
MINOR PUPPY DOG STOCK COAT
JAYSHELL NAVARA 4/12/2015 (*Fremont Hells Bells AZ x *Ch Jayshell Winona AZ)
3100332849 Brd/Exh. P. & N. McDermott
8 months
PUPPY DOG STOCK COAT
HAUSOSIN ALMOST FAMOUS 18/8/2015 (*Bluemax Tiger Town x *Hausosin
Quicksilver) 6100094486 Brd/Exh. K. Harris
11mths.
JUNIOR DOG STOCK COAT
INIFF AUTUMN FIRE AZ 9/4/2015 (Schaeferhund Rafael x Iniff Southern Belle)
3100321806 Brd. Iniff Kennels Exh. M. Kelly
1 year, 4 months
63.5cm Medium size, medium strong, good head with round eyes that should bve
darker. Good length of neck, level withers, straight back, short steep croup,
upper arm could be longer and better angled, good hindquarter angulation.
Ideally would like to see better length of foreleg, slightly soft topline, short
underchest, steps correct going, steps correct coming with slightly loose elbows,
in movement he could have better reach and drive.
KANEKARA FOOTLOOSE AMACINO AZ 23/3/2015 (Xeno Von Arjakjo (Imp Gmy) x
Bronzehund Imadorable) 3100320419 Brd/Exh. Natassa Moissis
1 year, 4 months
67.5cm Oversize, strong, masculine male with very good head and expression,
well coloured mask, right ear slightly tilted in, good length of neck, high withers,
firm back, good length of croup which could be better laid, good fore hand
angulation, upper arm could be slightly longer, slightly deep hind angulation,
good top and underline, stands correct in front, steps close going, close coming,
elbows could be firmer. In movement shows good ground covering gait.
INTERMEDIATE DOG STOCK COAT
KARASTRO MCNABBADABADOO AZ 10/10/2014 (Xeno Von Arjakjo (Imp Deu) x
Karastro Ephrodite AZ BSCL2) 3100309908 Brd/Exh. Mrs. D. Berghofer
22mths.
65cms Large, medium strong, well coloured sable, head should be stronger,
medium eye, good length of neck, level withers firm back, good lay of croup which
should be longer, good topline, slightly short underline, stands correct in front,
steps close going where the hocks should remain firmer, close coming. In
movement shows good reach with a tendency to high step - the hind should have
more drive.
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AUSTRALIAN BRED DOG
AMBALA ARRAGON PRINCE AZ 18/11/2014 (Xaro von der Plassenburg x Ambala
Funky Miss) 2100417901 Brd. F. Stokes, R. & P. Berechree Exh. Mrs J. Eaton
21mths
65.5cms Very large, strong, impressive male, good head where the eye should be
darker, ears should be more erect, good length of neck, level withers, firm back,
slightly short slightly steep croup, slightly high tail set, good fore and hindquarter
angulation where the upper arm should be longer, good top and underline, stands
correct in front, steps slightly close going, correct coming. In movement should
have better reach and drive.
OPEN DOG STOCK COAT
*CH VONPETA UGOTTABEKIDDING AZ 4/12/2012 (*Toby von der Plassenberg A
ED x *Ch Vonpeta Champagne AZ) 5100073113 Brd/Exh. P. NL Damarell & J. E.
Pike
3 years, 8 months
65.5cms Large, impressive male of very good type, very good head and
expression, dark eye, good ear carriage, good length of neck, level withers with a
slight nick behind, firm back, good lay of croup that could be longer, very good
fore and hindqaurter angulation, upper arm could be slightly longer, good top and
slightly short underline, stands correct in front, steps slightly close going, correct
coming. In movement shows balanced ground covering gait.
*ESKO VD ZWEISTEINEN (IMP DEU) a ED 6/4/2014 (*Ballack vd Brucknerallee A
Ed x Udi vd Zwei Stenien) 0 Brd. E. Reoch Exh. F. Grigons
2 years, 4 months
66.5cms Very large, medium strong, impressive male, very good head and
expression with dark masking, dark eye, ears should be more erect, good length of
neck, high withers, firm back with a slight peak, croup could be longer and better
laid, good length of upper arm that could be better angled, slightly deep
hindquarter angualtion, good top and underline, stands correct in front, steps
close going, steps correct coming. In movement has very good reach and drive.
WILLMAURS ROMFORD REGGIE AZ BS CL.1 26/1/2013 (Ch Orrinshir Elton John ET
x Willmaurs Notting Hill Nell) 3100283764 Brd. W. & M. Goodwin Exh. S. & J.
Wade
3 years, 6 months
65.5cms Large, medium strong male, good head and expression, underjaw could
be stronger, good length of neck, high withers, firm back, good lay of croup that
could be longer, upper arm could be longer and better angled, good hindquarter
angulatuion, stands correct in front, steps correct going and coming, elbows could
be firmer, In movement shows good ground covering gait with a tendency to carry
the tail high.
MISTEISHAH FLETCHER AZ ET BSC1 8/1/2014 (Pepe Von Der Zenteiche x Kantenna
Lady Ga Ga) 3100299522 Brd. P. Vincent Exh. P. Dammo
2 years, 7 months
63.5cms Above medium size, strong, very well coloured and pigmented male,
very good head and expression with dark masking, wide ear set, good length of
neck, level withers, firm back, good lay of croup that should be longer, high tail
set. Good fore and hindquarter angulation, slightly forward placed shoulder blade,
good top and underline, stands correct in front, steps correct going, correct
coming where elbows should be firmer, In movement shows balanced ground
covering gait.
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BABY PUPPY BITCH STOCK COAT
STOBAR CARLOTTE 27/2/2016 (*Juwika Destroyer x *Vanland Ava) 3100337499
Brd/Exh. H. & C. Auwema
5 months
LEILAHUND ARIIZONA 20/1/2016 (*Bluemax Zoomba AZ x *Volscain Xilla AZ ET)
3100336987 Brd/Exh. H. Stocks
6 months
STOBAR CRIKETT 27/2/2016 (*Juwika Destroyer x *Vanland Ava) Brd. H. & C.
Auwema Exh. J. Eppinger
5 months
INIFF FRUIT TINGLE 19/4/2016 (*Esko vd ZweiSteinen (Imp Deu) a ED x Iniff Shes
The One) 3100340575 Brd. Iniff Kennels Exh. F. Grigons
3 months
MINOR PUPPY BITCH STOCK COAT
AWATEA YMISS SUZIE 24/11/2015 (*Calle v Westervenn a ED x *Awatea
Nighttime Hussy AZ) 3100332530 Brd/Exh. F. Grigons
8 months
AWATEA BRIGTH EYES 13/1/2016 (*Esko vd ZweiSteinen (Imp Deu) a ED x
*Awatea Holli Bgezus) 3100334843 Brd/Exh. F. Grigons
7 months
JAYSHELL NELLIE 14/12/15 (*Fremont Hells Bells AZ x *Ch Jayshell Winona AZ)
3100332853 Brd/Exh. P. & N. McDermott
8 months
BLAKNGOLD GET RICH QUICK 23/11/2015 (*Bluemax Zoomba AZ x *Blakngold
Harley Inconspicuous AZ) 3100332152 Brd/Exh. V. Stocks
8 months
FREMONT LOVE STORY 9/2/2016 (Veneze Lutz ( Imp UK ) x Java Vom Santamar
(Imp Bel)) 2100450807 Brd. Mr. S. & Miss. J. Lynch Exh. Mr. I. Ashkenazi
6 months
SEIGEN FREYA 5/1/2016 (Seigen Heres My Number x Seigen Crunchies Ava)
3100335757 Brd. Mr. D. & Mrs. C. Gallacher Exh. Mr. D & Mrs. C. Gallacher
7 months
PUPPY BITCH STOCK COAT
WILLMAURS BATTERSEA BREEZE 16/9/2015 (*Ch Orrinshir Elton John AZ x
*Willmaurs Notting Hill Nina AZ) 3100329629 Brd/Exh. Mr. W. & Mrs. M. Goodwin
10 months
WILLMAURS BATTERSEA BENNIE 16/9/2015 (*Ch Orrinshir Elton John AZ x
*Willmaurs Notting Hill Nina AZ) 3100329630 Brd. W. & M. Goodwin Exh. Mrs. A.
McAnuff
10 months
ARRISTAR LYKA BAT OUTA HELL 11/11/2015 (Sensen Mann Yokon (Imp Deu) x
*Harlerose Angel CCD) 3100331968 Brd. Mrs. J. M. Urie Exh. Mrs. A. & Mr. J. Barr
9 months
VANLAND DREAM WEAVER 25/9/2015 (Buemax Zoomba x Stobar Izobe)
3100329564 Brd. Mr. H. & Mrs. Van Beek Exh. S. Taylor
10 months
WILLMAURS BATTERSEA BOBBI 16/9/2015 (*Ch Orrinshir Elton John AZ x
*Willmaurs Notting Hill Nina AZ) 3100329627 Brd/Exh. Mr. W. & Mrs. M. Goodwin
10 months
UBIQQUE BLUEBELLS DESIRE 27/8/2015 (Sensen Mann Yokon x Schaefferhund
Banja) 3100329061 Brd/Exh. Mrs. J. Eaton
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11 months
HASENWAY MALIBU (IID DEU) 28/9/2015 (Cronos del Seprio (Ita) x Zicke vom
Feuermelder IPO 1 (imp deu)) 3100330125 Brd. Mr. J. Haase Exh. Mr. J. G. & Mrs.
J. A. Strachan
10 months
JUNIOR BITCH STOCK COAT
BRONACRE SALTED POPCORN 22/7/2015 (*Ch. Bluemax Salt x Bronacre
Philadelphia Freedom CD ET) Brd/Exh. Bronacre Kennels
1 year, 1 month
59.5cm Large, strong substantial elongated bitch of very good type, good head
and expression, eye could be slightly darker, good length of neck, level wither,
firm back, good lay of croup that could be longer, upper arm could be longer and
better angled, good hindquarter angulation with broad thighs, stands correct in
front, steps correct going and coming. In movement shows very good reach and
drive.
VONPETA DIDYOUMAKEHER 19/7/2015 (*Toby von der Plassenberg A HD x
*Natchez Evas Revenge AZ) 5100088769 Brd/Exh. P. N. Damarell & J. E. Pike
1 year
61cm Very large, sable bitch,medium strong, slightly compacted bitch with very
good head and expression, ears could be more erect, eye could be darker, slightly
short neck, level withers, firm back, good length of croup which could be better
laid, very good fore and hind angulation, good top and underline, stands correct in
front, steps slightly close going , correct coming, elbows could be firmer, In
movement she shows a balanced ground covering gait.
DIENAMIC ZIVA THROUGH THE ASH 31/3/2015 (Zandrac The Hard Way x
Dienamic Flamingphoenix) 3100322316 Brd. Ms. S. Diegan Exh. Mrs. R. Snijders
1 year, 4 months
61cm Very large, medium strong, very good head and expression with good ear
carriage, dark eye, good length of neck, level wither, firm back, good lay of croup
that could be longer, upper arm could be longer and better angled, good
hindquarter angulation, good top and underline, stands correct in front, steps
slightly close going, correct coming, elbows should be firmer. In movement shows
balanced reach and drive but should be more expansive overall.
DERHARV GOLDESS 30/5/2015 (*Seigen Jack In A Box x Derharv Gold Dust)
3100324695 Brd/Exh. Mrs H Kelly
1 year, 2 months
62cms Very large, medium strong, sable bitch shown out of coat. Very good head
and expression, good length of neck thats slightly erect, high withers, firm back,
good lay of croup that should be longer, upper arm should longer and better
angled, good hind angulation, good topline, slightly short underchest, stands
correct in front, steps correct going, slightly close coming where elbows should be
firmer. In movement shows balanced gait with a tendency to high step.
KARASTRO POP DA BUBBLES 16/5/2015 (Xeno Von Arjakjo (Imp Deu) x Karasrto
Funkadelic Chic) 3100323670 Brd/Exh. Mrs. D. Berghofer
1 year, 2 months
59.5cms Large medium strong bitch, good head, eye should be darker, slightly
upright neck, level withers, firm back, short steep croup, uper arm could be longer
and better angled, slightly over angulated in the hind, good topline, short
underchest, stands correct in front, steps wide going, correct coming, elbows
should be firmer. In movement shows good ground covering gait.
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GLENRACO CHINA ROSE 11/6/2015 (Vanharley Castro x Glenraco Upsadaisy)
3100325281 Brd/Exh. G. Johnston
1 year, 2 months
61cms Dbl P1 Upper right. Very large, medium strong, elongated bitch, good head,
eye should be darker and ears should be more erect, good length of neck, level
withers, firm back, slightly short steep croup, good fore where the upper arm
should be longer, good hindquarter angulation, stands not quite correct in front,
steps close going, steps correct coming. In movement she should have better
reach and drive and falls slightly on the forehand.
INTERMEDIATE BITCH STOCK COAT
*JAYSHELL KENZIE AZ 9/15/2014 (*Ch Bluemax Salt AZ x *Ch Jayshell Winona AZ)
3100311547 Brd/Exh. P. & N. McDermott
58.5cms Above medium size, medium strong bitch of very good type, shown out
of coat, good head and expression, good length of neck, high withers with a slight
nick behind, good lay of croup that could be longer, good length of upper arm that
could be better angled, good hind angulation, good top and underline, stands
correct in front, steps correct coming and going. In movement shows balanced
ground covering gait.
1 year, 10 months
*BLUEMAX SALTED PRETZEL AZ 03/10/2014 ((*Bluemax Salt x Bluemax Tanzin)
Bdr/Exh. Bronacre Kennels
1 year, 9 months
61.5cms Very large, strong substantial bitch of very good type, very good head
and expression where the ears could be more erect, good length of neck, high
withers, firm back, good lay of croup that could be longer, good length of upper
arm that could be better angled, slightly deep hind angulation, with broad thighs,
very good top and underline, stands correct in front. Steps close going where the
hocks could be firmer, steps close coming. In movement shows very good ground
covering gait where the topline should remain firmer.
JAYSHELL JOKER AZ 11/9/2014 (*Enosch Di Casa Nobili 'a' Z x *Jayshell Petra AZ)
3100311556 Brd. Mrs. N. McDermott Exh. Mrs. G. Peacock & Mrs. S. Bick
1 years 11 months
61.5cms Very large, strong, elongated bitch, very good head and expression where
the eye should be darker, good length of neck, high withers, firm back, croup
should be longer and better laid. Slightly forward placed shoulder blade, upper
arm should be longer and better angled, good hind angulation with broad thighs,
good top and underline, stands correct in front, steps correct going and coming.
In movement she should show better reach and drive and she falls slightly on the
forehand.
AWATEA WATTLE FLOWER AZ 18/11/2014 (*Ch Ayko V Nord Wind (Imp Hun)`a
ED x *Angie in Regnum Marianum (Imp Hun) a ED) 3100314526 Brd/Exh. F.
Grigons
1 year, 8 months
61.5cms Very large, medium strong, very good head and expression with a
medium eye, good length of neck which is held slightly erect, high withers, firm
back, short steep croup, upper arm could be longer and better angled, good hind
angulation, good topline and slightly short underline, stands correct in front, steps
close going and close coming. In movement she should show better reach and
drive.
HILLMAGIC COST A MINT 9/22/2014 (Chacco Von Der-Freiheit Westerholt x
Hillmagic Mischief) 2100415272 Brd. P. Jones, B. Parsons & A Torett Exh. Mrs. J.
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Eaton
1 year, 10 months
Withdrawn before critiquing
OPEN BITCH STOCK COAT
*CH JAYSHELL WINONA AZ 11/1/2010 (*Ch Orrinshir Elton John AZ x *Blakngold
Honey Jumble AZ) 3100223082 Brd/Exh. P. & N. McDermott
6 years, 7 months
58.5cms Above medium size, medium strong bitch of excellent type, very good
head and expression, eye could be darker, very good size and placement of ears,
very good length of neck, high withers, firm back, good lay of croup that could be
longer, good fore and very good hind angulation with broad thighs, good top and
very good underline, stands correct in front. Steps close going, steps correct
coming where the elbows should be firmer. In movement shows very good
expansive ground covering gait.
WILLMAURS TOTTENHAM TRICKATREAT AZ BS CL.1 17/1/2014 (Hayo Aus
Agrigento (Imp Deu) x Willmaurs East End Effie) 310030499 Brd. W. & M. Goodwin
Exh. S. & J. Wade
2 years, 6 months
59.5cms Large, medium strong, well coloured elongated bitch of very good type.
Very good head and expression, the eye could be darker, good length of neck,
high withers, firm back, good lay of croup that could be longer, upper arm could
be longer and better angled, good hind angulation, good top and underline,
stands correct in front, steps close going, steps correct coming. In movement
shows very good ground covering gait.
WILLMAURS TOTTENHAM TWIGGY B.S. CLASS 1, AZ 17/1/2014 (Hayo Aus
Agrigento x Willmaurs East End Effie) 3100300500 Brd/Exh. Mr. W. & Mrs. M.
Goodwin
2 years, 6 months
60.5cms Large, medium strong, well coloured bitch with good head and
expression. The eye could be darker, good length of neck, high withers with a
slight nick behind, good length of croup that should be better angled, slightly high
tail set, upper arm could be better angled, good hind angulation, good topline,
slightly short underchest, stands correct in front, steps slightly close going and
coming. In movement shows balanced movement but should have better reach
and drive.
*VONPETA ZIPPER TEE DOO DAA AZ 26/7/2014 (*Toby vd Plassenburg a ED
SchHlll (Imp Gmy) x *Vonpeta Our Evas Image AZ) 5100082950 Brd. P. N. Damarell
& J. E. Pike Exh. Arkahla Kennels
2 years
61.5cms Dbl P1 Upper left. Very large, strong, substantial elongated well coloured
sable bitch with dark eyes and very good head and expression. High withers, firm
back, well laid croup that could be longer, good length of upper arm that could be
better angled, good hind angulation, good top and underline, stands correct in
front, steps correct going, steps correct coming where the elbows should be
firmer. In movement shows balanced ground covering where the topline should
remain firmer.
*SCHAEFERHUND ENYA AZ 26/9/2013 (*Orrinshir Elton John AZ x * Schaeferhund
Quanta AZ) 3100294757 Brd/Exh. Mrs. I. Bodhal
2 years, 10 months
61.5cms Very large, medium strong bitch of very good type, good head where the
eye should be darker, good length of neck, high withers, firm back, croup could be
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longer and better angled, good length of upper arm that could be better angled,
slightly deep hind angulation. Good top and underline, stands correct in front,
steps correct coming and going. In movement shows good ground covering gait.
CH. LEWISLAND HIDE N SEEK BSCL1 AZ 6/7/2013 (Focus Von Der Piste Trophe
SchH1 SchH2 IPO3 (Imp Deu) x Lewisland Foxy Lady) 5100076513 Brd. Mr. T. R.
Metcalfe Exh. V. E. McGinty & T. Metcalfe
3 years, 1 month
61.5cms Very large, strong, substantial bitch of good type, very good head where
the eye could be darker, good length of neck, high withers, firm back, short steep
croup, upper arm could be longer and better angled, good hind angulation, good
topline, slightly short underline, stands correct in front, steps close going, hocks
should be firmer, steps correct coming, elbows should be firmer. In movement
shows very good ground covering gait. Shown in not the best coat condition
*BLAKNGOLD HARLEY INCONSPICUOUS AZ 10/7/2012 (*Ch. Orrinshir Elton John
AZ ET x Blakngold Alligator Blood AZ) 3100275619 Brd/Exh. V. Stocks
4 years, 1 month
60.5cms Large, medium strong, well coloured bitch of good type, good head and
expression, eye could be darker, short neck, level withers, firm back, short steep
croup, upper arm could be longer and better angled, good hind angulation, good
top and underline, stands correct in front, steps close going where the hocks
should be firmer, steps correct coming. In movement she should show better
reach and drive and has a tendency to high step.
OPEN NEUTER BITCH
TS GRAND CH. DUAL CH. (T) NEUT CH. KILLARA VOLCANIC LAVA AZ CDX RAE ET
21/04/2010 (Ch. Iturna Noble Knight x Dual Ch. (t) TS Grand Ch. Killara Padraigin
Rain RA) Bdr. Mr. P. & Mrs. D. Howard Exh. Mr. U. & Mrs. T. Rhyn
6 years 4 months
58.5cms
GLENRACO GOLLY GOSH CD RN 10/12/2008 (Fellow Von Santamar Schh1kk1 (IMP
BEL) X Glenraco Wild Witch CD) Brd. Ms. G. Johnston Exh. Mrs. D. Jackson
7 years 8 months
61.5cms
PUPPY DOG LONG STOCK COAT
BRONACRE MURRUMBIDGEE MURPHY 29/10/2015 (*Xaro Von Der Plassenburg
(Imp Deu) A ED Normal x *Bronacre Uluru Matilda) 3100331729 Brd. Bronacre
Kennels Exh. T. Schumann
9 months
INTERMEDIATE DOG LONG STOCK COAT
HARDROKK MIAMI VICE 19/6/2014 (Hayo Aus Agrigento (Imp Deu) x Rantino
Hard Rock AZ) 3100307974 Brd. S.Bell Exh. D.Mitchell
2 years, 1 month
59.5cms Under size, medium strong head should be stronger, the eyes should be
darker, short neck, level withers, croup should be longer and better angled, good
fore and hind angulations, good topline, short underline, stands correct in front,
steps close going, hocks should be firmer, slightly close coming, elbows should be
firmer. In movement shows balanced ground covering gait.
MELJENKA GOLDEN NUGGETT 7/1/2015 (Xeno Von Arjakjo (Imp Deu) x Meljenka
Dirty Dancer) 3100317745 Brd. Mr. V. & Mrs. L. Ebejer Exh. Mrs. S. & (The Late) R.
Petrella
19mths
63.5cms Above medium size, strong, well coated long coat male, very good colour
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and pigmention, good head where the eye should be darker, good length of neck,
high withers, firm back, croup should be longer and better laid, good forehand
angulation, extreme hind angulation, good top and underline, steps close coming,
hocks should be firmer, steps close coming, elbows and pasterns should be firmer.
In movement has a tendency to high step due to the over angulation of the
hindquarter.
OPEN DOG LONG STOCK COAT
*CH JAYSHELL GLASGOW AZ 24/7/2013 (Ch Ustinov Vom Romerland (Imp Deu) x
Ch Jayshell Winona) 3100292457 Brd. Mrs. N. McDermott Exh. D. & L. Organ
3 years
66.5cms Overshot bite and incorrect alignment of upper and lower jaw. Very
large, very good head and expression well coated and coloured long coat male,
eyes could be darker, good length of neck high withers firm back good lay of croup
which could be longer, good fore and good hind angulation with broad thighs,
good top and underline, stands correct in front, stands slightly close going, steps
correct coming with slightly loose elbows. In movement shows powerful ground
covering gait with a tendency to high step.
BABY PUPPY BITCH LONG STOCK COAT
HARDROKK LEGEND SUZI Q 22/2/2016 (Hayo Aus Agrigento (Imp Deu) x Rantino
Hard Rock AZ) 3100337785 Brd/Exh. S. Bell
5 months
MINOR PUPPY BITCH LONG STOCK COAT
UBIQQUE CRYSTAL PRINCESS 31/1/2016 (Ambala On Fire x Kuirau Aurora)
3100336358 Brd/Exh. Mrs. J. Eaton
6 months
PUPPY BITCH LONG STOCK COAT
EROICA EASY ON THE EYE 4/11/2015 (*Ch Eroica Catch Me If You Can AZ x *CH
Vladimir Glam I Am AZ) 5100090516 Brd. Eroica Kennels Exh. C. Leonard & K.
Morton
9 months
JUNIOR BITCH LONG STOCK COAT
STOBAR YALINA AZ 28/5/2015 (Bluemax Salt x Vanland Ava) 3100324086 Brd.
Stobar Kennels Exh. N. Cullen
1 year, 2 months
63cms Dble P1 lower right Oversize, strong elongated and well coloured LSC bitch,
very good head and expression, dark eye, good length of neck, level withers, firm
back, short steep croup. Good forehand angulation where the upper arm should
be longer, slightly deep hind angulation, good topline, good underline, stands
correct in front, slightly close going, hocks should be firmer, steps correct coming.
In movement has slight restrictions in reach and drive.
INTERMEDIATE BITCH LONG STOCK COAT
VANLAND CARA 22/9/2014 (Jayshell Archimedes x Stobar Izobel) 3100311645
Brd. Vanland Kennels Exh. Mr. H. & Mrs. S. Van De Beek
1 year, 10 months
60cms Large, medium strong bitch, good head with dark masking where the eye
could be darker, good length of neck, level withers, firm back, short steep croup,
good length of upper arm which could be better angled, good hind angulation,
good top and underline, stands correct in front, steps slightly close going, steps
correct coming. In movement shows balanced ground covering gait with good
reach and drive.
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BRONACRE MONEY MONEY MONEY 20/10/2014 (Ch. Bluemax Salt x Ch. Bronacre
Dark Diamond CCD ET RN) Bdr/Exh. Bronacre Kennels
1 year 10 months
58cms Above medium size, medium strong, LSC female shown out of coat. Very
good head and expression, dark eye, good length of neck, high withers, firm back,
slightly short steep croup, upper arm should be slightly longer and better angled,
slightly deep hind angulation, good top and underline, stands correct in front,
steps correct going, slightly close coming where the elbows should be firmer. In
movement shows well balanced gait.
AUS CH KARASTRO NOBLE NANA 15/1/2015 (Pepevon Der Zenteiche IPO1 (Imp
Deu) x Karastro Havana Knights AZ) 3100317615 Brd/Exh. Mrs. D. Berghofer
1 year, 7 months
60cms Large, medium strong bitch of good type, well coloured, slightly short neck,
high withers, firm back, short steep croup, upper arm could be longer and better
angled, slightly deep hindquarter angulation, good top and slightly short
underline, stands correct in front, compact bitch, steps close going where the
hocks should be firmer, steps correct coming where the elbows should be firmer.
In movement shows good ground covering gait with a tendency to high step.
KPTLONGLOCKS ISLAND GIRL 14/11/2014 (Kazkiri Ximon AZ. CD. RN. x Kooronya
Inthe Purple A.Z. ET.CD.TD.RN.) 3100314328 Brd/Exh. K. Cooper
1 year, 9 months
59cms Large, strong substantial well coated long stock coat, very good head and
expression, the eyes could be darker, slightly short neck, level withers, firm back,
good lay of croup which could be longer, upper arm could be longer and better
angled, slightly placed forward should blade, slightly deep hind angulation with
broad thighs, good top and underline, stands correct in front, slightly close going
hocks should be firmer, correct coming. In movement she shows good ground
covering gait and she falls slightly on the forehand.
OPEN BITCH LONG STOCK COAT
*CH ZANDRAC DUCHESS SATINE KRYZE AZ 23/2/2014 (Hatto Vom Huhnegrab
(Imp Gmy) x Kantenna Venus Delight) 3100303316 Brd. Mr. & Mrs. A. Jones Exh.
D. & L. Organ
2 years, 5 mon
60.5cms Very large, strong, substantial elongated bitch of very good type, very
good head and expression with desired dark eye, very good length of neck, level
withers, firm back, good lay of croup which could be longer, very good fore and
hind angulation with broad thighs, good top and underline, stands correct in front,
steps correct going and coming. In movement shows a very expansive balanced
gait with a willingness to work.
*SEIGEN BELLAS MOMENT 30/12/2011 (Nord Ch. Fasties Elle Willy Wonka x Ch.
Seigen Ylang Ylang) 6100075503 Brd. Mr. D. & MR. C.A. Gallacher Exh. Mrs. H.
Kelly
4 years, 7 months
59.5cms Large, medium strong, well coloured LSC female, very good head and
expression with dark eye, good length of neck, level withers, firm back, short
steep croup, good fore, good hind angulation where the upper arm should be
longer, good topline, slightly short underline, stands correct in front, steps slightly
close going where the hocks should be firmer, steps slightly close coming. In
movement she shows good ground covering gait.
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OPEN NEUTER DOG
KPTLONGLOCKS BLACK KNIGHT 14/11/2014 (Kazkiri Ximon CD x Kooronya In the
Purple CD RN TD ET) Bdr/Exh. Mrs. K. Cooper.
1 year, 9 months
CHALLENGE DOG - *CH VONPETA UGOTTABEKIDDING AZ
RES CHALLENGE DOG - *ESKO VD ZWEISTEINEN (IMP DEU) a ED
CHALLENGE BITCH & BEST OF BREED - *CH JAYSHELL WINONA AZ
RES CHALLENGE BITCH & RUNNER UP BEST OF BREED - *JAYSHELL KENZIE AZ
CHALLENGE DOG LONG STOCK COAT - BRONACRE MURRUMBIDGEE MURPHY
CHALLENGE LONG STOCK BITCH & BEST OF BREED - *CH ZANDRAC DUCHESS SATINE KRYZE AZ
RES CHALLENGE BITCH & RUNNER UP BEST OF BREED - VANLAND CARA
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BONSHANNON WIND WARRIOR 28/3/2016 (Esko Von Den Zwei
Steinen (Imp Deu) x Bonshannon Fenalla) 3100012116 Brd. Bonshannon
Kennels Exh. Miss. D. G .Van Ameringen
4 months.
ZANDRAC JUSTICE (IID DEU) 15/2/2016 (*Faust Vom Hulsbach (Deu) a
ED x *Charlotte Von Tronje (Imp Deu) a ED) 3100341708 Brd/Exh. Mr. A.
& Mrs. R. Jones
5 months.
RANDINKA ROCK GOD 30/4/2016 (Juwika Destroyer x Bodecka A Cut
Above) 3100341264 Brd/Exh. G. Green & M. Baldwin
3 months.
ZANDRAC KNOWLEDGE (IID DEU) 15/2/2016 (*Faust Vom Hulsbach
(Deu) a ED x *Charlotte Von Tronje (Imp Deu) a ED) 3100341707
Brd/Exh. Mr. A. & Mrs. R. Jones
5 months
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MINOR PUPPY DOG STOCK COAT
JAYSHELL NEBRASKA 4/12/2015 (*Fremont Hells Bells AZ x *Ch
Jayshell Winona AZ) 3100332848 Brd/Exh. P. & N. McDermott
8 months
JAYSHELL NAVARA 4/12/2015 (*Fremont Hells Bells AZ x *Ch Jayshell
Winona AZ) 3100332849 Brd/Exh. P. & N. McDermott
8 months
PUPPY DOG STOCK COAT
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HAUSOSIN ALMOST FAMOUS 18/8/2015 (*Bluemax Tiger Town x
*Hausosin Quicksilver) 6100094486 Brd/Exh. K. Harris
5 months 27 days
JUNIOR DOG STOCK COAT
KANEKARA FOOTLOOSE AMACINO AZ 23/3/2015 (Xeno Von Arjakjo
(Imp Gmy) x Bronzehund Imadorable) 3100320419 Brd/Exh. Natassa
Moissis
1 year, 4 months. 66cms. Slightly tight bite. Standing on the upper limit of
size, a dog of overall very good type and proportions. He has a very good
head and expression with good eye colour. Good length of neck. Normal
withers, straight back, the croup is well laid but could be slightly longer.
Good forequarter angulation where the upper arm should be a little longer
and slightly better angled, very good hinquarter angulation.Good chest
proportions Stands correct in front. Steps slightly loose going, correct
coming. Shows very good balanced movement with very good reach and
drive.
INIFF AUTUMN FIRE AZ 9/4/2015 (Schaeferhund Rafael x Iniff Southern
Belle) 3100321806 Brd. Iniff Kennels Exh. M. Kelly
1 year, 4 months. 64cms. Above medium size medium strong dog of very
good type and proportions. Very good head and expression, medium eye
colour. Good length of neck, normal withers, straight back, slightly short
slightly steep croup,. Good forequarter angulation the upper arm should
be a little longer and slightly better angled, very good hindquarter
angulation. Stands not quite correct in front. Steps slightly loose going
and correct coming. Shows good movement where the drive is slightly
more effective than the reach.
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ZANDRAC KING KUNTA 22/3/2015 (*Xaro Von Der Plassenburg (Imp
Deu) A ED Normal x *Zandrac It’s A Love Thing AZ) 3100322814
Brd/Exh. Mr. A. & Mrs. R. Jones
1 year, 4 months. 66cm. Very large medium strong substantial dog of
slightly compact body proportions. Very good head and expression with
good eye colour where the ears could be firmer. High wither, straight back
and slightly short slightly steep croup. Slightly short neck. Good
forequarter angulation where the upper arm should be slightly better
angled. Very good hindquarter angulation. Stands correct in front. Correct
going and coming. Shows good movement, however both the reach and
drive should be more effective.
INTERMEDIATE DOG STOCK COAT
AMBALA ARRAGON PRINCE AZ 18/11/2014 (Xaro von der Plassenburg
x Ambala Funky Miss) 2100417901 Brd. F. Stokes, R. & P. Berechree
Exh. Mrs J. Eaton
1 years, 8 months. 66cms. Very large, medium strong dog of very good
type and proportions. Very good head and expression with medium eye
colour. Normal withers, straight back, good croup that could be a touch
longer. Good forequarter where the upper arm should be slightly longer
and better angled. Very Good hinquarter angulation. Good
underline.Stands not quite correct in front. Steps slightly close going,
coming he turns the right foot out. Shows very good balanced movement
with very good reach and drive.
MISTEISHAH FERDINAND AZ BSCl1 8/1/2014 (Pepe Von der Zenteiche
IPO1 (Imp Deu) x Kantenna Lady Ga Ga AZ) 3100299521 Brd. Mr. P.
Vincent Exh. Mr. S. & Mrs. L. Carroll
2 years, 7 months. 66cms. Very large, medium strong dog of very good
type and proportions. Very good head and expression with dark masking
and good eye colour. Normal withers, slight nick behind. Good croup,
good forequarter angulation, where the upper arm should be slightly
longer and better angled. Very good hindquarter angulations. Stands
correct in front. He has slightly open toes. Steps slightly loose going,
coming he turns the right foot out slightly.Shows very good balanced
movement.
WILLMAURS VICTORY VALDO AZ 8/11/2014 (Orrinshir Elton John x
Willmaurs Oxley Olive Oil) 3100314003 Brd. W. & M. Goodwin Exh. J. &
H. Withington
1 year, 9 months. 66cms. Very large medium strong dog of very good
type and proportions. Very good head and expression with good eye
colour. Good length of neck, normal withers, straight back. The croup is
of good lay but could be a touch longer. Good forequarter angulation
where the the upper arm should be a little longer and better angled, very
good hindquarter angulations Stands correct in front with slightly upright
pasterns. Steps correct coming and going. Shows good balanced
movement with very good reach and drive.
KARASTRO MCNABBADABADOO AZ 10/10/2014 (Xeno Von Arjakjo
(Imp Deu) x Karastro Ephrodite AZ BSCL2) 3100309908 Brd/Exh. Mrs. D.
Berghofer
2 years. 64.5cms. Well above medium size medium strong sable dog of
very good type and proportions. Very good head and expression. Would
prefer to see the lower jaw a little stronger. Good eye colour. Normal
withers, straight back, slightly short slightly steep croup. Good forequarter
angulation where the upper arm should be a little longer and better
angled, slightly deep hind quarter angulation with a short underchest.
Stands correct in front. Steps very loose going, correct coming with the
elbows still to firm. The tail is very long and casts to the side. Shows
good movement where the reach and drive should be more effective.
OPEN DOG STOCK COAT
MISTEISHAH FLETCHER AZ ET BSC1 8/1/2014 (Pepe Von Der
Zenteiche x Kantenna Lady Ga Ga) 3100299522 Brd. P. Vincent Exh. P.
Dammo
2 years, 7 months. 64cms. Above medium size, medium strong very well
pigmented dog of very good type and proportions. Very good head and
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expression with dark masking and medium eye. Normal withers, straight
back, coup is of good lay but could be a touch longer. Good forequarter
angulation where the the upper arm should be a little longer and better
angled, very good hindquarter angulation. Stands correct in front. Moves
correct going, correct coming with the elbows yet to firm. Shows very good
balanced movement with very good reach and drive.
*ESKO VD ZWEISTEINEN (IMP DEU) a ED 6/4/2014 (*Ballack vd
Brucknerallee A Ed x Udi vd Zwei Stenien) 0 Brd. E. Reoch Exh. F.
Grigons
2 years, 4 months. 67cms. Chipped incisor. Oversize dog of very good
type and proportions. Very good head and expression with dark masking
and medium eye colour. Very good length of neck. High wither, slight peak
in the back, slightly steep croup. Good forequarter angulation, upper arm
is long but could be better angled. Slightly deep hindquarter angulations.
Stands correct in front. Slightly loose going and correct coming. Shows
good balanced movement with good reach and drive.
*CH VONPETA UGOTTABEKIDDING AZ 4/12/2012 (*Toby von der
Plassenberg A ED x *Ch Vonpeta Champagne AZ) 5100073113 Brd/Exh.
P. NL Damarell & J. E. Pike
3 years, 8 months. 66cms. Very large, medium strong dog of very good
type and proportions. Very good head and expression with desired eye
colour. Normal withers, slight peak in the back and slightly short slightly
steep croup,. Good forequarter angulation where the the upper arm
should be a little longer and better angled, very good hindquarter
angulations good chest proportions. Stands correct in front with slightly
soft pasterns.steps slightly loose going and correct coming with the
elbows yet to firm. Shows very good movement with very good reach and
drive.
*CH KILLARA SUMMER HEIGHTS AZ TD 14/1/2013 (*Ch Orrinshir Elton
John AZ ET x Dual. CH. (T) TS. Grand Ch. Neut.Ch. Killara Padraigin RA)
3100283304 Brd. Mr. .P & Mrs. D. Howard Exh. Mr. C. McPhan & Miss. F.
Dejong
3 years, 7 months. 66.5cms. Standing on the upper limit of size, very good
type and proportions. Good length of neck, normal withers, straight back,
slightly short slightly steep croup. Very good head and expression with
medium eye colour. Good forequarter angulation where the the upper arm
should be better angled, slightly deep hindquarter angulations. Stands
correct in front, good underline. Steps slightly narrow going, correct
coming, shows very good balanced movement with very good reach and
drive.
WILLMAURS ROMFORD REGGIE AZ BS CL.1 26/1/2013 (Ch Orrinshir
Elton John ET x Willmaurs Notting Hill Nell) 3100283764 Brd. W. & M.
Goodwin Exh. S. & J. Wade
3 years, 6 months. 64cms. Above medium size, medium strong dog of
very good type and proportions. Very good head and expression with
desired eye colour. High wither, straight back, slightly short slightly steep
croup, stands not quite correct in front, soft pasterns. Good underline.
Good forequarter angulation where the the upper arm should be a little
longer and better angled, slightly deep hindquarter angulations. Moves
close going, slightly wide coming. Shows very good expansive movement
with very good reach and drive.
BABY PUPPY BITCH STOCK COAT
STOBAR CARLOTTE 27/2/2016 (*Juwika Destroyer x *Vanland Ava)
3100337499 Brd/Exh. H. & C. Auwema
5 months
ZANDRAC TEMPERANCE (IID DEU) 15/2/2016 (*Faust Vom Hulsbach
(Deu) a ED x *Charlotte Von Tronje (Imp Deu) a ED) 3100341710
Brd/Exh. Mr. A. & Mrs. R. Jones
5 months
BONSHANNON WIND DANCER 28/3/2016 (Esko Von Den Zwei Steinen
(Imp Deu) x Bonshannon Fenalla) 3100338978 Brd/Exh. Bonshannon
Kennels
4 months
LEILAHUND ARIIZONA 20/1/2016 (*Bluemax Zoomba AZ x *Volscain
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Xilla AZ ET) 3100336987 Brd/Exh. H. Stocks
6 months
INIFF FRUIT TINGLE 19/4/2016 (*Esko vd ZweiSteinen (Imp Deu) a ED x
Iniff Shes The One) 3100340575 Brd. Iniff Kennels Exh. F. Grigons
3 months
MINOR PUPPY BITCH STOCK COAT
AWATEA YMISS SUZIE 24/11/2015 (*Calle v Westervenn a ED x
*Awatea Nighttime Hussy AZ) 3100332530 Brd/Exh. F. Grigons
8 months
JAYSHELL NELLIE 14/12/15 (*Fremont Hells Bells AZ x *Ch Jayshell
Winona AZ) 3100332853 Brd/Exh. P. & N. McDermott
8 months
AWATEA BRIGHT EYES 13/1/2016 (*Esko vd ZweiSteinen (Imp Deu) a
ED x *Awatea Holli Bgezus) 3100334843 Brd/Exh. F. Grigons
7 months
FREMONT LOVE STORY 9/2/2016 (Veneze Lutz ( Imp UK ) x Java Vom
Santamar (Imp Bel)) 2100450807 Brd. Mr. S. & Miss. J. Lynch Exh. Mr. I.
Ashkenazi
6 months
BLAKNGOLD GET RICH QUICK 23/11/2015 (*Bluemax Zoomba AZ x
*Blakngold Harley Inconspicuous AZ) 3100332152 Brd/Exh. V. Stocks
8 months
SEIGEN FREYA 5/1/2016 (Seigen Heres My Number x Seigen Crunchies
Ava) 3100335757 Brd. Mr. D. & Mrs. C. Gallacher Exh. Mr. D & Mrs. C.
Gallacher
7 months
ZANDRAC HELLO 21/12/2015 (*Hatto Von Huhnegrab (Imp Deu) x
*Zandrac Shes Gotta Be AZ) 3100334881 Brd/Exh. Mr. A. & Mrs. R.
Jones
7 months
PUPPY BITCH STOCK COAT
WILLMAURS BATTERSEA BREEZE 16/9/2015 (*Ch Orrinshir Elton
John AZ x *Willmaurs Notting Hill Nina AZ) 3100329629 Brd/Exh. Mr. W.
& Mrs. M. Goodwin
10 months
WILLMAURS BATTERSEA BENNIE 16/9/2015 (*Ch Orrinshir Elton John
AZ x *Willmaurs Notting Hill Nina AZ) 3100329630 Brd. W. & M. Goodwin
Exh. Mrs. A. McAnuff
10 months
ARRISTAR LYKA BAT OUTA HELL 11/11/2015 (Sensen Mann Yokon
(Imp Deu) x *Harlerose Angel CCD) 3100331968 Brd. Mrs. J. M. Urie Exh.
Mrs. A. & Mr. J. Barr
9 months
UBIQQUE BLUEBELLS DESIRE 27/8/2015 (Sensen Mann Yokon x
Schaefferhund Banja) 3100329061 Brd/Exh. Mrs. J. Eaton
11 months
LEBERHINE CALLECO 20/9/2015 (*Calle v Westervenn a ED IPO2 (Imp
Deu) x *Leberhine Maggie AZ) 5100089692 Brd. R. & D. Evans, H.
Garvican Exh. W. J. & A. O'Loughlin, R. & D. Evans, H. Garvican
10 months
WILLMAURS BATTERSEA BOBBI 16/9/2015 (*Ch Orrinshir Elton John
AZ x *Willmaurs Notting Hill Nina AZ) 3100329627 Brd/Exh. Mr. W. & Mrs.
M. Goodwin
10 months
DELLARESS BILLIE JEAN 6/11/2015 (Toby VD Plassenburg (Imp Deu)
x Dellaress Quicksilver AZ BSCLI) 3100331925 Brd/Exh. Mrs. J. Colenso
9 months
VANLAND DREAM WEAVER 25/9/2015 (Buemax Zoomba x Stobar
Izobe) 3100329564 Brd. Mr. H. & Mrs. Van Beek Exh. S. Taylor
10 months
HASENWAY MALIBU (IID DEU) 28/9/2015 (Cronos del Seprio (Ita) x
Zicke vom Feuermelder IPO 1 (imp deu)) 3100330125 Brd. Mr. J. Haase

Exh. Mr. J. G. & Mrs. J. A. Strachan
10 months
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JUNIOR BITCH STOCK COAT
GLENRACO SUPERNATURAL 11/6/2015 (Vanharley Castro x Glenraco
Upsadaisy) 3100325281 Brd/Exh. G. Johnston
1 year, 2 months. 61cms. Very large, standijng on the upper limit of size,
medium strong bitch of very good type and proportions. Very good head
and expression with good eye colour. The right ear tilts in slightly. Good
length of neck, normal withers, good back. Croup is of good lay but could
be a touch longer. Good forequarter angulation where the upper arm
should be slightly longer and slightly better angled. Slightly deep
hindquarter angulations. Very good underline. Stands correct in front.
Steps loose going, and correct coming. Shows very good movement with
very good reach and drive.
ZANDRAC LET IT GO 22/3/2015 (*Xaro Von Der Plassenburg (Imp Deu)
A ED Normal x *Zandrac It’s A Love Thing AZ) 3100322818 Brd/Exh. Mr.
A. & Mrs. R. Jones
1 year, 4 months. 60.5cms. Very large, medium strong bitch of very good
type and proportions. Very good head and expression with desired eye
colour. High wither, straight back, slightly short slightly steep croup,. Good
forequarter angulation where the the upper arm should be a little longer
and better angled, very good hindquarter angulation. Stands correct in
front. Steps slightly close going, correct coming. Shows very good
movement with very good reach and drive.
DIENAMIC ZIVA THROUGH THE ASH 31/3/2015 (Zandrac The Hard
Way x Dienamic Flamingphoenix) 3100322316 Brd. Ms. S. Diegan Exh.
Mrs. R. Snijders
1 year, 4 months. 60.5cms. Very large, medium strong bitch of very good
type and proportions. Very good head and expression with dark eye.
Good length of neck, normal withers, straight back , the croup is slightly
short slightly steep. Good forequarter angulation where the upper arm
should be better angled, very good hindquarter angulations and good
underline. Stands correct in front. Steps correct coming and going. Shows
very good balanced movement with good reach and drive.
ZANDRAC CHEER LEADER 22/3/2015 (*Xaro Von Der Plassenburg
(Imp Deu) A ED Normal x *Zandrac It’s A Love Thing AZ) 3100322815
Brd/Exh. Mr. A. & Mrs. R. Jones
1 year, 4 months. 59.5cms. Large, medium strong bitch of very good type
and proportions. She has slightly deep chest proportions.Very good head
and expression with good eye colour. Normal withers, straight back,
slightly short slightly steep croup. Good forequarter angulation where the
upper arm should be a little longer and better angled, very good
hindquarter angulation. Stands correct in front. Steps correct coming and
going. Shows good balanced movement.
VONPETA DIDYOUMAKEHER 19/7/2015 (*Toby von der Plassenberg A
HD x *Natchez Evas Revenge AZ) 5100088769 Brd/Exh. P. N. Damarell &
J. E. Pike
1 year. 60.5cms. Very large, medium strong sable bitch of very good type
and porportions. Very good head and expression with medium eye
colour. Normal withers with a slight peak in the back. Slightly short slightly
steep croup. Good forequarter angulation , the upper arm should be a little
longer and better angled, slightly deep hindquarter angulations. Stands
correct in front. Steps loose going, correct coming. Shows good
movement however the drive is more effective than the reach.
DERHARV GOLDESS 30/5/2015 (*Seigen Jack In A Box x Derharv Gold
Dust) 3100324695 Brd/Exh. Mrs H Kelly
1 year, 2 months. 61.5cms. Oversized, sable female of very good type
and proportions. Very good head and expression with the desired dark
eye. High wither, straight back with slightly short slightly steep croup.
Good forequarter angulation where the upper arm should be much better
angled, slightly deep hindquarter angulations. Very good underline.
Stands correct in front. Steps wide going and correct coming. Shows
good balanced movement however the reach should be freer.
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INTERMEDIATE BITCH STOCK COAT
*JAYSHELL KENZIE AZ 15/9/2014 (*Ch Bluemax Salt AZ x *Ch Jayshell
Winona AZ) 3100311547 Brd/Exh. P. & N. McDermott
1 year, 10 months. 59cms. Well above medium size, medium strong bitch
of very good type and proportions. Very good head and expression with
good eye colour. Very good length of neck, normal withers, straight back,
croup is of good lay but could be a touch longer. Praiseworthy underline.
Good forequarter angulation , the upper arm could be just slightly better
angled. Very good hindquarter angulations. Stands correct in front.
Correct coming and going. Very good far reaching movement.
DELLARESS ASHANTI AZ 11/2/2015 (Xeno Von Arjakjo (Imp Deu) x
Dellaress Kalani) 3100318870 Brd/Exh. Mrs. J. Colenso
1 year, 6 months. 58.5cms. Above medium size, medium strong bitch of
very good type and proportions. Very well coloured and pigmented. Very
good head and expression with good eye colour. Good length of neck,
normal withers, straight back with good lay of the croup that could be a
touch longer. Good forequarter where the the upper arm should be a little
longer and better angled, slightly deep hindquarter angulation. She stands
correct in front. Steps slightly close going and correct coming. Shows very
good movement with very good reach and drive.
SANNJESA NOVEMBER RAIN 17/11/2014 (Pepe Von Der Zenteiche x
Sannjesa Electra) 3100314499 Brd/Exh. S & S. Mase
1 year, 8 months. 60.5cms. Very large, well coloured and pigmented bitch
of very good type and proportions. Very good head and expression with
desired eye colour. Normal withers, slight nick behind. Straight back and
just slightly short slightly steep croup. Good forequarter angulation , where
the the upper arm should be a little longer and better angled, and slightly
deep hindquarter angulation. She stands correct in front. Steps slightly
cow hocked going and correct coming. Shows good movement where the
reach could be slightly freer.
JAYSHELL JOKER AZ 11/9/2014 (*Enosch Di Casa Nobili 'a' Z x
*Jayshell Petra AZ) 3100311556 Brd. Mrs. N. McDermott Exh. Mrs. G.
Peacock & Mrs. S. Bick
1 years11 months. 60cms. Large medium strong bitch of very good type
and proportions. Very good head and expression with medium eye colour.
Good length of neck, normal withers, slight nick behind. Straight back,
slightly short slightly steep croup. Good forequarter angulation, the upper
arm should be a little longer and better angled, very good hindquarter
angulation. Good underline. Stands correct in front. Steps correct going,
and coming with elbows still to firm. Shows good balanced movement.
DIENAMIC HOT SMOOTCHY KIMBA 28/8/2014 (Hatto vom Huhnegrab x
Bronacre Hot Agenda) 3100311592 Brd. Ms. S. Diegan Exh. Mr. C.
McPhan & Miss. F. Dejong
1 year, 11 months. 61cms. Very large, medium strong bitch of very good
type and proportions. Very good head and expression with medium eye
colour. Good length of neck, normal withers,straight back, slightly short
slightly steep croup. Good forequarter where the the upper arm should be
a little longer and better angled. Very good hindquarter angulations. Good
underline. Stands correct in front. Moves slightly loose going, correct
coming. Shows good movement however the drive is more effective than
the reach.
RHOSYN LIGHTENING STORM 20/10/2014 (Artus vom Schloss Am
Worthersee x Rhosyn Adelle) 5100084037 Brd/Exh. Mr. S. J. & Mrs. C.
Collins
1 year, 9 months Dble P1 Upper Left and Right. 61cms. Very large, bitch
of slightly compact body proportions and of very good type. Very good
head and expression with medium eye colour. Normal withers, peak in the
back and slightly short slightly steep croup. Good forequarter angulation ,
the upper arm should be better angled, very good hindquarter angulation.
Stands not quite correct in front and has slightly soft pasterns. Steps
correct coming and going. Shows good movement where both the reach
and the drive could be more effective.
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OPEN BITCH STOCK COAT
*CH JAYSHELL WINONA AZ 11/1/2010 (*Ch Orrinshir Elton John AZ x
*Blakngold Honey Jumble AZ) 3100223082 Brd/Exh. P. & N. McDermott
6 years, 7 months.58.5cms. Above medium size, medium strong bitch of
excellent type and proportions. Very good head and expression with good
eye colour. Very good length of neck. Normal withers, straight back, croup
is of good lay but could be a touch longer. Very good fore and slightly
deep hindquarter angulations. Very good underline. Stands correct in
front. Steps correct going, correct coming. Very good far reaching
movement.
WILLMAURS TOTTENHAM TWIGGY B.S. CLASS 1, AZ 17/1/2014
(Hayo Aus Agrigento x Willmaurs East End Effie) 3100300500 Brd/Exh.
Mr. W. & Mrs. M. Goodwin
2 years, 6 months. 60cms. Large, medium strong bitch of excellent type
and proportions. Very good head and expression with good eye colour.
She is very well coloured and pigmented. Very good length of neck.
Normal withers, slight nick behind. Croup could be just a touch longer.
Very good forequarter angulation and slightly deep hindquarter
angulations. Praiseworthy underline. Stands not quite correct in front,
slightly soft pasterns. Steps correct going and correct coming. Powerful
movement.
*CH LEBERHINE UMEEKO AZ 26/7/2013 (*Hatto v Huhnegrab a ED
(Imp Gmy) x *Leberhine Maggie AZ) 5100077038 Brd/Exh. R. & D. Evans,
H. Garvican
2 years, 11 months. 60cms. Large, medium strong bitch of excellent0
type and proportions. Very good head and expression with a good
medium eye. Very good length of neck, good withers, straight back, the
croup could be just a touch longer but is quite well laid. Good forequarter
angulation where the upper arm is long but should be a bit better angled.
Slightly deep hindquarter angulation. Praiseworthy underline. Stands
correct in front. Steps wide going, correct coming. Shows powerful far
reaching movement with very good sequence of steps.
*CHARLOTTE VON TRONJE (IMP DEU) a ED 8/1/2013 (*Schumann
Von Tronje (Deu) a ED x *Alpha V. Haus Unid (Deu) a ED) 0 Brd. Mr. N.
Messler Exh. Mr. A. & Mrs. R. Jones
3 years, 7 months. 60.5cms. Very large, medium strong bitch of very good
type and proportions. Very good head and expression with good eye
colour. She has good length of neck, normal withers with slight nick
behind. Straight back, the croup could be slightly longer and slightly better
angled. Good fore and very good hindquarter angulation. Stands correct in
front. Correct coming and going. Shows good movement however the
reach could be a little freer.
WILLMAURS TOTTENHAM TRICKATREAT AZ BS CL.1 17/1/2014
(Hayo Aus Agrigento (Imp Deu) x Willmaurs East End Effie) 310030499
Brd. W. & M. Goodwin Exh. S. & J. Wade
2 years, 6 months. 60cms. Large, medium strong well coloured and
pigmented bitch of very good type and proportions. The coat on the
topline is slightly unruly. Very good head and expression where the
underjaw should be a little stronger. Good length of neck with normal
withers,straight back, slightly steep croup. Good forequarter angulation ,
where the upper arm should be a little longer and better angled, very good
hindquarter angulations. Stands correct in front. Good underline. Steps
correct coming and going. Shows very good powerful movement with
very good reach and drive.
*VONPETA ZIPPER TEE DOO DAA AZ 26/7/2014 (*Toby vd
Plassenburg a ED SchHlll (Imp Gmy) x *Vonpeta Our Evas Image AZ)
5100082950 Brd. P. N. Damarell & J. E. Pike Exh. Arkahla Kennels
2 years. Dble P1 Upper Left. 60.5cms. Very large, medium strong sable
bitch of very good type and proportions. Very good head and expression
with dark masking and dark eyes. Normal withers, straight back where the
croup is just slightly short and slightly steep. Good forequarter angulation
where the upper arm should be longer and better angled. Very good
hindquarter angulation and very good underline. Stands correct in front.
Correct going and slightly wide coming. Shows very good balanced
movement with very good reach and drive.
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CH. LEWISLAND HIDE N SEEK BSCL1 AZ 6/7/2013 (Focus Von Der
Piste Trophe SchH1 SchH2 IPO3 (Imp Deu) x Lewisland Foxy Lady)
5100076513 Brd. Mr. T. R. Metcalfe Exh. V. E. McGinty & T. Metcalfe
3 years, 1 month. 61cms. Standing on the upper limit of size, a bitch of
very good type and proportions. Very good head and expression with
good medium eye colour. Very good length of neck, normal withers,
straight back, the croup could be slightly longer and is just slightly steep.
Good forequarter angulation , the the upper arm should be a little longer
and better angled, slightly deep hindquarter angulations. Very good
underline. Stands not quite correct in front. Coming she turns the right
wrist out and is slightly loose going. Shows very good balanced movement
with very good reach and drive.
*BLAKNGOLD HARLEY INCONSPICUOUS AZ 10/7/2012 (*Ch. Orrinshir
Elton John AZ ET x Blakngold Alligator Blood AZ) 3100275619 Brd/Exh.
V. Stocks
4 years, 1 month. 60cms. Large, medium strong bitch of very good type
and proportions. Very good head and expression with desired eye colour.
Normal withers with slight nick behind. Straight back, slightly short slightly
steep croup. Good forequarter angulation where the upper arm should be
longer and better angled. Very good hindquarter angulation. Stands
correct in front. Steps slightly close going, correct coming. She has good
balanced movement where the reach and the drive should be more
effective.
*SCHAEFERHUND ENYA AZ 26/9/2013 (*Orrinshir Elton John AZ x *
Schaeferhund Quanta AZ) 3100294757 Brd/Exh. Mrs. I. Bodhal
2 years, 10 months. 60.5cms. Large, medium strong bitch of very good
type and proportions. .I would prefer to see stronger pigmentation. Very
good head and expression with medium eye colour. Normal withers with
slight nick behind, straight back, slightly short slightly steep croup. Good
forequarter angulation where the the upper arm should be better angled,
slightly deep hindquarter angulations. Good underline. Stands correct in
front Steps slightly loose going correct coming. Shows good movement.
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BABY PUPPY DOG LONG STOCK COAT
KARABACH NIGHT FORCE 15/4/2016 (Veneze Lutz (Imp UK) x
Sadria Tillys Pepper) 3100341091 Brd/Exh. John Carter
4 months.
PUPPY DOG LONG STOCK COAT
BRONACRE MURRUMBIDGEE MURPHY 29/10/2015 (*Xaro Von
Der Plassenburg (Imp Deu) A ED Normal x *Bronacre Uluru Matilda)
3100331729 Brd. Bronacre Kennels Exh. T. Schumann
9 months
INTERMEDIATE DOG LONG STOCK COAT
HARDROKK MIAMI VICE 19/6/2014 (Hayo Aus Agrigento (Imp Deu)
x Rantino Hard Rock AZ) 3100307974 Brd. S.Bell Exh. D.Mitchell
2 years, 1 month.62cms. Medium size long stock coat male of very
good type and proportions. Very good head and expression and very
good eye colour. Normal withers, straight back, croup is of good lay
but could be a touch longer. Good forequarter angulation where the
upper arm should be a little longer and better angled, very good
hindquarter angulation. Stands not quite correct in front. Correct going
and correct coming. Shows very good balanced movement with very
good reach and drive.
MELJENKA GOLDEN NUGGETT 7/1/2015 (Xeno Von Arjakjo (Imp
Deu ) x Meljenka Dirty Dancer) 3100317745 Brd. Mr. V. & Mrs. L.
Ebejer Exh. Mrs. S. & (The Late) R. Petrella
1 years, 7 months. 64cms. Above medium size, medium strong, well
coloured and pigmented long stock coat male of very good type and
proportions. Very good head and expression, good medium eye. The
right ear tilts inwards. Normal withers, slight peak in the back. Slightly
short slightly steep croup. Good forequarter angulation where the
upper arm should be better angled, slightly deep hindquarter
angulations. Stands correct in front with very soft pasterns. Moves
slightly close going and correct coming. Shows very good movement
however the peak in the back becomes more noticeable during the
gaiting exercise.
OPEN DOG LONG STOCK COAT
*ZANDRAC DARTH VADAR AZ BSCL11 23/2/2014 (Hatto Vom
Huhnegrab Imp Deu x Kantenna Venus Delight) 3100303321 Brd.
Zandrac Kennels Exh. A. Jones
2 years, 5 months. 63cms. Medium size, medium strong long stock
coat male of very good type with slightly compact body proportions.
Very good head and expression with good eye colour. Slightly short
neck, high withers, straight back and slightly short slightly steep
croup. Good forequarter angulation and very good hindquarter
angulation. Stands correct in front. Moves slightly wide going and
correct coming. Shows very good movement with very good reach
and drive.
*CH JAYSHELL GLASGOW AZ 24/7/2013 (Ch Ustinov Vom
Romerland (Imp Deu) x Ch Jayshell Winona) 3100292457 Brd. Mrs.
N. McDermott Exh. D. & L. Organ
3 years. Wry mouth. 65.5cms. Very large, medium strong long stock
coat male of very good type and proportions. Very good head and
expression with medium eye colour. High withers, straight back and
good croup. Good forequarter angulation , the upper arm should be a
little longer and better angled, very good hindquarter angulation. .
Very good underline. Stands correct in front. Steps correct going and
coming. Shows very good expansive movement with very good reach
and drive.
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BABY PUPPY BITCH LONG STOCK COAT
HARDROKK LEGEND SUZI Q 22/2/2016 (Hayo Aus Agrigento (Imp
Deu) x Rantino Hard Rock AZ) 3100337785 Brd/Exh. S. Bell
5 months
MINOR PUPPY BITCH LONG STOCK COAT
UBIQQUE CRYSTAL PRINCESS 31/1/2016 (Ambala On Fire x
Kuirau Aurora) 3100336358 Brd/Exh. Mrs. J. Eaton
6 months
PUPPY BITCH LONG STOCK COAT
EROICA EASY ON THE EYE 4/11/2015 (*Ch Eroica Catch Me If You
Can AZ x *CH Vladimir Glam I Am AZ) 5100090516 Brd. Eroica
Kennels Exh. C. Leonard & K. Morton
9 months
JUNIOR BITCH LONG STOCK COAT
ICCARA PRECIOUS GIFT 15/7/2015 (CH Eroica Catch Me If You
Can AS BSCL1 x Hausosin Tainted Love) 6100094265 Brd. Iccara
Kennels Exh. K. Harris
1 year, 1 months. 60.5cms. Very large, medium strong substantial
long stock coat female of very good type and proportions. Very well
coloured and pigmented. Very good head and expression with dark
eye colour. Good length of neck, normal withers, straight back and
slightly short slightly steep croup. Good forequarter angulation, the
upper arm should be a slightly better angled, slightly deep hindquarter
angulations. Good underline Does not stand correct in front. Steps
close going, and wide coming and turns her right wrist out. Shows
very good movement where the peak in the back becomes more
noticeable.
STOBAR YALINA AZ 28/5/2015 (Bluemax Salt x Vanland Ava)
3100324086 Brd. Stobar Kennels Exh. N. Cullen
1 year, 2 months. 61.5cms. Oversize, long stock coat female of very
good type and proportions. Very good head and expression with a
good medium eye colour. High withers, straight back, croup is of a
good length but slightly steep. Good forequarter angulation, the upper
arm should be a little longer and better angled, very good hindquarter
angulations . good underline. Stands correct in front. Steps slightly
close going and correct coming. Shows very good movement with
very good reach and drive.
INTERMEDIATE BITCH LONG STOCK COAT
VANHARLEY PROMISCIOUS GIRL AZ 6/11/2014 (Xeno Von Arjakjo
(Imp Deu) x Vanharley Zena) 3100314353 Brd/Exh. M/S D. M. Colson
1 year, 9 months. 59cms. Well above medium size, medium strong
long stock coat bitch of very good type and proportions. Very good
head and expression with desired dark eye colour. Normal withers
with a slight nick behind. Straight back and good croup. Good
forequarter angulation , the upper arm should be a little longer and
better angled, very good hindquarter angulation. Stands correct in
front. Steps slightly loose going and correct coming. Shows very
good balanced free flowing movement.
VANLAND CARA 22/9/2014 (Jayshell Archimedes x Stobar Izobel)
3100311645 Brd. Vanland Kennels Exh. Mr. H. & Mrs. S. Van De
Beek
1 year, 10 months. 59cms. Well above medium size, just medium
strong long stock coat bitch of very good type and proportions. Very
good head and expression with good medium eye colour. Normal
withers with a slight peak in the back and a slightly short slightly steep
croup. Good forequarter angulation , where the the upper arm should
be a little longer and better angled, slightly deep hindquarter
angulation. Stands correct in front. Steps correct coming and going.
Shows good balanced movement where both the reach and drive
could be slightly more effective.
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KANJELESE HIGH PRIESTESS 24/1/2015 (Xeno Von Arjakjo (Gmy)
x Kanjelese Dominatrix) 3100318037 Brd. A. Beard Exh. Mrs. H. Kelly
1 year, 6 months. 59cms. Well above medium size, just medium
strong long stock coat female of very good type and proportions. Very
well coloured and pigmented. Very good head and expression with
medium eye colour. The underjaw could be stronger. Normal withers,
slight peak in the back and slightly short slightly steep croup. Good
forequarter angulation , the upper arm should be a little longer and
better angled, slightly deep hindquarter angulation. Stands correct in
front. Steps cow hocked going and correct coming. Shows very good
movement however the drive is more effective than the reach.
AUS CH KARASTRO NOBLE NANA 15/1/2015 (Pepevon Der
Zenteiche IPO1 (Imp Deu) x Karastro Havana Knights AZ)
3100317615 Brd/Exh. Mrs. D. Berghofer
1 year, 7 months. 61cms. Very large, medium strong long stock coat
female of good type and slightly compact body proportions. Very good
head and expression, where the under jaw should be a lot stronger.
Slightly short neck. Normal withers, straight back and slightly short
slightly steep croup. Good forequarter angulation, the upper arm
should be a little longer and better angled, very good hindquarter
angulation. Stands correct in front. Steps slightly close going, slightly
wide coming. Shows good movement, the reach should be a lot freer
and she carries her neck somewhat erect.
KPTLONGLOCKS ISLAND GIRL 14/11/2014 (Kazkiri Ximon AZ. CD.
RN. x Kooronya Inthe Purple A.Z. ET.CD.TD.RN.) 3100314328
Brd/Exh. K. Cooper
1 year, 9 months 59cms. Well above medium size, medium strong,
long stock coat female of good type and proportions. Very good head
and expression with medium eye colour. Normal withers, straight back
and slightly short croup of good lay. Good forequarter angulation, the
upper arm should be a little longer and better angled, slightly deep
hindquarter angulation. She has slightly soft pasterns. Stands correct
in front. Moves correct coming and going. Shows good movement
where both the reach and the drive should be more effective.
OPEN BITCH LONG STOCK COAT
*CH ZANDRAC DUCHESS SATINE KRYZE AZ 23/2/2014 (Hatto
Vom Huhnegrab (Imp Gmy) x Kantenna Venus Delight) 3100303316
Brd. Mr. & Mrs. A. Jones Exh. D. & L. Organ
2 years, 5 months. 60.5cms. Very large, medium strong long stock
coat female of very good type and proportions. Very good head and
expression with dark eyes. Very well coloured and pigmented. Normal
withers, straight back, croup is of good length but slightly steep. Good
forequarter angulation ,the upper arm should be a little longer and
better angled, slightly deep hindquarter angulations. Good underline.
Stands correct in front. Steps correct going, coming she turns her
right wrist out. Shows very good expansive movement.
*SEIGEN BELLAS MOMENT 30/12/2011 (Nord Ch. Fasties Elle Willy
Wonka x Ch. Seigen Ylang Ylang) 6100075503 Brd. Mr. D. & MR.
C.A. Gallacher Exh. Mrs. H. Kelly
4 years, 7 months. 59cms. Well above medium size medium strong
long stock coat female of very good type and proportions. Very good
head and expression with desired eye colour. Normal withers, slight
peak in the back. Slightly short slightly steep croup. Good forequarter
angulation, the upper arm should be a little longer and better angled,
very good hindquarter angulation. Good underline. Stands correct in
front. Steps correct going and coming. Shows very good movement
with very good reach and drive.
*CH MOREKOS BEJEWELLED AZ 7/9/2013 (Monsimbee Kaleb AZ
x *Beychief Hoop La CD ET AZ) 2100391107 Brd. M. Stendara Exh.
Miss. A. Smith
2 years, 11 months. 62.5cms. Oversize, long stock coat female of
very good type and proportions. Very good colour and pigmentation.
Very good head and expression with dark masking and dark eyes.
Normal wither, straight back, slightly short slightly steep croup,. Good

forequarter angulation, the upper arm should be a little longer and
better angled, very good hindquarter angulations, very good
underline. Stands correct in front. Steps correct coming and going.
Shows good balanced movement where both the reach and the drive
could be more effective.

Junior Handlers
Judge: Mr Salvatore Pitelli (SA)
7yrs - Under 10yrs
1. Ayden Jones
10yrs to Under 13 yrs
1. Stephanie Jones
13yrs to 17 yrs
1. Trinity Jones

Working Dog Club of Victoria
CHAMPIONSHIP SHOW
30 OCTOBER, 2016
KCC Park
JUDGES
MR. PETER FLYNN (SA) (Bitches)
HERR HARALD HOHMANN (SV) (Dogs)

BABY PUPPY BITCH LONG STOCK COAT
3
1
VP
VONPETA GRACE N BEAUTY 4/7/2016 (*Fremont Hells Bells AZ x Natchez
Evas Revenge) 5100094770 Brd. Mr. P.N. Damarell & Miss. J.E. Pike Exh. M.
Beckett
4 months
1
2
VP
BODECKA GEE WIZZ (AI) 23/5/2016 (*Ch. Bodecka Grandslam x Bodecka
Yeehaw) 3100341715 Brd/Exh. Jenny Joseph
5 months
4
3
VP
VONPETA HOOAREU 19/7/2016 (Toby Von Der Plassenburg Schh2 IPO3 Imp
Deu x Ch Vonpeta Xmissustoo) 5100094866 Brd. Mr. P.N. Damarell & Miss
J.E. Pike Exh. C. Beckett
3.5 months
2
4
VP
TAKIMBRE CALL ME ANNIE 9/6/2016 (Juwika Destroyer x Takimbre Xanadu)
2100454440 Brd. Mr. C.W. & Mrs. S. Ford Exh. Mrs. D.L. Cameron
4.5 months
MINOR PUPPY BITCH LONG STOCK COAT
5
1
VP
HARDROKK LEGEND SUZI Q 22/2/2016 (*Hayo Aus Agrigento (Imp. Deu) x
Rantino Hard Rock AZ) 3100337785 Brd/Exh. Samantha Bell
8 months
PUPPY BITCH LONG STOCK COAT
7
1
VP
EROICA EVEREST 4/11/2015 (*Ch Eroica Catch Me If You Can Az x *Ch
Vladimir Glam I Am AZ) 5100090516 Brd. Eroica Knls Exh. C. Leonard & K.
Morton
11.95 months
JUNIOR BITCH LONG STOCK COAT
8
1
VG
STOBAR YALINA 28/5/2015 (*Bluemax Salt A Z x *Vanland Ava AZ)
3100324086 Brd. Stobar Kennels Exh. Narelle Cullen
17 months. Double P1 Lower Right. 62 cms. Oversize bitch of very good
type. Medium strong, very good proportions height to length. Very good
feminine head and expression with good eye colour. Slightly short but well
laid neck. High wither, firm back, slightly short steep croup. Very good
forequarter angulation where the upper arm could be better angled. Very
good hindquarter angulation. Stands correct in front. Very good forechest
development. Steps slightly close going, correct coming. Shows very good
movement with strong drive and good reach.
11
2
VG
EROICA EASY ON THE EYE 4/11/2015 (*Ch Eroica Catch Me If You Can Az x
*Ch Vladimir Glam I Am AZ) 5100090516 Brd. Eroica Knls Exh. Mrs. C.
Leonard & Mr. K. Morton
11.95 months. 61 cms A bitcjh on the upper limit of size of very good type.
Very good proportions height to length. Well coloured and pigmented. Very
good head and expression with dark euyes where the under jaw could stilol
be a little stronger. Slightly short but well laid croup. High withers, firm back,
good length of croup. Good forequiarter angulation. Very good hindquarter

angulations with broad thighs. Stands correct in flat. Slightly flat in pasterns.
Very good fore and underchest development. Steps slightly close going and
correct coming where the elbow connections could be firmer. Shows very
good movement with strong drive and good reach.
10
3
G
CH RIMERINI DARE TO DREAM 25/9/2015 (Ch Sundaneka True Blue (Iid) x
Grand Ch Rimerini Always N Forever) 2100439436 Brd. M. Porter Exh. L.
Brownhill
13 months. 64cms. Oversize bitch of still good type. Good proportions height
to length. Medium strong, well coloured and pigmented. She has good head
and expression where the eye should be darker. Good masking. Slightly short
but well laid neck. High withers, good forequarter angulation where the the
upper arm could be a little longer and better angled. Very good hindquarter
angulations Stands correct in front. Good forechest and underchest
development. Steps close going and coming. Shows good movement with
strong drive where the reach should be more effective.
INTERMEDIATE BITCH LONG STOCK COAT
12
1
VG
VANHARLEY PROMISCIOUS GIRL AZ 6/11/2014 (Xeno Von Arjakjo (Imp
Deu) Á ED Normal KKLI x *Vanharley Zena "A" "Z") 3100314353 Brd/Exh.
M/S D.M. Colson
23.9 months. 59cms. Large bitch of very good type. Medium strong. Very
good proportions of height to length. Very good head and expression with
dark eyes. Good strength of underjaw. Very good length and lay of neck.
High wither, firm back. Good length but slightly steep croup. Very good fore
and hindquarter angulations with broad thighs. Stands correct in front. Very
good fore and underchest development. Steps correct going and coming
where the elbow connection should still be firmer. Shows very good
movement with powerful drive and good reach.
13
2
VG
CH KARASTRO NOBLE NANA 15/1/2015 (Pepe Von Der Zenteiche (Imp Deu)
x Karastro Havana Knights) 3100317615 Brd/Exh. Ms. D. Berghofer
21.5 months. 59.5cms large, medium strong bitch of very good type. Good
proportions of height to length. Well coloured and pigmented. Good head
and expression where the eye could still be darker and the underjaw
stronger. Very good masking. Slightly erect neck of good length. High
wither, firm back, slightly short slightly steep croup. Good forequarter
angulation where the the upper arm could be a little longer and better
angled, very good hindquarter angulations. Stands correct in front, slightly
flat in pasterns. Good fore and slightly short underchest. Steps slightly close
going and coming where the elbow connection could still be firmer. Shows
very good movement with powerful drive where the reach should be more
effective.
OPEN BITCH LONG STOCK COAT
15
1
EXC
*CH ZANDRAC DUCHESS SATINE KRYZE 23/2/2014 (*Hatto Vom Huhnegrab
(Imp. Gmy) x Kantenna Venus Delight) 3100303316 Brd. Mr. A.G. & Mrs. R.L.
Jones Exh. David & Lorelle Organ
2 .8 years. 59CMS. Large bitch of very good type, slightly elongated in
proportions. Medium strong. Very good head and expression with good eye
colour and good strength of underjaw. Good length and lay of neck. Normal
withers, firm back, good length and lay of croup. Good forequarter
angulation where the the upper arm could be better angled, very good
hindquarter angulations with broad thighs. Stands correct in front. Very good
fore and underchest development. Steps correct going and coming. Shows
very good movement with powerful drive where the reach could be a little
more effective and she should maintain her wither a little higher.

OPEN NEUTER BITCH LONG STOCK COAT
17
1
SCHAEFERHUND DUCHESS 28/9/2013 (*Ch. Ustinov vom Romerland (Imp.
Deu) x *Schaeferhund Celina) 3100294532 Brd. Mrs. .I Bohdal Exh. R. & S.
Murphy
3 years

BABY PUPPY BITCH STOCK COAT
19
1
VP
TRAUMDORF GMME AKISS 9/5/2016 (*Esko Von Den Zwei Steinen (Imp.Ger)
x *Verhexen Golden Nugget) Brd. G. & B. Jacobs Exh. F. Grigons
5.5 months
21
2
VP
ASTASIA DARYA 26/5/2016 (*Xaro von der Plassenburg Kk1 IPO2 (Imp. Deu)
x *Astasia Yoko) 4100275762 Brd/Exh. B. & P. Hersant
5.5 months
24
3
VP
FREINHAUF FIRE FLY ZOE 18/6/2016 (Sensen Mann Yokon (Imp Deu) x
Volscaro River Of Champagne) 6100100094 Brd. Mr. K.R., Mrs. R.T. & Mr. C.A.
Knuckey Exh. Mr. J. Carter & Mrs. R. Knuckey
4.5 months
18
4
VP
DELLARESS CLAUDIA 2/5/2016 (Xeno Von Arjakjo (Imp Deu) Á ED Normal
KKLI x *Dellaress Quicksilver A Z) 3100341905 Brd/Exh. Mrs. Jean Colenso
5.9 months
25
5
VP
KINBAR ELLEGANCE 11/7/2016 (*Baggio Von Juvenisty x *Schaeferhund
Hanna) 3100345374 Brd/Exh. S. Kinsman
3.5 months
20
6
VP
TRAUMDORF GOGO GOLLY GOSH 9/5/2016 (*Esko Von Den Zwei Steinen
(Imp.Ger) x Verhexen Golden Nugget) 3100341181 Brd. Mrs. B. Jacobs Exh.
Mrs. E. Thompson
5.5 months
MINOR PUPPY BITCH STOCK COAT
30
1
VP
ZANDRAC WISDOM (IID DEU) 15/2/2016 (*Faust Vom Hulsbach (Deu) x
*Charlotte von Tronje (Imp Deu)) 3100341704 Brd/Exh. Mr. A. & Mrs. R.
Jones
8.5 months
34
2
VP
INIFF FRUIT TINGLE 19/4/2016 (*Esko Von Den Zwei Steinen (Imp.Ger) x Iniff
Shes The One) 3100340575 Brd. Iniff Kennels Exh. R. Vincent
6 .2 months
29
3
VP
ZANDRAC FORTITUDE (IID DEU) 15/2/2016 (*Faust Vom Hulsbach (Deu) x
*Charlotte von Tronje (Imp Deu)) 3100341711 Brd/Exh. Mr. A. & Mrs. R.
Jones
8.5 months
33
4
VP
DELKIT LEGEND OF ZELDA 18/9/2016 (*Sensen Mann Yokon 'A''ED' x *Delkit
One Of A Kind AZ) 3100341639 Brd/Exh. Mrs. A. Kerr
6.4 months
28
5
VP
FREEMONT LOVE STORY 9/2/2016 (Veneze Lutz (Imp. Uk) x Java Von
Santamar (Imp Bel)) 2100450807 Brd. Mr. S. & Miss. J. Lynch Exh. Mr. Ivan
Ashkenazi
8 .7 months

PUPPY BITCH STOCK COAT
35
1
VP
BLAKNGOLD BLUE BIRDS FLY 3/11/2015 (*Calle Vom Westervenn (Imp Deu)
A ED x *Schaeferhund Indiana 'A''Z') 3100332171 Brd. V. Stocks Exh. Hayley
Stocks
11.75 months
43
2
VP
MANPRINCE FREE TO FLY 14/12/2015 (*Willmaurs Romford Reggie AZ x
Delkit Lucks A Charm AZ) 3100333464 Brd/Exh. Manprince Kennels
10.5 months
39
3
VP
ARRISTAR LYKA BAT OUTA HELL 11/11/2015 (*Sensen Mann Yokon (Imp
Deu) x *Harlerose Angel Ccd) 3100331968 Brd. Mrs. J. Urie Exh. A. & J. Barr
11.5 monhs
41
4
VP
AWATEA YMISS SUZIE 24/11/2015 (*Calle Vom Westervenn (Imp Gmy) x
*Awatea Night Time Hussy) 3100332530 Brd/Exh. F. Grigons
11 months
38
5
VP
ARRISTAR LYKAN ANGEL 11/11/2015 (*Sensen Mann Yokon x *Harlerose
Angel A Z) 3100331966 Brd. Julie Urie Exh. Natassa Moissis
11 months, 19 days
37
6
VP
SCHAEFERHUND QUINTA 11/11/2015 (*Nino Von Tronje 'A''Ed' x
*Schaeferhund Zollie 'A' 'Z') 3100331804 Brd/Exh. I. Bohdal
11.5 months
45
7
VP
AWATEA BRIGHT EYES 13/1/2016 (*Esko Von Den Zwei Steinen (Imp.Ger) x
Awatea Holly Bgezus) 3100334843 Brd/Exh. F. Grigons
9.5 months
46
8
P
SCHWARZLAKE MYSTERY ANGEL 17/1/2016 (*Wasco Del Seprio (Imp. Italy) x
Burshune Ainslie) 3100340012 Brd. Schwarzlake Kennel Exh. I. Borodinova
9.5 months
JUNIOR BITCH STOCK COAT
59
1
VG
LEBERHINE CALLECO 20/9/2015 (*Calle V Westervenn A Ed IPO2 (Imp Deu) x
*Leberhine Maggie A Z) 5100089692 Brd. R. & D. Evans & H Garvican Exh.
O'Loughlin, Evans & Garvican
13.4 months. Double P1 Upper Left. 61cms. A bitch on the upper limit of size.
Medium strong, feminine, very good proportions height to length. Very good
head and expression the underjaw could be a touch stronger. Very good
length and lay of neck. High wither, good length but slightly steep croup. Very
good fore and hindquarter angulations. Very good fore and underchest
development. Stands correct in front. Steps correct going and coming where
the elbow connections could still be tighter. Shows very good movement
with powerful drive and free reach.
50
2
VG
MALTAKNIGHTS FLAUIE 10/7/2015 (*Zandrac The Hard Way AZ x
*Maltaknights Ailani AZ) 3100326529 Brd/Exh. C. & F. Azzopardi
15.5 months. Double P1 upper right. 61cms. A bitch on the upper limit of size,
medium strong and substantial. Very good proportions height to length. Very
good head and expression with good eye colour. Very good length and lay of
neck. High withers, firm back,well laid but slightly short but well laid croup.
Very good fore and hindquarter angulations. Good fore and underchest
development. Stands correct in front. Steps slightly close going, correct
coming. Shows very good movement with powerful drive and good reach.
51
3
VG
VONPETA DIDYOUMAKEHER AZ 19/7/2015 (*Toby Von Der Plassenburg A ED
x *Natchez Evas Revenge AZ) 5100088769 Brd/Exh. Mr. P.N Damarell & Ms.
J.E. Pike
15.4 months. 61.5cm A bitch on the upper limit of size. Medium strong
substantial well coloured sable bitch of very good type. She has good head
and expression where the eye colour go darker. Very good length and lay of
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the neck. High wither, firm back, slight slightly steep croup . Very good fore
and hindquarter angulations, good fore and underchest development. Stands
correct in front. Steps close going and correct coming. Shows very good
movement with powerful drive and good reach.
STOBAR YANKE AZ 28/5/2015 (*Ch. Bluemax Salt x *Vanland Ava AZ)
3100324083 Brd. Stobar Kennels Exh. Mellisa Siktars
17 months. 60.5cm. Very large, medium strong bitch of very good type.
Good proportions of height to length. Good head and expression where the
eye could be darker and the underjaw still stronger. Very good length and lay
of neck. Normal withers, firm back, well laid but slightly steep croup. Good
forequarter angulation where the the upper arm could be a little longer and
better angled, very good hindquarter angulations and broad thighs. Good
forechest development. Slightly short underchest. Stands correct in front.
Steps a little close going and correct coming. Shows very good movement
with strong drive where the reach could be a little more effective.
HASSENWAY MAGGIE MAY (IID DEU) 28/9/2015 (Cronos Del Seprio (Ita) x
*Zicke Vom Feuermelder) 3100330123 Brd. J. Haase Exh. Haase, Oar &
Mathers
13 months. 61cms. A bitch on the upper limit of size. Medium strong, very
good proportions of height to length. Well coloured and pigmented. She has
a good head and expression, ideally the eye could be darker and the
underjaw a little stronger. Very good length and lay of neck. Firm back. Well
laid but slightly short croup. Good forequarter angulation, very good
hindquarter angulation, very good forechest development, very good
underchest development. Stands correct in front. Moves a little close going
correct coming where the elbow connections could be tighter. Shows very
good movement with strong drive and good reach.
WILLMAURS BATTERSEA BOBBI 16/9/2015 (*Ch. Orrinshir Elton John AZ x
*Willmaurs Notting Hill Nina AZ) 3100329627 Brd/Exh. W. & M. Goodwin
13.5 months. 61 cm. A bitch on the upper limit of size, medium strong, very
good proportions of height to length. Well coloured sable bitch. Go9od heads
and expression where ideally the eye could be darker. Very good length and
lay of neck. High wither, firm back, slightly short steep croup. Good fore and
underchest development, stands correct in front. Steps correct going and
coming where the elbow connections could still be tighter. Shows very good
movement with strong drive and good reach.
UBIQQUE BLUEBELLS DESIRE AZ 27/8/2015 (Sensen Mann Yokon x
Schaefferhund Banja) 3100329061 Brd/Exh. Mrs Jen Eaton
14 months.Double P1 Upper right. 60.5cms. Very large medium strong bitch
of very good type. Good proportions of height to length. Good colour and
pigment. Good head and expression where the eye should be darker and the
underjaw a little stronger. Slightly short but well laid neck. High wither, firm
back, slightly steep croup. Good fore angulation where the upper arm could
be a little longer and better angled, very good hindquarter angulations Good
fore chest development slightly short underchest Stands correct in front.
Moves slightly close going, correct coming where the elbow connection
should still be firmer. Shows very good balanced movement with strong
drive where tyhe reach should be more effective.
KATELLIA LATTOYA 18/8/2015 (*Bluemax Zoomba AZ x *Iniff Southern Lady
AZ) 3100328094 Brd/Exh. Mr. M. Dawood
14.4 months. 61cms. A bitch on the upper limit of size. Medium strong, good
proportions of height to length. Well coloured and pigmented. Very good
head and expression with good eye colour. Good length and lay of neck. High
wither, firm back, good length but slightly steep croup. Good forequarter

angulation where the the upper arm could be better angled, very good
hindquarter angulations . good fore and underchest development. Stands
correct in front . Steps a little close going, correct coming where the elbow
connections could still be tighter. Shows very good movement with strong
drive where the reach could be more effective and the wither carried a little
higher.
49
9
VG
GLENRACO SUPERNATURAL 11/6/2015 (*Vanharley Castro AZ x *Glenraco
Upsadaisy AZ) 3100325281 Brd/Exh. Gayle Johnston
16.5 months 61cms. A bitch on the limit of size. Medium strong and
substantial. Strong almost masculine head where the stop could be a little
more pronounced. Slightly erect but good length of neck carriage. High
wither, firm back, good length and lay of croup. Good forequarter angulation
where the upper arm could be better angled, very good hindquarter
angulations. Good fore and underchest development. Stands correct in front.
Moves close going and correct coming. Shows good balanced movement with
strong drive where the reach should be more effective and the ligamentation
over the back should remain firmer.
54
10
VG
T CH KILLARA STASIA 23/8/2015 (*Bluemax Zoomba AZ x *Dual Ch(T) Ts Gr
Ch Killara Winter Solstice Cd Rae A Z) 3100328472 Brd/Exh. Peter & Dawn
Howard
14 months. 60.5cm. Very large bitch of still good type. Good proportions of
height to length. Medium strong. She has good head and expression where
the eyes are light. Slightly short but well laid neck. Normal withers, firm back.
Slightly short steep croup. Good forequarter angulation where the upper arm
could be a little longer and better angled, good hindquarter angulations good
forechest development, slightly short underchest. Stands correct in front.
Steps slightly close going, correct coming where the elbow connections
should be tighter. Shows good balanced movement with strong drive where
the reach could be more effective.
INTERMEDIATE BITCH STOCK COAT
73
1
VG
*ZANDRAC CHEER LEADER 22/3/2015 (*Xaro von der Plassenburg Kk1 IPO2
(Imp. Deu) x *Zandraf it’s A Love Thing) 3100322815 Brd/Exh. Mr. A. & Mrs.
R. Jones
1.7 years 60cms. Very large, medium strong and substantial bitch of very
good type. Very good proportions. Very good head and expression with good
eye colour. Very good length and lay of neck. High wither, firm back, well laid
but slightly short croup. Good forequarter angulation where the the upper
arm could be a little longer, very good hindquarter angulations very good
fore and underchest development. Stands correct in front. Steps slightly close
going correct coming. Shows very good movement with powerful drive and
good reach.
72
2
VG
DELLARESS ASHANTI AZ 11/2/2015 (Xeno Von Arjakjo (Imp Deu) Á ED
Normal KKLI x Dellaress Kalani A Z) 3100318870 Brd/Exh. Mrs. Jean Colenso
1.85 years. 59.5cms. Large, medium strong bitch of very good type. Very
good head and expression where the underjaw could be a little stronger with
good eye colour. Very good length and lay of neck. High wither,, firm back.
Slightly short slightly steep croup. Good forequarter angulation where the
upper arm could be longer. Very good hindquarter angulations. Good fore
chest development, slightly short underchest. Stands correct in front. Steps
slightly close going and correct coming where the elbow connections could
be firmer. Shows very good movement with strong drive where the reach
could be a little more effective.
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SCHAEFERHUND LATISHA 'A''Z' 16/1/2015 (*Nino Von Tronje 'A''Ed' x
*Schaeferhund Xeena 'A' 'Z') 3100317520 Brd/Exh. I. Bohdal
1.75 years. 61cms. Very large, strong and substantial bitch of very good type.
Very strong but feminine head where the stop could be a little more
pronounced and the eye colour darker. Very good length and lay of nick. High
wither, firm back, very good length and lay of croup. Good forequarter
angulation where the upper arm could be longer. Very good hindquarter
angulations with broad thighs. Very good fore and underchest development.
Stands correct in front. Steps a littloe close going and coming. Shows very
good movement with strong drive and good reach.
CH ROXAMBURG HOT CHILLI AZ 13/12/2014 (*Ch Tuabu Midnight AZ x
*Roxamburg Luka Me AZ) 7100033096 Brd/Exh. Glenn & Kristy Hall
1.8 years. 59cms. Large, medium strong bitch of very good type. Well
coloured and pigmented. Good proportions height to length. Very good head
and expression where the eye colour could still be a touch darker. High
wither, firm back. Slightly short steep croup. Good forequarter angulation
where the upper arm could be better angled. Very good hindquarter
angulations good forechest development, slightly short underchest. Stands
correct in front. Steps correct going and coming. Shows very good
movement with strong drive and good reach.
DIENAMIC HOT SMOOTCHY KIMBA TD 28/2/2014 (*Hatto Vom Huhnegrab x
Bronacre Hot Agenda) 3100311592 Brd. Ms. S. Diegan Exh. Mr. C. Mcphan &
Miss. F. Dejong
2.2 years. 62cms. Oversized bitch. Medium strong and substantial of very
good type. Has a very good head and expression where ideally the eye could
be darker. Good strength of underjaw. Good length and lay of neck. Firm
back, good length and lay of croup. Good forequarter angulation where
ideally the upper arm could be better angled. Very good hindquarter
angulations. Good fore and underchest development. Stands correct in front.
Steps correct going and coming. Shows very good movement with powerful
drive and good reach.
*ZANDRAC LET IT GO 22/3/2015 (*Xaro von der Plassenburg Kk1 IPO2 (Imp.
Deu) x *Zandraf it’s A Love Thing) 3100322818 Brd/Exh. Mr. A. & Mrs. R.
Jones
1.6 years 61cms. On the upper limit of size. Medium strong substantial bitch
of very good type. Good proportions height to length. Pigment could be a
little stronger. Good head and expression where they eye colour could be a
little darker and the ears a little firmer. Very good length and lay of neck.
High wither,firm back. Good length but slightly steep croup. Good
forequarter angulation where the upper arm could be a little better angled.
Very good hindquarter angulations. Good fore and underchest development.
Stands correct in front. Correct coming and going. Shows very good
movement with strong drive where the reach should be a little more
effective.
*FREEVALE CRAZY BEAUTIFUL 10/6/2014 (*Ch. Arkon Vom Altenbergerland
(Imp. Deu) x *Ch. Freevale Crazy in Pink) 2100409070 Brd. Freevale Kennel
Exh. I. Borodinova Missing P1 Lower Right. GSDCA #164
2.45 years 61.5cm. On the upper limit of size, medium strong substantial
bitch of very good type. Good head and expression where the eye colour
could be be darker. Very good length and lay of neck. High wither, firm back
good length and lay of croup. Very good fore and hindquarter angulations.
Very good fore and slightly short underchest. Stands not quite correct in
front. Steps correct going and slightly close coming where the elbows could
still be tighter. Shows very good movement with strong drive where the

reach could be more effective.
76
8
VG
LEGIONAIRE AMERICAN HONEY 'A' Z 13/4/2015 (*Ch Vonpeta
Ugottabekidding A Z x *Legionaire Lady Antebellum A Z) 3100321814
Brd/Exh. Legionaire Kennels
1.6 years. 60cms. Large, medium strong substantial bitch of very good type.
Good proportions height to length. Good head and expression where the eye
colour is light. Slightly erect neck carriage but of good length. Normal
withers, firm back, slightly short slightly steep croup, good forequarter
angulation where the upper arm could be a little longer and better angled,
very good hindquarter angulations good forechest development, slightly
short undercheswt. Stands correct in front. Steps slightly close going, correct
coming. Shows very good movement, strong drive where the reach could be
more effective.
67
9
G
BODECKA DYNASTY 1/9/2014 (Pepe Von Der Zenteiche Ipo1 (Imp Deu) x
Bodecka Zensation) 3100311116 Brd. Jenny Joseph Exh. Matthew Caval
2.2 years. 63.5cm. Well oversized bitch, medium strong and substantial of
still good type. Good proportions of height to length. Good head and
expression where the eye colour should be darker. Slightly short but well laid
neck. Normal withers, firm back, good length and lay of croup. Good
forequarter angulation where the upper arm should be longer. Very good
hindquarter angulations. Good forechest development and slightly short in
underchest. Stands correct in front. Steps slightly close going and coming
where the elbow connection should be firmer. Shows very good movement
and strong drive where the reach should be more effective.
AUSTRALIAN BRED BITCH STOCK COAT
79
1
G
SCHAEFERHUND ELPHINE 26/9/2013 (*Orrinshir Elton John x *Schaeferhund
Quanta) 3100294759 Brd. Mrs. I. Bohdal Exh. A. Gridassov
3 years. 62cms. Oversized bitch of very good type. Medium strong. Good
head and expression and good eye colour where the stop could be a little
more pronounced. Very good length and lay of neck. High wither, firm back,
slightly short slightly steep croup, good fore angulation where the upper arm
should be better laid. Very good hindquarter angulations. Good fore chest
development. Slightly short underchest. Stands correct in front. Steps slightly
close going and wide coming where the elbow connection should be tighter.
Shows good movement with strong drive where the reach should be more
effective.
78
2
G
GR CH COLLWHIP GODLEN SHIMMER CCD RAE HTM.S TD ET 7/8/2010
(*Uras Von Trafalger (Imp Ger) x Ch. Gelbregen Only For You AZ) 3100243077
Brd. R.M. & F.M. Robinson Exh. L. Brownhill
6.1 years. 59.5cms. large, medium strong bitch of still good type. Good
proportions of height to length. She has a good head and expression with
good eye colour. The underjaw could be stronger. Good length and lay of
neck. Normal withers, firm back, slightly steep croup. Good fore angulation
where the the upper arm could be better angled, very good hindquarter
angulations. Good fore chest development, slightly short underchest. Stands
correct in front. Steps a little close going, correct coming. Shows good
movement with strong drive where the reach should be more effective and
the withers carried higher.

OPEN BITCH STOCK COAT
86
1
Exc
*CHARLOTTE VON TRONJE (IMP DEU) 8/1/2013 (*Schumann Von Tronje
(DEU) x *Alpha V. Haus Unid (Deu)) SZ2289191 Brd. Mr. N. Messler Exh.
3.75 years. 60 cms. On the upper limit of size, strong and substantial bitch of
excellent type. Very good head and expression with good eye colour. Good
strength of underjaw. Very good length and lay of neck. High wither, firm
back, good length and lay of the croup. Very good fore and hindquarter
angulations . Very good fore and underchest development. Stands correct in
front. Steps correct going and coming. Shows powerful movement with
strong drive and free reach maintaining a firm top line.
82
2
Exc
*ZICKE VOM FEUERMELDER (IMP GMY) 'A' ED 30/9/2011 (*Ritchi Vom
Eichenplatz (Gmy) 'A' ED x *Amanda Am Seeteich ( Gmy) 'A' Ed) SZ2274382
Brd. K. Gumbel Exh. J. Haase & J. Oar
5 years. 60cms. Large bitch of excellent type. Very good proportions of
height to length. Very good head and expression with good eye colour where
the stop could be a touch more pronounced. Very good length and lay of
neck. High wither, and firm back. Good length and lay of croup. Very good
forequarter angulation and hindquarter angulations. Very good fore and
underchest development. Stands correct in front. Moves correct going and
coming. Shows very good movement with powerful drive and free reach.
83
3
Exc
*ALBATA H AVANNA 8/9/2012 (*Toby Vd Plassenburg A Ed Schhlll (Imp Gmy)
x *Albata Niki) 4100219482 Brd/Exh. F. & C. Ali
4 years. 61cms. A bitch on the upper limit of size, strong and substantial.
Very good proportions height to length. Very good head and expression with
good eye colour. Very good length and lay of neck. High wither, and firm
back. Slightly short steep croup. Very good fore and hindquarter angulations.
Very good fore and underchest development. Stands correct in front. Steps a
little close going and correct coming. Shows very good movement with
powerful drive and good reach.
95
4
Exc
*HARLEROSE ANGEL CCD 28/8/2013 (*Bluemax Zoomba AZ x *Bronacre
Indian Sunset) 3100294285 Brd. M. & S. Stedwell Exh. J.M. Urie
3.2 years. 61.5cm. A bitch on the absolute limit of size. Medium strong and
substantial of very good type. Very good head and expressive with good eye
colour. Very good length and lay of neck. High wither, firm back, slightly
steep croup of good length. Good forequarter angulation the upper arm
could be better angled, very good hindquarter angulations very good fore
and underchest development. Stands correct in front. Steps correct coming
and going. Shows very good movement with strong drive and very good
reach.
97
5
Exc
*WILLMAURS TOTTENHAM TWIGGY AZ 17/1/2014 (Hayo Aus Agrigento x
*Willmaurs East End Effie AZ) 3100300500 Brd/Exh. W. & M. Goodwin
2.75 years. 61.5 cms. A bitch on the absolute limit of size. Medium strong of
very good type. Well coloured and pigmented with very good head and
expression with good eye colour. Very good length and lay of the neck. High
wither, firm back good lengtjh of croup. Good forequarter angulation, the
upper arm could be better angled, very good hindquarter angulations very
good fore and underchest development. Stands correct in front. Steps
slightly close going and correct coming. Shows very good movement with
powerful drive and good reach.
91
6
Exc
*BODECKA A CUT ABOVE AZ 11/8/2013 (*Yester Vom Feuermelder x
Bodecka Xrated) 3100293143 Brd. Jenny Joseph Exh. Greg Green & Marie
Baldwin
3.25 years. 61cms. A bitch on the upper limit of size. Strong and substantial.
Very good proportions height to length. She has a very good head and
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expression with good eye colour. Very good length and lay of neck. High
wither, firm back. Good length and lay of croup. Good forequarter angulation
the upper arm could be better angled, very good hindquarter angulations
with broad thighs. Very good fore and underchest development. Steps
correct going and coming. Shows very good movement with powerful drive
and good reach.
*CH SCHAEFERHUND BALLLEENA AZ CCD RN ET 22/4/2013 (*Yester Vom
Feuermelder AZ x *Ryzack Acacia Az) 3000019710 Brd. I. Bohdal Exh. Mrs. I.
Bohdal & Mrs. M. Mercieca
3.5 years. 58.5cms. An above medium size bitch, medium strong and
substantial of very good type. She has good head and expression where the
eye could be a touch darker and underjaw a touch stronger. Slightly short but
well laid neck. High wither, firm back, good length and lay of croup. Good
fore angulation where the upper arm could be longer. Very good hindquarter
angulations Very good fore chest development, slightly short underchest.
Stands correct in front. Steps close going and correct coming. Shows very
good movement with powerful drive and good reach.
*SCHAEFERHUND NELKE A Z ET RA 15/7/2010 (*Ch. Orrinshir Elton John A Z
ET x *Schaeferhund Celina A Z) 3100241339 Brd. Mrs. I. Bohdal Exh. Ms. H.
Walter & Mr J. Schulz
6.25 years. 60cms. Large, strong and substantial bitch of very good type.
Very good head and expredssion but should have a little more pronounced
stop. Good length and lay of neck. High wither, firm back, good length and
lay of croup. Good forequarter angulation, the upper arm could be a little
better angled, very good hindquarter angulations. Very good underchest
development. Moves close going and correct coming. Shows a very good gait
with strong drive and good reach.
*VANLAND BLYSS 'A''Z' ET 28/2/2014 (*Jayshell Archimedes 'A''Z' x Stobar
Izobel 'A''Z') 3100302166 Brd. Mr. H. & Mrs. S. Van De Beek Exh. V. Stocks &
H. Auwema
2.7 years. 61m. A bitch on the upper limit of size. Medium strong and
substantial. Good proportions of height to length. Well coloured and
pigmented. Very good head and expression with very good eye colour.
Slightly short erect neck carriage. High wither, firm back. Good length and lay
of croup. Good forequarter angulation where the upper arm should be
longer. Very good hindquarter angulations Good forechest development and
underchest development. Stands correct in front. Steps slightly close going
correct coming. Shows very good movement with powerful drive where the
reach could be a little more effective.
*VONPETA ZIPPER TEE DOO DAA AZ 26/7/2014 (*Toby Vd Plassenburg A Ed
Schhlll (Imp Gmy) x *Vonpeta Our Evas Image AZ) 5100082950 Brd. P.N.
Damarell & Ms. J.E. Pike Exh. Arkahla Kennels
2.25 years. 61.5cms. On the absolute limit of size. Medium strong of very
good type. Slightly stretched in proportions. Very good head and expression
with very good eye colour. Very good length and lay of neck. High wither,
firm back, well laid but short croup. Good forequarter angulation where the
upper arm could be could be better angled. Very good hindquarter
angulations good fore and underchest development. Stands correct in front.
Steps correct going and coming. Shows very good powerful gait with strong
drive and good reach.
*CH VONPETA XMISSUSTOO AZ 12/4/2014 (*Esko Aus Dem Haus Zygadto A
ED x *Vonpeta Ourbillidakid AZ) 5100081578 Brd/Exh. Mr P.N. Damarell &
Ms. J.E. Pike
2.5 years. 60cms. Large, medium strong substantial bitch of very good type.
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Very good proportions height to length. Very good head and expression with
good eye colour and good strength of underjaw. Very good length and lay of
neck. High wither, firm back, slightly short slightly steep croup, good
forequarter angulation where the upper arm should be better angled. Very
good hindquarter angulations good fore and underchest development.
Stands correct in front. Steps a little close going correct coming. Shows very
good gait with strong drive and good reach.
*BLAKNGOLD CROWD GOES WILD 'A''Z' ET 2/6/2013 (*Schaeferhund Rafael
'A''Z' x *Volscain Xilla 'A''Z') 3100290129 Brd. V. & H. Stocks Exh. Hayley
Stocks
3.5 years. 61.5cm. A bitch on the absolute limit of size. Medium strong and
substantial. Very good proportions. She has a good head and expression
where the underjaw could be stronger and the stop a little more
pronounced. Very good length and lay of neck. Normal withers, firm back,
well laid buit slightly steep croup . Good forequarter angulation where the
the upper arm could be better angled, very good hindquarter angulations.
Very good fore and underchest development. Stands correct in front. Steps
slightly close going and correct coming. Shows very good movement with
strong drive where the reach should be more effective and the wither carried
higher.
*WILLMAURS TOTTENHAM TRICKATREAT 'A'Z' 17/1/2014 (Hayo Aus
Agrigento (Imp Deu) x *Willmaurs East End Effie) 3100300499 Brd. W. & M.
Goodwin Exh. Steve & Judy Wade
2.75 years . 60cms. Large medium strong bitch of very good type. Very good
proportions height to length. Good head and expression where the stop
could be a little more pronounced and the underjaw stronger. Very good
length and lay of neck. High wither, firm back, well laid but slightly short
croup. Good forequarter angulation where the the upper arm could be a little
longer and better angled, very good hindquarter angulations good forechest
development, slightly short underchest. Stands correct in front. Steps correct
going and coming. Shows very good movement with strong drive where the
reach could be a little more effective.
*CH. BOZEEB VANILLA BRANDY 26/8/2013 (*Yester Vom Feuermelder (Imp.
Gmy) x *Ch. Bozeeb Ultrafox) 3100293758 Brd/Exh. Mr. S. & Mrs. J. Jordan
3.2 years. 62cm. Oversized, strong and substantial bitch of very good type of
slightly stretched proportions Strong head bordering on masculine. Good
eye colour. Good length and lay of neck. High wither, firm back, slightly short
slightly steep croup, Good forequarter angulation where the upper arm
could be better angled, very good hindquarter angulations. Good fore and
underchest development. Stands correct in front. Steps close going and
correct coming. Shows very good movement with strong drive where the
reach could be slightly more effective.
*CH ROXAMBURG BEYONCE SINGLE LADY AZ 20/1/2014 (*Ch Tuabu
Midnight AZ x *Bekannte All About Moiye Roxet AZ) 7100030976 Brd/Exh.
Glenn & Kristy Hall
2.75 years. 59cms. Above medium size, medium strong bitch of very good
type. Good head and expression with good eye colour, the underjaw could be
stronger. Slightly short erect neck. High wither, firm back. Good length and
lay of croup. Good forequarter angulation the upper arm could be a little
longer and better angled, very good hindquarter angulations. Good forechest
development slightly short underchest. Stands correct in front. Steps close
going and correct coming. Shows very good movement with strong drive
where the reach could be more effective.

OPEN NEUTER BITCH STOCK COAT
106
1
GLENRACO GOLLY GOSH 10/12/2008 (*Fellow von Santamar SCH1 KK1 (Imp.
Bel) x *Glenraco Wild Witch CD) 3100212817 Brd. Ms. G. Johnson Exh. D.
Jackson
7 .8 years
DOGS
BABY PUPPY DOG LONG STOCK COAT
107 1
VP
VANHARLEY YURI 30/5/2016 (Xeno Von Arjakjo (Imp Deu) Á ED Normal KKLI x
*Vanharley Zena "A" "Z") 3100343136 Brd/Exh. M/S D.M. Colson
5 months
MINOR PUPPY DOG LONG STOCK COAT
108 1
VP
KARABACH NIGHT FORCE 15/4/2016 (Veneze Lutz x *Sardria Tillys Pepper)
3100341091
Brd. Mr. J. Carter Exh. Mrs. H. Kelly
6.5 months,
PUPPY DOG LONG STOCK COAT
JUNIOR DOG LONG STOCK COAT
110 1
VG
CH. BRONACRE MURUMBIDGEE MURPHY 29/10/2015 (*Xaro von der Plassenburg
Kk1 IPO2 (Imp. Deu) x *Bronacre Uluru Matilda) 3100331729 Brd. Bronacre Kennels
Exh. T. Schumann
12 months, a well pigmented, medium strong dog with normal withers and straight
back. Very good hind angulation, short in foreleg, deep underchest. Steps close
going, correct coming. During gaiting, becomes a little flat.
INTERMEDIATE DOG LONG STOCK COAT
113 1
VG
WILDHERTZ GAUCIS PRIDE 7/1/2015 (*Ch. Simonelli Chevy Boy x Dampdouges Zulu
Princess) 5100085576 Brd. Mrs. C. Beckett Exh. M. Cakular & A. Gauci
1.75 years, a large dog of very good type and pigment, with a very expressive mask.
Good withers, steep croup, very good hind angulation, the upper arm should be
longer and better angled. Stands slightly wide in front. Steps close going, wide
coming. During gaiting becomes a little flat.
111 2
VG
HARDROKK MIAMI VICE 19/6/2014 (*Hayo Aus Agrigento (Imp. Deu) x Rantino Hard
Rock AZ) 3100307974 Brd. S. Bell Exh. D. Mitchell
2.3 years, almost medium size, medium strong dog with normal withers and straight
back. Slightly short croup, very good hind angulation, the upper arm should be a
little longer. Steps close going, correct coming, with a good ground covering gait.
OPEN DOG LONG STOCK COAT
114 1
EXC
*CH. JAYSHELL GLASGOW 24/7/2013 (*Ch. Ustinov vom Romerland (Imp. Deu) x
*Ch. Jayshell Winona) 3100292457 Brd. Mrs. N. McDermott Exh. David & Lorelle
Organ
3.25 years, a large dog with good bone, high withers, straight back and flat croup.
Very good hind angulation, short upper arm, correct chest proportions, steps correct
coming and going and shows good ground covering gait.
115 2
EXC
*GRUNDELHARDT CIRCLE OF LIFE AZ 26/2/2014 (*Ray Vom Fichtenschlag (Imp Deu)
x Grundelhardt Tainted Love Ht) 5100080730 Brd. Mr. P.J. & Mrs. J.M. Cocks Exh. Mr.
R. & Mrs. S. Murphy
2.7 years, 66.5cm, a large dog of very good type and pigment, with very dark
masking. Flat withers and flat croup, very good hind angulation, short upper arm
and short fore leg. Good chest proportions. Steps close behind and correct coming.
During movement falls on the forehand.

BABY PUPPY DOG STOCK COAT
119 1
VP
UHLMSDORF BLACK DIAMOND 24/5/2016 (*Vac-Vagvolgyi Jenky (Imp. Gmy) x
*Uhlmsdorf Ellie Mac) 9100010952 Brd/Exh. Uhlmsdorf Kennels
5 months
120 2
VP
UHLMSDORF BLACK LABEL 24/5/2016 (*Vac-Vagvolgyi Jenky (Imp. Gmy) x
*Uhlmsdorf Ellie Mac) 9100010951 Brd. Uhlmsdorf Kennels Exh. V. Grzeszkcewicz
5 months
121 3
VP
UHLMSDORF BLACK JACK 24/52016 (*Juwika Destroyer (Imp. Den) x *Uhlmsdorf
Pink Champagne) 9100010914 Brd/Exh. Uhlmsdorf Kennels
5 months
118 4
VP
BODECKA G RATED (AI) 23/5/2016 (*Ch. Bodecka Grandslam x Bodecka Yeehaw)
3100341713 Brd/Exh. Jenny Joseph
5.5 months
122 5
VP
REDHAUS XEUS 6/6/2016 (*Xeno Von Arjakjo (Gmy) x Redhaus Riska) 3100342596
Brd/Exh. M. Pascuzzi
4.75 months
117 6
VP
TRAUMDORF GRAZZIES BOY 9/5/2016 (*Esko Von Den Zwei Steinen (Imp.Ger) x
Verhexen Golden Nugget) 3100341179 Brd/Exh. Mrs. B. Jacobs
5.5 months
123 7
VP
KINBAR EINSTEIN 11/7/2016 (*Baggio Von Juvenisty x *Schaeferhund Hanna)
3100345375 Brd/Exh. S. Kinsman
3.5 months
MINOR PUPPY DOG STOCK COAT
131 1
VP
RANDINKA ROCK GOD 30/4/2016 (*Juwika Destroyer (Imp. Den) x *Bodecka A Cut
Above) 3100341264 Brd/Exh. G. Green
6 months
129 2
VP
KARABACH NOW OR NEVER 15/4/2016 (Veneze Lutz (Imp Uk) x Sadra Tillys Pepper)
3100341090 Brd/Exh. J R Carter
6.5 months
128 3
VP
BONSHANNON WIND WARRIOR 28/3/2016 (*Esko Von Den Zwei Steinen (Imp.Ger)
x Bonshannon Fenalla) 3100338976 Brd. Bonshannon Kennels Exh. D.G. Van
Ameringen
7 months
127 4
VP
STOBAR COMIS 27/2/2016 (*Juwika Destroyer x *Vanland Ava) 3100337498 Brd. H.
& C. Auwema Exh. A. Rhodes-Little
8 months
PUPPY DOG STOCK COAT
134 1
VP
JAYSHELL NEBRASKA 4/12/2015 (*Fremont Hells Bells AZ x *Ch. Jayshell Winona AZ)
3100332848
Brd/Exh. P. & N. McDermott
10.9 months
132 2
VP
ARRISTAR LYKA HURRICANE 11/11/2015 (*Sensen Mann Yokon Imp Gmy x
*Harlerose Angel Ccd) 3100331961 Brd/Exh. J.M. Urie
11.5 months
JUNIOR DOG STOCK COAT
137 1
VG
HASENWAY MONTGOMERY (IID DEU) 28/9/2015 (Cronos Del Seprio (Ita) x Zicke
Vom Feuermelder Ipoi (Imp Deu)) 3100330129 Brd. J. Haase Exh. Lowery, Haase &
Oar
13 months, large, well pigmented dog with yellow eyes and expressive mask. Good
topline and underline, good angulation. Steps close going, correct coming. Good
ground covering gait.
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G

GLENRACO TOTAL RECALL 11/6/2015 (*Vanharley Castro AZ x *Glenraco Upsadaisy
AZ) 3100325284 Brd. Ms. G. Johnston Exh. Mrs. D. Jackson
16.5 months, a large dog, on the border of being overly strong, over-developed head
with loose lips, yellow eyes and weak ears. High withers, short steep croup, very
good hind angulation, upper arm should be better angled, very deep chest
proportions, white blaze on the forechest and white toes. Presented in heavy
condition, steps correct coming and going, during movement falls heavily on the
forehand.
INTERMEDIATE DOG STOCK COAT
142 1
VG
*CH AMBALA ARRAGON PRINCE AZ 18/11/2014 (Xaro Von Der Plassenburg x
Ambala Funky Miss) 2100417901 Brd. F. Stokes & R. & P. Berechree Exh. Mrs. Jen
Eaton
1.9 years, 65cm a large dog, good head, normal withers with a straight back. Very
good hind angulation, short upper arm, deep underchest. Steps close behind and
correct in front. During gaiting, becomes flat.
139 2
VG
*MISTEISHAH FERDINAND AZ 8/1/2014 (Pepe Von Der Zenteiche Ipo1 (Imp Deu) x
Kantenna Lady Ga Ga AZ) 3100299521 Brd. Mr. P. Vincent Exh. S. & L. Carroll
2.75 years, 65.5cm large, medium strong dog of very good type with masculine head
and dark masking. Normal withers, stretched flat croup, very good hind angulation,
the upper arm must be longer and better angled, slightly short forechest. Steps
correct coming and going. When gaiting, should cover more ground with the
forehand.
146 3
VG
INIFF AUTUMN FIRE 9/4/2015 (*Schaeferhund Rafael x Iniff Southern Belle)
3100321806 Brd. Iniff Kennels Exh. M. Kelly
1.5 years, 64cm, medium size, medium strong dog of stretched proportions with
good pigment. Very good hind angulation and upper arm should be better angled.
Correct chest proportions. Steps close going, correct coming. During movement
should be more powerful.
OPEN DOG STOCK COAT
149 1
EXC
*XARO VON DER PLASSENBURG (Imp. Deu) 11/11/2010 (*Remo von Fichtenschlag
(Deu) x Wendy von Pister Trophe) SZ2259567 Brd. Herr Wolfgang Hassgall Exh. Mr.
A. & Mrs. R. Jones
5.95 years, 66cm, a large dog of stretched proportions. Very well formed head,
normal withers, with a slightly short croup. Very good hind angulation, the upper
arm should be slightly better angled, correct chest proportions. Steps correct
coming and going, during movement shows good ground covering gait.
152 2
EXC
*CH VONPETA UGOTTABEKIDDING AZ 4/12/2012 (*Toby Von Der Plassenburg A ED
x *Ch Vonpeta Champagne AZ) 5100073113 Brd. Vonpeta Knls Exh. P. Damarell, J.
Pike & A. O'Loughlin
3.8 years, 65cm, a large masculine dog with a well formed head. Normal withers and
topline, very good hind angulation, correct chest proportions, upper arm should be
slightly more angulated. Steps correct coming and going. During movement,
displays good ground covering gait.
154 3
EXC
*ZANDRAC THE HARD WAY 7/1/2013 (*Toby Von Der Plassenburg A ED x
*Grundelhardt Quest for Gold) 3100283245 Brd. A. & R. Jones Exh. Dobson & Jones
3.75 years, 67cm, Douple P1 upper left,a large dog with normal withers and a
straight back. Short steep croup, very good hind angulation, the upper arm should
be slightly better angled, correct chest proportions. Stands wide in front. Steps
close going, and slightly wide coming. During movement, shows good ground
covering gait.
160 4
EXC
*CH. UHLMSDORF BLACK DOUGLAS 23/2/2014 (*Odin Delle Terre Matildiche (Imp.
Ialy) x *Uhlmsdorf Elle Mac) 9100009979 Brd/Exh.
2.7 years, 65.5cm, a large dog of correct proportions with very good hind angulation.
Good upper arm, stands slightly wide in front. Steps correct coming and going.
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During movement, displays very good ground covering gait.
*XENO VOM ARJAKJO (IMP GMY) 1/12/2011 (*Omen v Radhaus (GMY) x Nadka V
Arjakjo (Gmy)) SZ2278948 Brd. A. Eitens Exh. M. Pascuzzi
4.8 years, 65cm, a dog with well a formed head but wide set ears. Normal withers,
short steep croup, very good hind angulation, straight upper arm. Deep underchest,
steps slightly close going, correct coming. During movement, falls slightly on the
forehand.
*ESKO VON DEN ZWEI STEINEN (IMP DEU) 6/4/2014 (*Ballack von der Brucknerallee
x *Udi Von Den Zweo Steinen) SZ2304294 Brd. E. Reocj Exh. F. Grigons
2.6 years, 67cm, very large, very well pigmented dog with a masculine head and
expressive mask. Stretched proportions, with a slight peak in the back. Very good
hind angulation with good upper arm. Correct chest proportions. Steps very close
going, correct coming. During movement, displays good ground covering gait.
*CH KILLARA SUMMER HEIGHTS AZ TD 14/1/2013 (*Ch Orrinshir Elton John AZ ET x
Dual. Ch. (T) Ts. Grand Ch. Neut.Ch. Killara Padraigin RA) 3100283304 Brd. Mr. P. &
Mrs. D. Howard Exh. Mr. C. Mcphan & Miss. F. Dejong
3.75 years, 65cm, a large dog with a well formed head. Normal withers with a
straight back. Short steep croup, very good hind angulation, steep upper arm with
short fore legs. Steps correct coming and going. During movement, should display
more reach.
*WILLMAURS ROMFORD REGGIE ‘A’Z’ 26/1/2013 (*Ch. Orrinshir Elton John ET x
*Willmaurs Notting Hill Nell) 3100283764 Brd. W&M Goodwin Exh. Steve & Judy
Wade
3.75 years, 65.5cm, a large dog with flat withers and a flat short croup. Very good
hind angulation, short steep upper arm. Short forechest. Steps close behind, correct
coming. Becomes flat during gaiting.
*MISTEISHAH FLETCHER AZ ET 8/1/2014 (*Pepe Von Der Zenteiche (Imp Deu)'A'Ed
(Gmy) x *Kantenna Lady Ga Ga 'A''Z') 3100299522 Brd. Phil Vincent Exh. Paul Dammo
2.75 years, 64.5cm, above medium size, medium strong dog with a very well-formed
head and expressive mask. Normal withers, short croup. Good hind angulation, the
upper arm should be better angled. Steps slightly close going, correct coming.
During movement shows good ground covering gait.
*CH. STOBAR QUENTIN CD ET 28/11/2012 (*Odin Delle Terre Matildiche (Imp. Ialy) x
*Stobar Diksy) 3100280635 Brd. Stobar Kennels Exh. S. Macdonald
3.9 years, 65cm, a large dog with flat withers and a flat croup. Very good hind
angulation, short steep upper arm and deep underchest. Steps correct coming and
going, should display more reach during movement.
*KYOARA FABIO 23/11/2013 (*Yester Vom Feuermelder (Imp. Deu) x Olanda vom
Zisawinkel (Imp. Deu)) 4100236829 Brd. R. J. Oar Exh. Oar/Haase/Mathers
2.9 years, 65cm, a large dog with a very large head, normal withers and a flat croup.
Very good hind angulation, straight short upper arm. Deep underchest. Steps close
going, correct coming. During movement, falls on the forehand and should be more
powerful.

Stock Coat
Challenge Bitch
Reserve Challenge Bitch

Cat 86
Cat 82

Challenge Dog
Reserve Challenge Dog

Cat 149
Cat 137

Long Stock Coat
Challenge Bitch
Reserve Challenge Bitch

Cat 12
Cat 7

Challenge Dog
Reserve Challenge Dog

Cat 113 (ID)
Cat 114 (OD)

General Specials
Stock Coat
Best of Breed
RU Best of Breed
Best Baby Puppy
Best Minor Puppy
Best Puppy
Best Junior
Best Intermediate
Best Open
Aust. Bred
Best Open Neuter

Cat 149 (Open Dog)
Cat 36 (Open Bitch)
Cat 19 (BPB)
Cat 30 (MPB)
Cat 134 (PD)
Cat 137 (JD)
Cat 73 (IB)
Cat 149 (OD)
Cat 79 (B)
Cat 106 (ONB)

Long Stock Coat
Best of Breed
RU Best of Breed
Best Baby Puppy
Best Minor Puppy
Best Puppy
Best Junior
Best Intermediate
Best Open
Best Open Neuter

Cat 12 (Inter Bitch)
Cat 113 (Inter Dog)
Cat 107 (BPD)
Cat 108 (MPD)
Cat 7 (PB)
Cat 110 (JD)
Cat 12 (IB)
Cat 114 (OD)
Cat 17 (ONB)

German Shepherd Dog Club of Victoria
96th CHAMPIONSHIP SHOW & TRIAL
29 OCTOBER, 2016
KDCC Park, Skye
JUDGES
HERR HARALD HOHMANN (SV) (Bitches)
Mr PETER FLYNN (SA) (Dogs)

BABY PUPPY BITCH LONG STOCK COAT
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VONPETA HOOAREU 19/7/2016 (Toby Von Der Plassenburg Schh2 IPO3 Imp Deu
x Ch Vonpeta Xmissustoo) 5100094866 Brd. Mr P N Damarell & Miss J E Pike Exh.
C Beckett
3.1 months
VONPETA GRACE N BEAUTY 4/7/2016 (*Fremont Hells Bells AZ x Natchez Evas
Revenge) 5100094770 Brd. Mr P N Damarell & Miss J E Pike Exh. M Beckett
3.75 months
TAKIMBRE CALL ME ANNIE 9/6/2016 (Juwika Destroyer x Takimbre Xanadu)
2100454440
Brd. Mr CW And Mrs S Ford Exh. Mrs DL Cameron
4.5 months
BODECKA GEE WIZZ (AI) 23/5/2016 (*Ch. Bodecka Grandslam x Bodecka
Yeehaw) 3100341715 Brd/Exh. Jenny Joseph
5 months

BABY PUPPY BITCH STOCK COAT
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ASTASIA DARYA 16/5/2016 (*Xaro von der Plassenburg Kk1 IPO2 (Imp. Deu) x
*Astasia Yoko) 4100275762 Brd. B & P Hersant Exh. B & P Hersant
5.5 months
DELLARESS CLAUDIA 2/5/2016 (Xeno Von Arjakjo (Imp Deu) Á ED Normal KKLI x
*Dellaress Quicksilver A Z) 3100341905 Brd/Exh. Mrs. Jean Colenso
5.75 months
TRAUMDORF GMME AKISS 9/5/2016 (*Esko Von Den Zwei Steinen (Imp.Ger) x
*Verhexen Golden Nugget) Brd. G & B Jacobs Exh. F. Grigons
5.7 months
FREINHAUF FIRE FLY ZOE 18/6/2016 (Sensen Mann Yokon (Imp Deu) x Volscaro
River Of Champagne) 6100100094 Brd. Mr K R, Mrs R T & Mr C A Knuckey Exh.
Mr J Carter & Mrs R Knuckey
4.25 months
TRAUMDORF GOGO GOLLY GOSH 9/5/2016 (*Esko Von Den Zwei Steinen
(Imp.Ger) x Verhexen Golden Nugget) 3100341181 Brd. Mrs. B. Jacobs Exh. Mrs.
E. Thompson
5.7 months
KINBAR ELLEGANCE 11/7/2016 (*Baggio Von Juvenisty x *Schaeferhund Hanna)
3100345374 Brd. Exh. Exh. S. Kinsman
3.5 months

MINOR PUPPY BITCH LONG STOCK COAT
MINOR PUPPY BITCH STOCK COAT
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VP

ZANDRAC WISDOM (IID DEU) 15/2/2016 (*Faust Vom Hulsbach (Deu) x
*Charlotte von Tronje (Imp Deu)) 3100341704 Brd/Exh. Mr A & Mrs R Jones
8.5 months. Good type with nice head. Normal withers, little short croup. Very
good front and back angulation. Good chest proportions. Moves close going and
straight coming. She has good ground covering movement.
ZANDRAC FORTITUDE (IID DEU) 15/2/2016 (*Faust Vom Hulsbach (Deu) x
*Charlotte von Tronje (Imp Deu)) 3100341711 Brd/Exh. Mr A & Mrs R Jones
8.5 months. Good type with good formed head, yellow eye. Good top and
underline with short croup. Very good back angulation, the upper arm could be a
little longer, good chest proportions. Moves close behind and straight coming.
Should have a little more expansive reach.
INIFF FRUIT TINGLE 19/4/2016 (*Esko Von Den Zwei Steinen (Imp.Ger) x Iniff
Shes The One) 3100340575 Brd. Iniff Kennels Exh. R. Vincent
6.4 months. Goiod pigmentation. Normal withers, little short in croup. Very good
hind angulation. The the upper arm could be a little longer and better angled.
Stands straight in front. Moves close going and straight coming. She falls a little
on the forehand in movement.
FREEMONT LOVE STORY 9/2/2016 (Veneze Lutz (Imp. Uk) x Java Von Santamar
(Imp Bel)) 2100450807 Brd. Mr. S & Miss J Lynch Exh. Mr. Ivan Ashkenazi
8.7 months. Big, good pigmentation. High withers, steep croup. Good hind
angulation. The upper arm could be a little longer and better angled. Moves very
close going and straight coming. She should have better reach in movement.
DELKIT LEGEND OF ZELDA 18/4/2016 (*Sensen Mann Yokon 'A''ED' x *Delkit One
Of A Kind AZ) 3100341639 Brd/Exh. Mrs A Kerr
6.4 months. Good type, very good pigmentation with good black parts. Normal
withers, short croup, very good hind angulation, straight upper arm. She is a
little heavy in condition. Moves close going, straight coming. Good ground
covering gait.

PUPPY BITCH STOCK COAT
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MANPRINCE FREE TO FLY 14/12/2015 (*Willmaurs Romford Reggie AZ x Delkit
Lucks A Charm AZ) 3100333464 Brd/Exh. Manprince Kennels
10.5 months. Over medium size, feminine in appearance. A little yellow in the
eye. High withers, a little flat in the croup. Very good hind angulation. The upper
arm could be a little longer and better angled. Good chest proportions. Moves
straight going and straight coming. Good ground covering gait.
DELLARESS BILLIE JEAN 6/11/2015 (Toby Vd Plassenburg (Imp Deu) x *Dellaress
Quicksilver A Z) 3100331925 Brd/Exh. Mrs. Jean Colenso
11.7 months. Big, well pigmented where she should have a little more stop in
the face. High withers, short steep croup. Very good hind angulation. Upper arm
is of good length but should be more angulated. Moves close behind and straight
coming. Good ground covering movement.
ARRISTAR LYKAN ANGEL 11/11/2015 (*Sensen Mann Yokon x *Harlerose Angel A
Z) 3100331966 Brd. Julie Urie Exh. Natassa Moissis
11.5 months. Big, yellow eyes. Normal withers, short croup. Good hind
angulation, steep upper arm. Short underchest. Moves straight going and
coming. In the gait she falls on the forehand.
ARRISTAR LYKA BAT OUTA HELL 11/11/2015 (*Sensen Mann Yokon (Imp Deu) x
*Harlerose Angel Ccd) 3100331968 Brd. Mrs J Urie Exh. A & J Barr
11.5 months. Big, slightly loose lips. Normal withers, steep short croup. Good
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hind angulation. Short steep upperarm. Moves very close behind and in front. In
movement she should be more expansive.
AWATEA YMISS SUZIE 24/11/2015 (*Calle Vom Westervenn (Imp Gmy) x
*Awatea Night Time Hussy) 3100332530 Brd/Exh. F. Grigons
11 months. Big,high withers, straight back. Good hind angulation. Steep
upperarm. Little short in underchest. Moves close going and straight in front. Inb
movement she falls on the forehand.
BLAKNGOLD BLUE BIRDS FLY 3/11/2015 (*Calle Vom Westervenn (Imp Deu) A ED
x *Schaeferhund Indiana 'A''Z') 3100332171 Brd. V Stocks Exh. Hayley Stocks
11.75 months. Very big, good head. Very good top and underline. Good
angulations and proportions. Moves close in the rear and straight coming. She
has very good covering movement.
AWATEA BRIGHT EYES 13/1/2016 (*Esko Von Den Zwei Steinen (Imp.Ger) x
Awatea Holly Bgezus) 3100334843 Brd/Exh. F. Grigons
9.5 months. Big,. Normal withers, a little short in croup. Very good hind
angulation. The upper arm should be better angled. Moves close going and
straight coming. She should have better reach in movment.
SCHAEFERHUND QUINTA 11/11/2015 (*Nino Von Tronje 'A''Ed' x *Schaeferhund
Zollie 'A' 'Z') 3100331804 Brd. I. Bohdal Exh. I. Bohdal
11.5 months. Big, normal withers, short steep croup. God angulations. Deep
underchest. She is a little too heavy in condition. Moves close going and straight
coming. In movement she falls on the forehand.
SCHWARZLAKE MYSTERY ANGEL 17/1/2016 (*Wasco Del Seprio (Imp. Italy) x
Burshune Ainslie) 3100340012 Brd. Schwarzlake Kennel Exh. I. Borodinova
9.5 months. Oversize, High withers, short croup. Very good hindquarter
angulations. Steep upper arm. Flat forechest development, short underchest.
Steps close in rear, and straight coming. In movement she should be more
expansive.

JUNIOR BITCH LONG STOCK COAT
680
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STOBAR YALINA 28/5/2015 (*Bluemax Salt A Z x *Vanland Ava AZ) 3100324086
Brd. Stobar Kennels Exh. Narelle Cullen
17 months. 62cms. Very big, feminine type. Well formed head. Normal withers,
straight back, a little short in the croup. Very good hind and good front
angulation. Good proportions. Stands a little wide in front. Moves very close
going and a little wide coming. In movement she shows good energy and good
covering ground movement.
EROICA EASY ON THE EYE 4/11/2015 (*Ch Eroica Catch Me If You Can AZ x *Ch
Vladimir Glam I Am AZ) 5100090516 Brd. Eroica Knls Exh Mrs C Leonard & Mr K
Morton.
11.5 months. 61cms. Big, very good type. Well pigmented. Good topline. Very
good hind angulation. A little short in foreleg. Deep underchest. Moves straight
going and steps a little wide coming. Falls on the forehand during movement.
CH RIMERINI DARE TO DREAM 25/9/2015 (Ch Sundaneka True Blue (Iid) x Grand
Ch Rimerini Always N Forever) 2100439436 Brd. M Porter Exh. L Brownhill
13 months. 63cms. Oversize, good type. Normal withers, straight back. Very
good hind angulation. Long but straight upper arm. Good proportions. Moves
very close going and straight coming. In movement she falls on the forehand.

JUNIOR BITCH STOCK COAT
696 1
VG
LEBERHINE CALLECO 20/9/2015 (*Calle V Westervenn A Ed IPO2 (Imp Deu) x
*Leberhine Maggie A Z) 5100089692 Brd. R & D Evans/H Garvican Exh.
O'Loughlin/Evans/Garvican
13.4 months 62cms. Upper Left P1 double. Very big, very nice type. Well formed
head. Feminine expression. High withers, straight back. Croup is a little steep.
Very good hindquarter angulations and good front angulation. Correct chest
proportions. Moves straight going and coming. Good ground covering gait and
good reach
688 2
VG
VONPETA DIDYOUMAKEHER AZ 19/7/2015 (*Toby Von Der Plassenburg A ED x
*Natchez Evas Revenge AZ) 5100088769 Brd/Exh. Mr PN Damarell & Ms JE Pike
15.4 months. 61cms. Big, good formed head with long ears. High withers, steep
croup. Very good hindquarter angulations where the upper arm should be a little
more angulated but is of good length. Good chest proportions. Straight front.
Steps close going and straight coming. Good ground covering movement.
687 3
VG
MALTAKNIGHTS FLAUIE 10/7/2015 (*Zandrac The Hard Way AZ x *Maltaknights
Ailani AZ) 3100326529 Brd/Exh. C. & F. Azzopardi
15.5 months. 61.5cms. Double P1 Left. Big, good type. The top and underline are
in good harmony. Well angulated, stetched proportions. Steps close going and
straight coming. She has good ground covering gait.
697 4
VG
HASSENWAY MAGGIE MAY (IID DEU) 28/9/2015 (Cronos Del Seprio (Ita) x *Zicke
Vom Feuermelder) 3100330123 Brd. J Haase Exh. Haase, Oar, Mathers
13 months. 62 cms. Very good type, correct proportions with good angulation.
High withers, Just a little peak over the back. Moves close going and straight
coming. In movement she should have better reach.
685 5
VG
STOBAR YANKE AZ 28/5/2015 (*Ch. Bluemax Salt x *Vanland Ava AZ)
3100324083
Brd. Stobar Kennels Exh. Mellisa Siktars
17 months. 60cms. Big, normal withers, flat croup. Very good hindquarter
angulations. The upper arm is long enough but could be better angled, deep
underchest. Moves straight coming and going. Falls on the forehand in
movement.
686 6
VG
GLENRACO SUPERNATURAL 11/6/2015 (*Vanharley Castro AZ x *Glenraco
Upsadaisy AZ) 3100325281 Brd/Exh. Gayle Johnston
16.5 months. 60.5cms. Big, feminine, the right ear should be straighter. Normal
withers. Good angulations and normal proportions. Moves straight coming and
going. Good ground covering gait in movement.
693 7
VG
WILLMAURS BATTERSEA BOBBI 16/9/2015 (*Ch. Orrinshir Elton John AZ x
*Willmaurs Notting Hill Nina AZ) 3100329627 Brd. W. & M. Goodwin Exh. W. &
M. Goodwin
13.5 months. 61.5cms. Big, normal withers, a little steep in croup. Good
angulations. A little short in forechest. Straight front. Moves very close going and
straight coming. She falls on the forehand in movement.
684 8
VG
KARASTRO POP DA BUBBLES 16/5/2015 (Xeno Von Arjakjo (Imp Deu) x *Karastro
Funkadelic Chic AZ) 3100323670 Brd/Exh. Ms D Berghofer
17.5 months. 60cms. Big, feminine, she should have a little darker pigment, but
has good mask. Normal withers, a little flat in the croup. Very good hindquarter
angulations and good front angulation. A little flat in the forechest. Shown in bad
coat condition. Moves close going and straight coming. She moves well.
692 9
VG
UBIQQUE BLUEBELLS DESIRE AZ 27/8/2015 (Sensen Mann Yokon x
Schaefferhund Banja) 3100329061 Brd/Exh. Mrs Jen Eaton
14 months. Double Upper P1 right. 61cms. Big, flat withers, short steep croup.
Good angulations. Deep underchest. Shown a little too heavy. Moves straight
going and coming. In movement she falls on the forehand.
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KILLARA STASIA TD 23/8/2015 (*Bluemax Zoomba AZ x *Dual Ch(T) Ts Gr Ch
Killara Winter Solstice Cd Rae A Z) 3100328472 Brd. Exh Exh. Peter & Dawn
Howard
14 months. 58cms. Good formed feminine head with wide ear set, normal
withers, short croup. Very good hindquarter angulations. Steep upper arm. A
little short in underchest. Moves close going and straight coming. She should be
much more expansive in movement and show much more confidence.
WILLMAURS BATTERSEA BENNIE AZ 16/9/2015 (*Ch. Orrinshir Elton John AZ x
*Willmaurs Notting Hill Nina AZ) 3100329630 Brd. Mrs. M & Mr W Goodwin Exh.
Mrs. A Mcanuff
13.5 months. 63cms. Oversized, very good type and pigmented. Pretty feminine
expression. High withers, short very steep croup. Very good hindquarter
angulations, the upper arm could be better angled. Steps very close going
straight coming. The hocks need to be tightened.. In movement she falls on the
forehand.

INTERMEDIATE BITCH LONG STOCK COAT
701 1
VG
CH KARASTRO NOBLE NANA 15/1/2015 (Pepe Von Der Zenteiche (Imp Deu) x
Karastro Havana Knights) 3100317615 Brd/Exh. Ms D Berghofer
1.75 years. 60.5cms. Big, normal withers, a little short in the croup. Very good
hindquarter angulations the upper arm is of good length but could be better
angled, correct chest proportions. Moves close going and coming. Good ground
covering movement.
700 2
VG
VANHARLEY PROMISCIOUS GIRL AZ 6/11/2014 (Xeno Von Arjakjo (Imp Deu) Á
ED Normal KKLI x *Vanharley Zena "A" "Z") 3100314353 Brd/Exh. M/S DM Colson
2 years. 60.5cm. Big , expressive, good type, good pigment. The whole
appearance makes a nice picture. Normal withers, straight back, croup is a little
steep. Very good hindquarter angulations and front angulations. Straight front.
Moves close behind and straight in front. Good ground covering gait.
INTERMEDIATE BITCH STOCK COAT
712 1
VG
DELLARESS ASHANTI AZ 11/2/2015 (Xeno Von Arjakjo (Imp Deu) Á ED Normal
KKLI x Dellaress Kalani A Z) 3100318870 Brd/Exh. Mrs. Jean Colenso
1.7 years. 59.5cms. Over medium size, feminine expression and well pigmented.
The top and underline in good harmony. Good angulations and proportions.
Moves close going and straight coming. In movement she shows good sequence
of steps but becomes a little flat.
713 2
VG
*ZANDRAC CHEER LEADER 22/3/2015 (*Xaro von der Plassenburg Kk1 IPO2 (Imp.
Deu) x *Zandraf it’s A Love Thing) 3100322815 Brd/Exh. Mr A & Mrs R Jones
1.6 years. 61.5cms. Big, very good type and pigment. Very good hind angulation.
The long upper arm should be more angulated. Moves correct going and coming.
In movement she becomes a little flat.
714 3
VG
*ZANDRAC LET IT GO 22/3/2015 (*Xaro von der Plassenburg Kk1 IPO2 (Imp. Deu)
x *Zandraf it’s A Love Thing) 3100322818 Brd/Exh. Mr A & Mrs R Jones
1.6 years. 61cms. Big, high withers, good topline. Very good hind angulation.
The upper arm should be a little more angulated. Correct proportions. Moves
close going. Shows good movement.
706 4
VG
DIENAMIC HOT SMOOTCHY KIMBA TD 28/8/2014 (*Hatto Vom Huhnegrab x
Bronacre Hot Agenda) 3100311592 Brd. Ms S Diegan Exh. Mr C Mcphan & Miss F
Dejong
2.25 years. 62cms. Very big. The top line and underline are in good harmony.
Very good hindquarter angulations. The the upper arm should be a little longer
and better angled, the neck could be a little bit longer. Moves almost correct
front and rear. In movement she falls a little on the forehand.
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CH ROXAMBURG HOT CHILLI AZ 13/12/2014 (*Ch Tuabu Midnight AZ x
*Roxamburg Luka Me AZ) 7100033096 Brd/Exh. Glenn & Kristy Hall
1.8 years. 59.5cms. Over medium size, nice type, normal withers, a little flat
over the croup. Very good hindquarter angulations. The upper arm must be
more angutated. Short underchest. Moves correct going and coming. During the
gaiting she becomes flat and falls a little on the forehand.
LEGIONAIRE AMERICAN HONEY 'A' Z 13/4/2015 (*Ch Vonpeta Ugottabekidding
A Z x *Legionaire Lady Antebellum A Z) 3100321814 Brd/Exh. Legionaire Kennels
1.6 years. 61cms. Big, very expressive mask, normal withers and topline. Croup is
steep. Very good hindquarter angulations and front angulation. Correct
proportions. Moves close going and straight coming. Very good ground covering
movement.
*FREEVALE CRAZY BEAUTIFUL 10/6/2014 (*Ch. Arkon Vom Altenbergerland
(Imp. Deu) x *Ch. Freevale Crazy in Pink) 2100409070 Brd. Freevale Kennel Exh. I.
Borodinova
2.3 years. Missing P1Lower Right. Tooth certificate provided. 61.5cms. Big, flat
withers, straight back, croup is steep and short. Good angulations and yet good
chest proportions. Shown a little heavy. Moves close going and straight coming.
In movement she falls on the forehand.
SCHAEFERHUND LATISHA 'A''Z' 6/1/2015 (*Nino Von Tronje 'A''Ed' x
*Schaeferhund Xeena 'A' 'Z') 3100317520 Brd. I. Bohdal Exh. I. Bohdal
1.75 years. 62.5cms. Over size, normal withers, long croup that is a little flat.
Good angulations and correct proportions. Moves correct coming and going. In
movement she should show more reach.
BODECKA DYNASTY 1/9/2014 (Pepe Von Der Zenteiche Ipo1 (Imp Deu) x
Bodecka Zensation) 3100311116 Brd. Jenny Joseph Exh. Matthew Caval
2.2 years. 64.5cms. Upper P1 Double left and right. Oversized, could have more
mask. Flat withers and short steep croup. Good angulations. Deep underchest.
Moves close going and straight coming. In movement should cover the ground
more.

OPEN BITCH LONG STOCK COAT
719 1
Exc
* KAZKIRI XIVAS MA BELLE AMIE AZ 24/7/2014 (*Siobahn Apollo AZ x *Kazkiri
Xiva AZ) 3100310493 Brd/Exh. Karen Cordell & Noreen Symes
2.25 years. 61.5cms. Big, feminine appearance, stretched. Very nice mask with a
dark eye. Very good hindquarter angulations. Good front angulation. Moves close
going and straight coming. She has good ground cover.
718 2
Exc
*CH ZANDRAC DUCHESS SATINE KRYZE 23/2/2014 (*Hatto Vom Huhnegrab
(Imp. Gmy) x Kantenna Venus Delight) 3100303316 Brd. Mr. A.G. & Mrs. R.L.
Jones Exh. David & Lorelle Organ
2.7 years. 59.5cms. Over medium size, very good pigmentation, stretched. Good
angulations. Good chest proportions. Moves straight behind and wide in front.
She becomes a little flat during movement.
OPEN BITCH STOCK COAT
727
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*CHARLOTTE VON TRONJE (IMP DEU) 8/1/2013 (*Schumann Von Tronje (DEU) x
*Alpha V. Haus Unid (Deu)) SZ2289191 Brd. Mr N Messler Exh. A & R Jones
3.75 years. 60.5cms. Big, very nice expression, good pigmentation. High withers.
Good top and under line. Correct proportions. Moves straight going and almost
straight coming. Good ground covering movement.
*ZICKE VOM FEUERMELDER (IMP GMY) 'A' ED 30/9/2011 (*Ritchi Vom
Eichenplatz (Gmy) 'A' ED x *Amanda Am Seeteich ( Gmy) 'A' Ed) SZ2274382 Brd. K
Gumbel Exh. J Haase & J Oar
5.9 years. 61cms. Big, the nose could be a little shorter. Normal withers, good
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hindquarter angulation. Good upper arm. The underchest is a little deep. Moves
close going and straight coming. She has a powerful gait.
*SCHAEFERHUND NELKE A Z ET RA 15/7/2010 (*Ch. Orrinshir Elton John A Z ET x
*Schaeferhund Celina A Z) 3100241339 Brd. Mrs I Bohdal Exh. Ms H. Walter / Mr
J. Schulz
6.25 years. 60cms. Big, well pigmented good type. Normal upper and under line.
Good angulations. Correct proportions. Stands a little wide in front. Moves close
going and straight coming. Falls a little on the forehand during gaiting.
*ALBATA H AVANNA 8/9/2012 (*Toby Vd Plassenburg A Ed Schhlll (Imp Gmy) x
*Albata Niki) 4100219482 Brd/Exh. F & C Ali
4 .1 years. 61cms. Big, expressive feminine type. Good top and under line. Good
angulations. Moves close going and straight coming. She has good ground
covering movement.
*WILLMAURS TOTTENHAM TRICKATREAT 'A'Z' 17/1/2014 (Hayo Aus Agrigento
(Imp Deu) x *Willmaurs East End Effie) 3100300499 Brd. W & M Goodwin Exh.
Steve & Judy Wade
2 .75 years. 60cms. Big, good pigment, high withers. Slight peak over the back.
Very good hindquarter angulations. Straight upper arm. Correct chest
proportions. Moves close going and straight coming. She should have more
expansive reach in movement.
*JAYSHELL JOKER AZ 11/9/2014 (Enosch Di Casa Nobili (Imp Ita) A Ed x * Jayshell
Petra AZ) 3100311556 Brd. Mrs N Mcdermott Exh. Mrs G Peacock And Mrs S Bick
2.1 years. 60cms. Big, medium boned. Normal withers, short croup. Very good
hindquarter angulation. Straight upper arm. Correct chest proportions. Moves
close going and straight coming. She maintains a firm back during movement.
*CH VONPETA XMISSUSTOO AZ 12/4/2014(*Esko Aus Dem Haus Zygadto A ED x
*Vonpeta Ourbillidakid AZ) 5100081578 Brd/Exh. Mr PN Damarell & Ms JE Pike
2.5 years. 60 cms. Big, good expression. Good top and underline in good
harmony. Very good hindquarter angulations. Good front angulation. Moves
close behind and straight in front. Good movement.
*VANLAND BLYSS 'A''Z' ET 28/2/2014 (*Jayshell Archimedes 'A''Z' x Stobar Izobel
'A''Z') 3100302166 Brd. Mr H And Mrs S Van De Beek Exh. V Stocks & H Auwema
2.7 years. 61.5cm. Big, normal withers, good hindquarter angulations. The upper
arm must be longer and more angulated. Correct chest proportions. Moves close
going and straight coming. She needs to have more power and reach in
movement.
*HARLEROSE ANGEL CCD 28/8/2013 (*Bluemax Zoomba AZ x *Bronacre Indian
Sunset) 3100294285 Brd. M. & S. Stedwell Exh. J.M. Urie
3.1 years. 61cms. Double Upper Left P1. Big, flat withers with a little break
behind. Short steep croup. Good hindquarter angulations. The upper arm must
be longer. Deep underchest. Moves a little close going and straight coming. In
movement the reach should be more expansive.
*ASTASIA ROXI 11/7/2014 (*Xaro von der Plassenburg Kk1 IPO2 (Imp. Deu) x
*Astasia Holly) 4100246631 Brd/Exh. B & P Hersant
2.25 years. 62cms. Big, good formed head with large ears. High withers, steep
croup. Very good hindquarter angulations, the upper arm must be more
angulated. Yet correct chest proportions. The dog should have more black
pigment. Moves a little close going and coming. She shows good ground cover in
movement.
*VONPETA ZIPPER TEE DOO DAA AZ 26/7/2014 (*Toby Vd Plassenburg A Ed
Schhlll (Imp Gmy) x *Vonpeta Our Evas Image AZ) 5100082950 Brd. PN Damarell
& Ms JE Pike Exh. Arkahla Kennels
2.25 years. Double Upper P1. 61cms. Big, very expressive mask with dark eyes.
Normal withers with good topline and underline in harmony. Good hindquarter
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angulations. The upper arm could be a little longer and better angled. A little
short in underchest. Moves straight coming and going. In movement has good
ground cover.
*WILLMAURS TOTTENHAM TWIGGY A Z 17/1/2014 (Hayo Aus Agrigento x
*Willmaurs East End Effie AZ) 3100300500 Brd. W. & M. Goodwin Exh. W. & M.
Goodwin
2.75 years. 60cms. Big, a little long in the nose. Mask could be darker. Normal
wither, flat croup. Very good hindquarter angulations. The long upper arm should
be more angulated. Moves a little close going and coming. She should have
better reach during gaiting.
*BODECKA A CUT ABOVE AZ 11/8/2013 (*Yester Vom Feuermelder x Bodecka
Xrated) 3100293143 Brd. Jenny Joseph Exh. Greg Green & Marie Baldwin
3.1 years. 62cms. Very big. Good head, flat withers and flat croup. Very good
hindquarter angulations, short upper arm and legs. Moves straight going and
coming. She vbecomes flat during gaiting.
*BLAKNGOLD CROWD GOES WILD 'A''Z' ET 2/6/2013 (*Schaeferhund Rafael
'A''Z' x *Volscain Xilla 'A''Z') 3100290129 Brd. V & H Stocks Exh. Hayley Stocks
3.3 years. 61cms. Big, there should be a more pronounced stop. Flat withers,
short croup. Very good hindquarter angulations. Short straight upperarm. Deep
underchest. Moves straight going and coming. Falls on the forehand during
movement.
*CH ROXAMBURG BEYONCE SINGLE LADY AZ 20/1/2014 (*Ch Tuabu Midnight
AZ x *Bekannte All About Moiye Roxet AZ) 7100030976 Brd/Exh. Glenn & Kristy
Hall
2.75 years. 59cms. Middle size. Normal withers and top line. Good under line.
Very good hindquarter angulation. Short straight upper arm. Straight front.
Moves straight going and coming. She falls on the forehand during gaiting.
*CH SCHAEFERHUND BALLLEENA AZ CCD RN ET 22/4/2013 (*Yester Vom
Feuermelder AZ x *Ryzack Acacia Az) 3000019710 Brd. I Bohdal Exh. Mrs I Bohdal
And Mrs M Mercieca
3.5 years. 59.5cm. over medium size, flat withers and flat croup. Good
hindquarter angulations, short upper arm and short legs. Deep underchest.
Moves almost straight going and straight coming. During gaiting she becomes flat
and falls on the forehand.
*CH. BOZEEB VANILLA BRANDY 26/8/2013 (*Yester Vom Feuermelder (Imp.
Gmy) x *Ch. Bozeeb Ultrafox) 3100293758 Brd/Exh. Mr S & Mrs J Jordan
3.1 years. 62cms. Big, masculine head. Stretched. Flat withers and croup. Very
good hindquarter angulations. Short upper arm and leg. Deep underchest. Moves
close going and straight coming. She falls a little on the forehand and should
have better reach.

BABY PUPPY DOG LONG STOCK COAT
601 1
VP
VANHARLEY YURI 30/5/2016 (Xeno Von Arjakjo (Imp Deu) Á ED Normal KKLI x
*Vanharley Zena "A" "Z") 3100343136 Brd/Exh. M/S D.M. Colson
5 months
BABY PUPPY DOG STOCK COAT
603 1
VP
RANDINKA ROCK GOD 30/4/2016 (*Juwika Destroyer x Bodecka A Cut Above)
3100341264
Brd/ Exh. Greg Green & Marie Baldwin
5.9 months
606 2
VP
UHLMSDORF BLACK LABEL 24/5/2016 (*Vac-Vagvolgyi Jenky (Imp. Gmy) x
*Uhlmsdorf Ellie Mac) 9100010951 Brd. Uhlmsdorf Kennels Exh. V.
Grzeszkcewicz
5 months
605 3
VP
UHLMSDORF BLACK DIAMOND 24/5/2016 (*Vac-Vagvolgyi Jenky (Imp. Gmy) x
*Uhlmsdorf Ellie Mac) 9100010952 Brd/Exh. Uhlmsdorf Kennels
5 months
604 4
VP
BODECKA G RATED (AI) 23/5/2016 (*Ch. Bodecka Grandslam x Bodecka
Yeehaw) 3100341713 Brd/Exh. Jenny Joseph
5 months
607 5
VP
UHLMSDORF BLACK JACK 24/52016 (*Juwika Destroyer (Imp. Den) x
*Uhlmsdorf Pink Champagne) 9100010914 Brd/Exh. Uhlmsdorf Kennels
5 months
602 6
VP
TRAUMDORF GRAZZIES BOY 9/5/2016 (*Esko Von Den Zwei Steinen (Imp.Ger) x
Verhexen Golden Nugget) 3100341179 Brd/Exh. Mrs. B. Jacobs
5.8 months
608 7
VP
KINBAR EINSTEIN 11/7/2016 (*Baggio Von Juvenisty x *Schaeferhund Hanna)
3100345375 Brd/Exh. S. Kinsman
3.6 months
MINOR PUPPY DOG LONG STOCK COAT
610 1
VP
KARABACH NIGHT FORCE 15/4/2016 (Veneze Lutz x *Sardria Tillys Pepper)
3100341091
Brd. Mr J Carter Exh. Mrs H Kelly
6.5 months, above medium size dog of very good type and good proportions. He
has a good head and expression where the eyes could be darker and the stop
could be a little more pronounced. Very good length and lay of neck, normal
withers, fim back, croup of good length but slightly steep, good forequarter
angulation where the upper arm could be longer and better angled. Very good
hindquarter angulation, good fore and underchest development for his age.
Steps slightly close going, correct coming where the elbows are still to firm. He
shows a good balanced movement with strong drive and good reach.
MINOR PUPPY DOG STOCK COAT
617 1
VP
GEWALT TENNESSEE DUMMER 28/4/2016 (*Xavi Von Tronje Ger BH AD IPO2
(mp Den) x *Ch. Hinterhaus French Tennessee ET) 5100093559 Brd. S. Crozier
Exh. F. Farley
6 months, above medium size, medium strong dog of very good type. Very good
proportions of height to length, has a good head and expression where the eyes
should be darker and the stop a little more pronounced. Very good length and
lay of neck, normal withers, firm back, good length and lay of croup. Good
forequarter angulation where the upper arm should still be better angled, very
good hindquarter angulation. Very good fore and underchest development for
his age. Steps slightly close going where the hocks should be firmer, steps
correct coming where the elbows are still to firm. Shows very good movement
with strong drive and good reach.

615

2

VP

BONSHANNON WIND WARRIOR 28/3/2016 (*Esko Von Den Zwei Steinen
(Imp.Ger) x Bonshannon Fenalla) 3100338976 Brd. Bonshannon Kennels Exh. Dg
Van Ameringen
7 months, large, slightly elongated dog of medium strength. He has a good head
and experession where the ey could be darker and the underjaw still a little
stronger. Good length and lay of neck, high withers, firm back, good length and
lay of croup. Good fore where the upper arm should be longer and better
angled, very good hindquarter angulation. Good foreschest development,
slightly short underchest. Steps correct going and coming where the elbows are
still to firm. Shows good movement with strong drive but has a tendency to fall
on the forehand.
614 3
P
STOBAR COMIS 27/2/2016 (*Juwika Destroyer x *Vanland Ava) 3100337498
Brd. H & C Auwema Exh. A. Rhodes-Little
8 months, large, strong, well coloured puppy of good type. He has a good head
and expression where the eyes could still be darker. Slightly short but well laid
neck, normal withers, firm back, short steep croup. Good fore where the upper
arm should be longer and better angled, very good hindquarter angulation.
Good fore and underchest development for his age. Steps slightly close going,
correct coming where the elbows are still to firm. Shows good movement with
strong drive where the reach needs to be more effective and overall shown in
somewhat heavy condition.
616 4
P
KARABACH NOW OR NEVER 4/15/2016 (Veneze Lutz (Imp Uk) x Sadra Tillys
Pepper) 3100341090 Brd/Exh. J R Carter
6.5 months, above medium size, just medium strong dog of good type. Good
head and expression where the eyes could still be darker with very good
masking. Very good length and lay of neck, high withers, well laid but slightly
short croup. Good fore where the upper arm needs to be longer and better
angled, very good hindquarter angulation. Good forechest development for his
age, slightly short underchest. Steps slightly close going and coming where the
elbows are still to firm. Show good movement with strong drive but where the
reach could be more effective.
PUPPY DOG LONG STOCK COAT
618 1
VP
STOBAR BO JANGO 11/12/2015 (Veneze Lutz (Imp Uk) x Stobar Rosetta)
3003000520
Brd. Stobar Kennels Exh. Helen Askew
10.5 months, large, medium strong, well coloured dog of very good type, slightly
elongated in proportions. Good head and expression where they eyes should
still be darker, good masking. Normal withers, firm back, good length and lay of
croup. Good fore where the upper arm could still be longer and better angled,
very good hindquarter angulation. Good fore and underchest development for
his age. Steps close going and coming where the elbows are still to firm. Shows
good movement with strong drive where the reach could be a little more
effective.
PUPPY DOG STOCK COAT
621 1
VP
JAYSHELL NEBRASKA 4/12/2015 (*Fremont Hells Bells x *Ch. Jayshell Winona)
3100332848
Brd/Exh. P & N McDermott
10.75 months, large, strong dog of very good type, with very good height to
length proportions. Good pigment, very good head and expression where the
eyes could still be darker wth good strength of underjaw and very good length
and lay of neck. Normal withers, firm back, good length and lay of croup. Good
forequarter angulation where the upper arm could still be longer, very good
hindquarter angulation. Stands correct in front, good forechest development
for his age, slightly short underchest. Steps slightly close going, correct coming
where the elbows are still to firm. Shows very good movement with strong drive

and good reach.
ARRISTAR LYKA HURRICANE 11/11/2015 (*Sensen Mann Yokon Imp Gmy x
*Harlerose Angel Ccd) 3100331961 Brd/Exh. J.M. Urie
11.5 months, Double P1 upper left, above medium size, medium strong dog of
very good type. Good proportions of height to length. Well pigmented and
coloured, very good head and expression with good eye colour. Very good
length and lay of neck, high withers, firm back, good length and lay of croup.
Good fore angulation where the upper arm should still be longer and better
angled. Very good hindquarter angulation. Stands correct in front, good
forechest development, slightly short underchest. Steps slightly close going,
correct coming with good elbow connections. Shows very good balanced
movement with strong drive and good reach.
JUNIOR DOG STOCK COAT
623 1
G
GLENRACO TOTAL RECALL 11/6/2015 (*Vanharley Castro AZ x *Glenraco
Upsadaisy AZ) 3100325284 Brd. Ms G Johnston Exh. Mrs D Jackson
16.5 months, 65cm, large, strong dog of good type with good height to length
proportions. Good colour and pigment, strong masculine head where the eyes
are light and the stop should be more pronounced, with slightly loose lips. Short
but well laid neck, high withers, firm back, good length but steep croup, white
blaze on the chest. Stands correct in front, good forequarter angulation where
the upper arm should be longer and better angled, very good hindquarter
angulation. Good fore and underchest development, steps slightly close going,
steps wide coming, Shows good movement with strong drive but restricted in
fore reach. Overall shown in heavy condition.
INTERMEDIATE DOG LONG STOCK COAT
626 1
VG
BODECKA CASANOVA 20/8/2014 (Pepe Von Der Zenteiche x Bodecka Xrated)
3100310454
Brd/Exh. Jenny Joseph
2 .25 years. 65.5 cm. Very large, medium strong dog of very good type. Good
proportions of height to length. Very good head and expression where the eye
could still be a touch darker. Slightly erect neck carriage but of good length. High
withers, firm back, good length and lay of croup. Good forequarter angulation
where the upper arm should be longer and better angled, very good hindquarter
angulation. Not quite correct in front. Good forechest development, slightly
short underchest. Steps correct going, slightly wide coming where the elbows
should be firmer. Shows good movement with strong drive and good reach.
619

2

VP

INTERMEDIATE DOG STOCK COAT
627 1
Very MISTEISHAH FERDINAND AZ BSCL1 8/1/2014 (Pepe Von Der Zenteiche Ipo1
Good (Imp Deu) x Kantenna Lady Ga Ga AZ) 3100299521 Brd. Mr P Vincent Exh. S & L
Carroll
2.75 years 65.5 cm. Very large, medium strong substantial dog of very good
type. Excellent colour and pigmentation, very good head and expression where
the eye could still be a touch darker, very good masking, good strength of
underjaw. Very good length and lay of neck, high withers, well laid but slightly
short croup. Very good fore and hindquarter angulation. Stands correct in
front, very good fore and underchest development. Steps slightly close going,
correct coming where the elbow connections could be firmer. Shows very good
movement with strong drive and effective reach where the back remains firm.
632 2
Very *ZANDRAC KING KUNTA 22/3/2015 (*Xaro von der Plassenburg Kk1 IPO2 (Imp.
Good Deu) x *Zandrac It’s A Love Thing) 3100322814 Brd/Exh. Mr A & Mrs R Jones
1.5 years. 65.5 cm. Very large, medium strong, substantial dog of very good
type. Good proportions of height to length. Well coloured and pigmented, very
good head and expression with very good eye colour, good masking and good

strength of underjaw. Very good length and lay of neck, high wither, firm back,
good length and lay of croup. Good forequarter angulation where the upper
arm could still be longer and better angled, very good hindquarter angulation.
Stands correct in front. Very good forechest devlopment, slightly short
underchest. Steps correct going and correct coming where the elbow
connections could still be firmer. Shows very good movement with strong drive
and good reach where the back remains firm.
630 3
Very *CH AMBALA ARRAGON PRINCE AZ 18/11/2014 (Xaro Von Der Plassenburg x
Good Ambala Funky Miss) 2100417901 Brd. F Stokes And R & P Berechree Exh. Mrs
Jen Eaton
1.9 years. 66 cm. A dog on the absolute limit of size, strong and substantial.
Good proportions of height to length. Good colour and pigment, good head and
expression where the eye could be darker, slightly loose lips. Good forequarter
angulation where the upper arm should be longer and better angled, very good
hindquarter angulation. Good forechest development, slightly short underchest.
Stands correct in front, steps slightly close going, correct coming where the
elbow should be firmer. Shows very good movement with strong drive where
the reach could be a little more effective and the back remains firm.
OPEN DOG LONG STOCK COAT
634 1
EXC
*CH. JAYSHELL GLASGOW 24/7/2013 (*Ch. Ustinov vom Romerland (Imp. Deu) x
*Ch. Jayshell Winona) 3100292457 Brd. Mrs. N. McDermott Exh. David & Lorelle
Organ
3 years, 65cm, very large, medium strong substrantial dog of very good type,
well coloured and pigmented. Good head and expression where the eyes should
be darker. Very good length and lay of neck, high withers, firm back, good
length and lay of croup. Good forequarter angulation where the upper arm
should be longer and better angled, very good hindquarter angulation. Stands
correct in front, good fore, slightly short underchest. Steps slightly close going,
correct coming where the elbow connection should be firmer. Shows very good
movement with powerful drive and good reach.
635 2
VG
*GRUNDELHARDT CIRCLE OF LIFE AZ 26/2/2014 (*Ray Vom Fichtenschlag (Imp
Deu) x Grundelhardt Tainted Love Ht) 5100080730 Brd. Mr PJ & Mrs JM Cocks
Exh. Mr R & Mrs S Murphy
2 .75 years, 67.5cm, oversized, well pigmented dog of medium strength and
good proportions of height to length. Good head and expression where the eye
could still be darker with very good masking and good strength of lower jaw.
Slightly short but well laid neck, high wtthers, firm back, good length and lay of
croup. Good forequarter angulation where the upper arm should still be longer,
very good hindquarter angulation with broad thighs. Stands correct in front.
Good forechest development, slightly short underchest. Steps slightly close
going, correct coming where the elbow connections should be firmer. Shows
good balanced movement with strong drive where the reach could be a little
more effective.
OPEN DOG STOCK COAT
637 1
EXC
*XARO VON DER PLASSENBURG (Imp. Deu) 11/11/2010 (*Remo von
Fichtenschlag (Deu) x Wendy von Pister Trophe) SZ2259567 Brd. Herr Wolfgang
Hassgall Exh. Mr A & Mrs R Jones
6 years, 65.5cm, large, strong, substantial dog of excellent type. Very good head
and expression with good eye colour, very well coloured and pigmented, very
good strength of underjaw. Very good length and lay of neck, high withers, very
good length and lay of croup. Very good fore and hinquarter angulation with
broad thighs. Stands correct in front, very good fore and underchest
development. Steps correct going and coming. Shows a powerful movement
with strong drive and very good reach.
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2

EXC

645

3

EXC
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4

EXC
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5

EXC

638

6

EXC

*CH VONPETA UGOTTABEKIDDING AZ 4/12/2012 (*Toby Von Der Plassenburg A
ED x *Ch Vonpeta Champagne AZ) 5100073113 Brd. Vonpeta Knls Exh. P
Damarell / J Pike / A O'Loughlin
3.8 years, 65cm, large, medium strong substantial dog of very good type. Well
coloured and pigmented, very good masculine head and expression with good
eye colour. Very good length and lay of neck, high withers, firm back, well laid
but slightly short croup. Very good forequarter angulation where the upper arm
could be slightly longer, very good hindquarter angulation with broad thighs.
Stands correct in front, very good fore and underchest development. Steps
correct going and coming. Shows very good movement with strong drive and
good reach.
*CH. UHLMSDORF BLACK DOUGLAS 23/2/2014 (*Odin Delle Terre Matildiche
(Imp. Ialy) x *Uhlmsdorf Ellie Mac) 9100009979 Brd. Exh. Uhlmsdorf Kennels
2 years, 8 months, 6 days, 66cm, standing on the upper limit of size, medium
strong, substantial dog of very good type, very good proportions of height to
length. Well coloured and pigmented, very good head and expression where the
eye colour could still be darker, very good strength of underjaw. Very good
length and lay of neck, high withers, firm back, very good length and lay of
croup. Very good fore and hindquarter angulation, stands correct in front, very
good fore and underchest development. Steps correct going, correct coming
where the elbows could still be a touch tighter. Shows a powerful movement
with strong drive and free reach.
*CH KILLARA SUMMER HEIGHTS AZ TD 14/1/2013 (*Ch Orrinshir Elton John AZ
ET x Dual. Ch. (T) Ts. Grand Ch. Neut.Ch. Killara Padraigin RA) 3100283304 Brd.
Mr P & Mrs D Howard Exh. Mr C Mcphan & Miss F Dejong
3 years, 9 months, 15 days, 66cm, standing on the limit of size, medium strong,
substantial dog with very good proportions of height to length. Very good head
and expression where the eye colour could still be darker, good strength of
lower jaw. Good length and lay of neck, high withers, firm back, good length
and lay of croup, good forequarter angulation where the upper arm could still be
longer, very good hindquarter angulation. Stands correct in front, slightly flat on
the pasterns, very good fore and underchest development. Steps correct going
and coming. Shows very good movement with strong drive and good reach.
*MISTEISHAH FLETCHER AZ ET 8/1/2014 (*Pepe Von Der Zenteiche (Imp
Deu)'A'Ed (Gmy) x *Kantenna Lady Ga Ga 'A''Z') 3100299522 Brd. Phil Vincent
Exh. Paul Dammo
2 years, 9 months, 21 days, 64cm, worn lower incisor, above medium size,
medium strong dog of very good type. Very well coloured and pigmented, very
good head and expresion with good eye colour. Good length and lay of neck,
normal withers, firm back, good lay but slightly short croup. Good forequarter
angulation where the upper arm should be longer, very good hindquarter
angulation. Stands correct in front with very good forechest development,
slightly short underchest. Steps correct going, slightly wide coming where the
elbows should be tighter. Shows very good movement with strong drive and
good reach.
*CH. STOBAR QUENTIN CD ET 28/11/2012 (*Odin Delle Terre Matildiche (Imp.
Ialy) x *Stobar Diksy) 3100280635 Brd. Stobar Kennels Exh. S. Macdonald
4 years, 65.5cm, very large, medium strong substantial dog of very good type.
Very good proportions of height to length, well coloured and pigmented dog,
very good head and expression where the eyes could still be darker, good
strength of underjaw. Well laid but slightly short neck, high withers, firm back,
croup of good length but slightly steep, good forequarter angulation where the
upper arm should be longer and better angled, very good hindquarter
angulation, stands correct in front, very good forechest development, slightly
short underchest. Steps slightly close going and coming where the elbow
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7

EXC
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EXC

connections should be firmer. Shows very good movement with strong drive
where the reach could be slightly more effective.
*WILLMAURS ROMFORD REGGIE ‘A’Z’ 26/1/2013 (*Ch. Orrinshir Elton John ET x
*Willmaurs Notting Hill Nell) 3100283764 Brd. W & M Goodwin Exh. Steve &
Judy Wade
3 years, 9 months, 3 days, 64.5cm, above medium size dog, medium strong, of
very good type, with very good proportions of height to length. Very good head
and expression with good eye colour and good strength of underjaw. Very good
length and lay of neck, normal withers, firm back, well laid but slightly short
croup. Good forequarter angulation where the upper arm could be longer, very
good hindquarter angulation. Stands correct in front, slightly flat on pasterns.
Very good forechest development and good underchest length. Slightly close
going and correct coming where the elbow connections could still be firmer.
Shows very good movement with strong drive and effective reach.
*ESKO VON DEN ZWEI STEINEN (IMP DEU) 6/4/2014 (*Ballack von der
Brucknerallee x *Udi Von Den Zweo Steinen) SZ2304294 Brd. E. Reich Exh. F.
Grigons
2 years, 6 months, 23 days, chipped lower incisor, 67cm, oversize medium
strong dog of very good type, very well coloured and pigmented, good
proportions of height to length. Very good head and expression where the eye
could still be a touch darker, with very good masking. Very good length and lay
of neck, slightly peaked in the topline, good length but slightly steep croup, good
forequarter where the upper arm could still be longer and better angled, very
good hindquarter angulation. Stands correct in front, good forechest
development, slightly short underchest. Steps slightly close going, correct
coming. Shows a good balanced movement with strong drive where the reach
could be still more effective.
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Dual Performance:
*CH. STOBAR QUENTIN CD ET 28/11/2012 (*Odin Delle Terre Matildiche (Imp. Ialy) x *Stobar Diksy)
3100280635 Brd. Stobar Kennels Exh. S. Macdonald
Junior Handlers
Judge MR Andrew O’Laughlin (SA)
7-U10 Years
st
1 Ayden Jones
10-U13 yrs
1st Stephanie Jones
13-18 yrs
1st Trinity Jones
2nd Jacinta Dargis

SEYMOUR & DISTRICT KENNEL CLUB CHAMPIONSHIP SHOW
12TH NOVEMBER 2016
JUDGE – MS. SHARON BALLANTYNE
EXH.
NO.

PLACE

GRAD.

EXHIBIT

BABY PUPPY DOG STOCK COAT
2
1
VP
M Pascuzzi REDHAUS XEUS 06/06/2016 bred by Exh Sire: Xeno Vom Arjankjo (imp
Gmy) Dam: Redhaus Riska
5.1 months
1
2
VP
Mrs J Joseph BODECKA G RATED 23/05/2016 bred by Exhibitor Sire: Ch. Bodecka
Grandslam Dam: Bodecka Yeehaw
5.75 months
MINOR PUPPY DOG STOCK COAT
5
1
VP
F Farley GEWALT TENNESSEE DRUMMER (AI) 28/04/2016 bred by S Crozier Sire: Xavi
Von Tronje Ger Bh Ad Ipo2 (imp Den) Dam: Ch Hinterhaus French Tennessee Et
6.2 months
6
2
VP
Mr Greg Green RANDINKA ROCK GOD 30/04/2016 bred by Exhibitor Sire: Juwika
Destroyer Dam: Bodecka A Cut Above
6.2 months Double P1 Upper Right and Left.
4
3
P
Mr John Carter KARABACH NOW OR NEVER 15/04/2016 bred by Exhibitor Sire:
Veneze Lutz (imp Uk) Dam: Sadria Tillys Pepper
6.9 months
JUNIOR DOG STOCK COAT
10
1
VG
Mrs J Urie ARRISTAR LYKA HURRICANE 11/11/2015 bred by Exhibitor Sire: Sensen
Mann Yokon (imp Deu) Dam: Harlerose Angel Ccd
12 months. 63cms. Medium size, medium strong, very well coloured and pigmented
male who presents a pleasing picture in stance. Very good head and expression with
very good ear set. Correct dark eye. Very good length of neck, high withers, firm
back. Well moulded slightly short croup. Very good fore and hindquarter angulation.
Good fore and slightly short underchest development. Stands correct in front.
Moves correct going and coming where the elbows could be firmer. Shows very good
reach and powerful hindquarter drive where the overall firmness over the back is
convincing. Presented in very good condition.
9
2
G
Mrs D Jackson GLENRACO TOTAL RECALL 11/06/2015 bred by Ms G Johnston Sire:
Vanharley Castro Dam: Glenraco Upsadaisy
17 months. 65.5cms. Very large, strong, slightly compact male with a strong head,
the eye should be darker. Slightly loose lips. Left ear tilts slightly inwards. Large
white flash on his chest. Short neck, high withers, firm back. Short steep croup. Good
fore and maximum hindquarter angulation. Stands not quite correct in front. Good
fore and underchest development. Moves correct going and coming where the
elbows could be firmer. Shows balanced movement; however both the forehand
reach and hindquarter drive should be more convincing.
INTERMEDIATE DOG STOCK COAT
11
1
VG
J Eaton CH AMBALA ARRAGON PRINCE AZ BSCL1 18/11/2014 bred by F Stokes & R &
P Berechree Sire: Xaro Von Der Plassenburg Dam: Ambala Funky Miss
1.95 years. 64cms. Large, medium strong, correctly proportioned, generally well
constructed male of good type. Good head and expression. Slightly low ear set.
Medium eye. Good length of neck, high withers with a slight nick behind, firm back
Slightly short slightly steep croup. Good fore and very good hindquarter angulation.

Good fore and underchest development. Stands not quite correct in front. Moves
slightly narrow going, correct coming where the elbows could be firmer. During
movement shows good reach and very good drive. The firmness is convincing.
Presented slightly out of coat today.
OPEN DOG STOCK COAT
14
1
EXC
Mr S Carroll & Mrs L Carroll MISTEISHAH FERDINAND A-Z BSCL1 08/01/2014 bred by
Mr P Vincent Sire: Pepe Von Der Zenteiche (imp Deu) Dam: Kantenna Lady Ga Ga A-z
Bscl2
2.8 years. 65cms. Large, strong substantial, slightly compact very well coloured and
pigmented dog with very good presence and outlook. He has very good head and
expression with very good strength of upper and lower jaw. Very good ear set and
correct eye colour. Stands with normal withers, firm back, slightly short well
moulded croup. Good length and lay of the upper arm and shoulder blade, very good
hindquarter angulation. Stands correct in front. Good fore and slightly short
underchest development. Moves slightly wide going, correct coming. During
movement shows very good reach and powerful hindquarter drive. Presented in very
good condition today and the overall firmness over the back is convincing.
15
2
EXC
Mr P Dammo MISTEISHAH FLETCHER AZ BSC1 ET 08/01/2014 bred by P. Vincent Sire:
Pepe Von Der Zenteiche Ipo1 Dam: Kantenna Lady Ga Ga
2.8 years. 63cms. Above medium size, strong, very well coloured and pigmented dog.
Slightly compact in body proportions. Very good head and expression with dark
masking and correct dark eye colour, very good ear set. Slightly short neck. Normal
withers, firm back, well moulded croup that could be just a little longer. Very good
fore and hindquarter angulation. Stands correct in front. Moves correct going and
coming, the elbows could still be firmer. Shows balanced movement with very good
reach and drive transmitted through a firm back.
18
3
EXC
Mr C Mcphan & Miss F Dejong CH KILLARA SUMMER HEIGHTS A Z BSCL1 TD
14/01/2013 bred by Mr P & D Howard Sire: Ch . Orrinshire Elton John Et Dam:
Dual.ch.(t) Neuter Ch Ts Grand Ch Killara Padraigin Az Rn
3.9 years. 64.5cms. Large, medium strong, slightly elongated male with a good head.
Ideally the lower jaw should be stronger. Very good ear set and correct eye colour.
Good length of neck, level withers, firm back. Good croup that is just slightly short.
Good fore and pronounced hindquarter angulation. Stands correct in front. Very
good length of foreleg. Moves wide going and correct coming. Shows balanced
movement with good reach and very good drive.
17
4
EXC
Mr S Macdonald CH.STOBAR QUENTIN AZ CD ET 28/11/2012 bred by Stobar Kennels
Sire: Odin Delle Terre Matildiche Dam: Stobar Diksy
4 years. 64.5cms. Large, medium strong, slightly stretched firm and dry dog with a
well-constructed head, medium eye colour, very good ear set. Slightly short neck,
high wither, slight nick behind. Good croup. The upper arm could be longer and
better angled. Praiseworthy length of foreleg. Good fore and underchest
development. Very good hindquarter angulation. Moves correct going and slightly
wide coming. Shows good movement with good reach and very good drive. I would
like to see the ligamentation over the back line a little more convincing.
CHALLENGE DOG SC
RESERVE CHALLENGE DOG SC

EXHIBIT NO.
EXHIBIT NO.

14 – Open Dog
15 – Open Dog.

BABY PUPPY BITCH STOCK COAT
19
1
VP
Mr John Carter FREINHAUF FIRE FLY ZOE 18/06/2016 bred by Mr K R, Mrs R T & Mr C
A Knuckey Sire: Sensen Mann Yokon (imp Deu) Dam: Volscaro River Of Champagne
4.9 months
20
2
VP
COLSON VANHAFRLEY YOLI 30/05/2016 bred by Exhibitor Sire: Xeno Von Arjakjo
Dam: Vanharley Zena
5.5 months
MINOR PUPPY BITCH STOCK COAT
25
1
VP
Mr A Jones & Mrs R Jones ZANDRAC WISDOM (IID DEU) 15/02/2016 bred by
Exhibitor Sire: *faust Vom Hulsbach A Ed (deu) Dam: *charlotte Von Tronje A Ed (imp
Deu)
8.9 months
24
2
VP
Mr A Jones & Mrs R Jones ZANDRAC FORTITUDE (IID DEU) 15/02/2016 bred by
Exhibitor Sire: *faust Vom Hulsbach A Ed (deu) Dam: *charlotte Von Tronje A Ed (imp
Deu)
8.9 months
23
3
VP
Mrs J Colenso DELLARESS CLAUDIA 02/05/2016 bred by Exhibitor Sire: Xeno Von
Arjakjo Dam: Dellaress Quicksilver
6.1 months
27
4
VP
Ms H Stocks LEILAHUND ARIIZONA 20/02/2016 bred by Exhibitor Sire: *bluemax
Zoomba 'a''z' Dam: *Volscain Xilla 'a''z'
8.8 months
26
5
P
Mrs. E. Thompson TRAUMDORF GOGO GOLLY GOSH 09/05/2016 bred by Mr. G. &
Mrs. B. Jacobs Sire: Esko Von Den Zwein Steinin (imp Ger) Dam: Verhexen Golden
Nugget
6 months
JUNIOR BITCH STOCK COAT
34
1
VG
Ms G Johnston GLENRACO SUPERNATURAL 11/06/2015 bred by Exhibitor Sire:
Vanharley Castro Dam: Glenraco Upsadaisy
17 months. 60cms. Large, strong, slightly elongated brood type female who presents
a pleasing picture in stance. Well-constructed head with good expression and correct
dark eye, one ear tilts just slightly in. Very good length of neck, high withers and firm
back. Very good length and lay of the croup. Very good fore and pronounced
hindquarter angulation. Very good fore and underchest development. Stands
correct in front. Praiseworthy length of foreleg. Moves slightly loose both coming
and going. During movement shows very good reach with powerful hindquarter
drive. However, I would still like to see the ligamentation over the back more
convincing.
30
2
VG
J Eaton UBIQQUE BLUEBELLS DESIRE AZ 27/08/2015 bred by Exhibitor Sire: Sensen
Mann Yokon Dam: Schaefferhund Banja
15.2 months. Double P1 upper right. 58cms. Medium size, medium strong, slightly
compact. Well coloured female with a good head and expression. Slightly large ears.
Slightly erect neck. Normal withers, firm back, good length of croup. Upper arm
could be longer and better angled. Good fore and slightly short underchest
development. Stands not quite correct in front. Moves correct going and slightly
loose coming. Shows balanced movement with good forehand reach and good
hindquarter drive.
INTERMEDIATE BITCH STOCK COAT
40
1
VG
Mr A Jones & Mrs R Jones *ZANDRAC CHEERLEADER A Z 22/03/2015 bred by
Exhibitor Sire: *ch Xaro Von Der Plassenburg A Ed (imp Deu) Dam: *Zandrac Its A
Love Thing A Z
1.75 years. 59cm. Large, strong, well proportioned, well coloured and pigmented
female with a good head. Slightly low ear set. Correct eye colour. Good strength of

neck. High withers, firm back, slightly short, slightly steep croup. The upper arm
could still be longer and better angled. Very good hindquarter angulation. Stands
correct in front. Moves correct going and coming where the elbows could still be
firmer. Shows balanced movement with very good forehand reach and powerful
hindquarter drive, the ligamentation over the back is convincing.
39

2

VG

43

3

VG

Mrs J Colenso DELLARESS ASHANTI 11/02/2015 bred by Exhibitor Sire: * Xeno V.
Arjakjo b4ab4Ed Normal Kkli Dam: Dellaress Kalani
1.75 years. 57cms. Medium size, medium strong, slightly compact, expressive firm
and dry female of good type and outlook. Very good head and expression. Good
strength of upper and lower jaw. Very good eye colour and correct ear set. Correct
length of neck, normal withers, firm back. The croup could be longer and better
angled. Very good fore and maximum hindquarter angulation. Very good fore and
slightly short underchest development. Both hocks and elbows should be firmer.
Shows balanced movement with very good forehand reach and powerful
hindquarter drive. She has a slight caste in the tail.

Mrs R Snijders DIENAMIC ZIVA THROUGH THE ASH 31/03/2015 bred by Ms S Diegan
Sire: Zandrac The Hardway Dam: Dienamic Flaming Phoenix
1.6 years. 59cms. Large, medium strong, slightly compact, richly pigmented female of
a good type and outlook. Very good head and expression with correct eye colour.
Very good ear set. Good length of neck, high withers, firm back. Slightly short,
slightly steep croup. Good fore and very good hindquarter angulation. Good fore
and slightly short underchest development. Stands correct in front. Moves correct
going and coming. During movement she displays very good reach and very good
drive. Presented in a firm and dry condition, however presented slightly out of coat
today.
41
4
VG
Mr A Jones & Mrs R Jones *ZANDRAC LET IT GO A Z 22/03/2015 bred by Exhibitor
Sire: *ch Xaro Von Der Plassenburg A Ed (imp Deu) Dam: *Zandrac Its A Love Thing
AZ
1.75 years. 60.5cms. Very large, strong, substantial, slightly compact female with a
well-constructed head and praiseworthy strength of upper and lower jaws, the ears
could still be firmer. Very good eye colour. Good length of neck. Normal wither, firm
back, short steep- croup. Stands not quite correct in front. The upper arm is of good
length but should be better angled, good hindquarter angulation. Good fore and
slightly short underchest development. When going and coming both the hocks and
elbows should be firmer. During movement I would like to see both the forehand
reach and the hindquarter drive more effective.
OPEN BITCH STOCK COAT
51
1
EXC
Mrs J Urie HARLEROSE ANGEL 28/08/2013 bred by M. & S. Stedwell Sire: Bluemax
Zoomba Dam: Bronacre Indian Sunset
3.25 years. Double P1 Upper Left. 60cms. Large, strong, correctly proportioned well
coloured female of very good type, very good head and expression with correct dark
eye. Normal withers, firm back, slightly short slightly steep croup. The upper arm
could be slightly longer and better angled. Very good fore and underchest
development. Stands correct in front. Both the hocks and elbows could still be
firmer. During movement shows very good reach and powerful hindquarter drive,
transmitted through a firm back. Presented in very good coat and condition today.
47
2
EXC
Mr A Jones & Mrs R Jones *CHARLOTTE VON TRONJE A ED (IMP DEU) 08/01/2013
bred by Mr N Messler Sire: *schumann Von Tronje A Ed (deu) Dam: *alpha V.haus
Unid A Ed (deu)
3.8 years 60cms. Large, strong, well proportioned female with an expressive outlook.
Very good head and expression with good strength of the upper and lower jaw.

Slightly erect neck. Normal withers, firm back, very good length and lay of the croup.
Broad well muscled thighs. Very good fore and hindquarter angulation. Very good
length of foreleg. Stands correct in front. Moves correct going and coming. Shows
good reach and powerful hindquarter drive. She is inclined to high step in the front.
Presented out of coat today, however, her firmness is still convincing.
46
3
EXC
Mr Greg Green BODECKA A CUT ABOVE 11/08/2013 bred by Jenny Joseph Sire:
Yester Vom Feuermelder Dam: Bodecka Xrated
2.25 years. 61cms. Very large, strong, well boned female of correct body
proportions. Very good head and expression however the eye could be darker. Good
length of neck. Level withers, firm back, well moulded croup that could still be a little
longer. Good fore and very good hindquarter angulation. Very good length of
foreleg. Very good fore and slightly short underchest development. Stands correct in
front. Moves slightly wide going correct coming where the elbows could still be
tighter. During movement shows good reach and very good hindquarter drive.
52
4
EXC
Ms H Walter & Mr J Schulz SCHAEFERHUND NELKE A Z RA ET 15/07/2010 bred by
Mrs I Bohdal Sire: Ch Orrinshir Elton John A Z Et Dam: Schaeferhund Celina A Z
6.3 years. 58.5cms. A medium size, medium strong, slightly compact, nicely coloured
firm and dry female of pleasing type. Expressive head with correct eye colour, Ideally
both the upper and lower jaws could still be stronger. Level withers, firm back,
slightly short well laid croup. Good fore and very good hindquarter angulation. Very
good length of foreleg. Very good fore and underchest development. Stands correct
in front. Moves correct going and coming. Shows balanced movement with good
reach and very good drive. She is inclined however to fall slightly on the forehand.
Presented in a good coat condition today.
44
5
EXC
Mrs I Bohdal & Mrs M Mercieca CH. SCHAEFERHUND BALLEENA CCD RN ET
22/04/2013 bred by Mrs I Bohdal Sire: Yester Vom Feuermelder Ger Bh Ger. Ad
Schh1 Ipo2 (deu) Dam: Ryzack Acacia
3.7 years. 58cms. Medium size, strong female with very good pigmentation. She has
a very good head with correct skull planes & very good ear set. Medium eye colour.
Level wither, slightly infirm back, well laid but slightly short croup. Good fore and
slightly deep under-chest development. Upper arm could still be longer and better
angled. Very good hindquarter angulation. Stands correct in front. In going and
coming both the hocks and elbows could be firmer. During movement displays very
good reach and powerful hindquarter drive. Presented in a slightly heavy condition
today.
45
6
EXC
Mr W Goodwin & Mrs M Goodwin WILLMAURS TOTTENHAM TWIGGY - B.S.CLASS1,
A,Z 17/01/2014 bred by Exhibitor Sire: Hayo Aus Agrigento Dam: Willmaurs East End
Effie
2.8 years. 59cms. Large, medium strong, well-proportioned, female with an
expressive head however both the upper and lower jaw could still be stronger.
Slightly large ears. Good length of neck. High withers, firm back. Slightly short slightly
steep croup. Good fore and very good hindquarter angulation. Stands correct in
front. Moves correct going and coming. Shows balanced movement with very good
reach and very good drive. The ligamentation over the back is convincing. Presented
out of coat today.
CHALLENGE BITCH SC
EXHIBIT NO. OPEN BITCH - 51
RESERVE CHALLENGE BITCH SC EXHIBIT NO. OPEN BITCH - 47
OPEN NEUTER BITCH STOCK COAT
53
1
Mrs D Jackson GLENRACO GOLLY GOSH CD RN 10/12/2008 bred by Ms G Johnston
Sire: Fellow Von Santamar Schh1kkl1(imp Bel) Dam: Glenraco Wild Witch Cd
7.95 years.Double P1 Upper Left. 59.5cms. Above medium size, strong, well
proportioned, brood type female of good type. Very good head and expression with
strong upper and lower jaw and correct skull planes. Slightly wide ear set. Level

withers, slightly infirm back due to her age. Slightly short slightly steep croup, good
fore and very good hindquarter angulations. Stands not quite correct in front. Good
fore and slightly short underchest development. Moves slightly wide going. Elbows
could still be firmer. Shows balanced movement with good reach and very good drive
and considering her age the ligamentation over her back is still convincing.
BEST NEUTER BITCH SC

EXHIBIT NO.

53

BABY PUPPY DOG LONG STOCK COAT
56
1
VP
Mr R Murphy & Mrs S Murphy BABANGA REMINGTON STEELE 09/08/2016 bred by
Babanga Kennels Sire: Ch. Eroica Catch Me If You Can Dam: Babanga Niobi
2100415515
3 months
55
2
P
COLSON VANHARLEY YURI 30/05/2016 bred by Exhibitor Sire: Xeno Von Arjakjo Dam:
Vanharley Zena
5.5 months
MINOR PUPPY DOG LONG STOCK COAT
57
1
VP
Mrs H Kelly KARABACH NIGHT FORCE 15/04/2016 bred by Exhibitor Sire: Veneze Lutz
(imp Uk) Dam: Sadria Tillys Pepper
6.95mths.
INTERMEDIATE DOG LONG STOCK COAT
59
1
VG
Mrs J Joseph BODECKA CASANOVA 20/08/2014 bred by Exhibitor Sire: Pepe Von Der
Zenteiche Dam: Bodecka Xrated
2.2 years. 65cms. Large, medium strong, correctly proportioned richly coloured and
pigmented long stock coat male who presents a pleasing picture in stance. He has a
very good head and expression, correct dark eye and correct ear set. Good length of
neck, high withers, firm back. Good lay of croup that could be a little longer. Very
good fore and hindquarter angulation, Slightly narrow fore-chest and very good
underchest development. Stands not quite correct in front. Moves correct going and
coming. Elbows could still be firmer. During movement shows very good reach and
powerful hindquarter drive, whilst maintaining a high wither and the back remains
firm. Presented in a very good coat and condition today.
OPEN DOG LONG STOCK COAT
60
1
EXC
Mr R Murphy & Mrs S Murphy *CH GRUNDELHARDT CIRCLE OF LIFE (AI) 26/02/2014
bred by Peter & Jenny Cocks Sire: Ray Vom Fichtenschlag Schh3 (imp Deu) Dam:
Grundelhardt Tainted Love Ht
2.75 years. Slight worn lower incisors. 65cms. Large, strong, powerful richly coloured
and pigmented slightly stretched long stock coat male with a very good head and
expression, very good ear set, slightly loose lips. Strong neck, level withers, firm back.
Good croup that is just slightly short. The upper arm could be longer and better
angled. Good hindquarter angulation. Strands correct in front. When going and
coming both the hocks and elbows should be firmer. During movement shows good
reach and very good hind quarter drive however I would like to see him a little more
animated.
61
2
G
Mr D Organ & Mrs L Organ *CH. JAYSHELL GLASGOW AZ 24/07/2013 bred by Mrs N
Mcdermott Sire: Ch. Ustinov Vom Romerland (az) (imp Deu) Dam: Ch. Jayshell
Winona (az)
2.3 years. 64cms. Not correct Scissor-bite. Above medium size, strong male with
correct height to length body proportions. Well-constructed head however the eye
should be darker. Slightly loose lips. Stands with a slightly erect neck, high withers
firm back, good croup. Good fore and very good hindquarter angulation. Stands not
quite correct in front. Good fore and slightly short underchest development. Moves

correct going and coming. Elbows could still be firmer. Shows very good movement
with very good reach and powerful hindquarter drive. Presented in very good show
condition today.
CHALLENGE DOG LSC
EXHIBIT NO. Open Dog - 59
RESERVE CHALLENGE DOG LSC EXHIBIT NO. Open dog 60
#57 – Withdrawn from the Challenge run off.

BABY PUPPY BITCH LONG STOCK COAT
63
1
P
Mrs J Joseph BODECKA GEE WIZZ 23/05/2016 bred by Exhibitor Sire: Ch. Bodecka
Grandslam Dam: Bodecka Yeehaw
5.7 months
62
2
P
Mrs D Berghofer KARASTRO QWIK SMOKIN CHILLI 05/08/2016 bred by Exhibitor Sire:
Vanharley Thundanlightng Dam: Karastro Furious Flame
3 months
JUNIOR BITCH LONG STOCK COAT
64
1
VG
N Cullen STOBAR YALINA AZ 28/05/2015 bred by Stobar Kennels Sire: Bluemax Salt
Dam: Vanland Ava
17.5 months. 61cms. Very large, medium strong, slightly stretched, long stock coat
female who has a well-constructed head with slightly large ears. Very good length of
neck, high withers firm back. Well laid just slightly short croup. Very good fore and
pronounced hindquarter angulation. Good fore and very good underchest
development. Very good length of foreleg. Stands correct in front. Moves correct
going and coming. Elbows could still be firmer. Shows very good movement with very
good reach and drive.
INTERMEDIATE BITCH LONG STOCK COAT
66
1
VG
COLSON VANHARLEY PROMISCUOUS GIRL (LSC) 06/11/2014 bred by Exhibitor Sire: *
Xeno V. Arjakjo Ed Normal Kkli (imp Deu) Dam: * Vanharley Zena bscl I
2 years. 57.5cms. Medium size, medium strong, slightly compact well coloured long
stock coat female with a very good head and expression. Praiseworthy strength of
the upper and lower jaws. Good length of neck, normal withers, firm back, slightly
short slightly steep croup. Good fore and slightly short underchest development.
Good fore and slightly deep hindquarter angulation. Stands correct in front. Moves
correct coming and going where both the elbows and hocks could be a little firmer.
Shows very good ground covering movement with much enthusiasm.
AUSTRALIAN BRED BITCH LONG STOCK COAT
67
1
VG
Mrs D Berghofer AUST CH KARASTRO NOBLE NANA 15/01/2015 bred by Exhibitor
Sire: Pepe Von Der Zenteiche Ipo1 (imp Deu) Dam: Karastro Havana Knights
1.85 months. 59.5cms. Large medium strong dry and firm slightly compact long stock
coat female with an expressive head however both the upper and lower jaws should
be stronger. Stands with a slightly erect neck, high withers firm back and short steep
croup. The upper arm could be longer and better angled. Very good hindquarter
angulations. Stands correct in front however the pasterns could be firmer. Good fore
and slightly short under chest development. Moves correct coming and going where
the hocks could be firmer. Shows good reach and very good drive whilst maintaining
a high wither, however she has a tendency to high step in the front.
OPEN BITCH LONG STOCK COAT
69
1
EXC
Mr D Organ & Mrs L Organ * CH ZANDRAC DUCHESS SATINE KRYZE AZ 23/02/2014
bred by Mr A G & Mrs R L Jones Sire: Hatto Vom Huhnegrab (az) (imp Deu) Dam:
Kantenna Venus Delight (az)
2.75 years. Chipped lower right incisor. 57cms. Medium size, medium strong, richly
coloured and pigmented long stock coat female who has correct body proportions.
She has very good head and expression. Good length of neck, level wither, firm back.

Slightly short, slightly steep croup. Good fore and very good hindquarter angulation.
Very good fore and very good underchest development. Stands not quite correct in
front. Moves slightly wide going, correct coming. Shows very good ground cover
with very good reach and powerful hindquarter drive, transmitted through a firm
tight back. She is presented in very good show condition today.
CHALLENGE BITCH LSC
EXHIBIT NO.
Open bitch. #69
RESERVE CHALLENGE BITCH LSC
EXHIBIT NO. Intermediate Bitch #66
OPEN NEUTER BITCH LONG STOCK COAT
70
1
N/A Mr R Murphy & Mrs S Murphy SCHAEFERHUND DUCHESS 16/09/2013 bred by Mrs I
Bohdal Sire: Ch Ustinov Vom Romerland Schh3 Az Dam: Schaeferhund Celina Az
3.1 years. 59cms. Large, medium strong slightly compact long stock coat female.
Good colour, good head and correct ear set. Medium eye colour. Level wither,
slightly infirm back. Short steep croup. Good fore and hindquarter angulation. Stands
not quite correct in front. Moves correct coming and going however both the hocks
and elbows should be firmer. Shows good reach and drive.
BEST NEUTER BITCH LSC
EXHIBIT NO. 70
SPECIALS – STOCK COAT (Opposites)
BEST OF BREED
EXHIBIT NO. 51
RUNNER UP BEST OF BREED
EXHIBIT NO. 40
BEST BABY PUPPY
EXHIBIT NO. 2
BEST MINOR PUPPY
EXHIBIT NO. 5
BEST PUPPY
EXHIBIT NO. N/A
BEST JUNIOR
EXHIBIT NO. 10
BEST INTERMEDIATE
EXHIBIT NO. 40
BEST OPEN
BEST NEUTER

EXHIBIT NO.

51
53

EXHIBIT NO.
EXHIBIT NO.
EXHIBIT NO.
EXHIBIT NO.
EXHIBIT NO.
EXHIBIT NO.
EXHIBIT NO.
EXHIBIT NO.
EXHIBIT NO.
EXHIBIT NO.

69
59
56
N/A
N/A
N/A

SPECIALS – LONG STOCK COAT OPPOSITES
BEST OF BREED
RUNNER UP BEST OF BREED
BEST BABY PUPPY
BEST MINOR PUPPY
BEST PUPPY
BEST JUNIOR
BEST INTERMEDIATE
BEST AUSTRALIAN BRED
BEST OPEN
BEST NEUTER

N/A
N/A
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2

2

3

BABY PUPPY DOG – LONG STOCK COAT
BOZEEB WHITE LIGHTNING 3/8/2016 Sire: *Sensen Mann Yokon a ED (Imp
Deu) Dam: Ch Bozeeb Ultrafox 3100345197 Brd: MR S & MRS J JORDAN Exh:
MRS JEN EATON
EROICA FOLLOW ME 2/8/2016 Sire: *Astasia Paca AZ Dam: *Eroica Dixie
Chick 5100095618 Brd: EXH Exh: C Leonard & T Wood
PUPPY DOG – LONG STOCK COAT

1

4

STOBAR BO JANGO 11/12/2015 Sire: Veneze Lutz (Imp Uk) Dam: Stobar
Rosetta 3003000520 Brd: Stobar Kennels Exh: Helen Askew
INTERMEDIATE DOG – LONG STOCK COAT

1

5

BODECKA CASANOVA 20/8/2014 Sire: Pepe Von Der Zenteiche Dam:
Bodecka Xrated 3100310454 Brd: EXH Exh: Jenny Joseph
OPEN DOG – LONG STOCK COAT

BEST LSC Dog: Cat 5
RESERVE: Cat 4

~1~

BABY PUPPY BITCH – LONG STOCK COAT
1

7

KARASTRO QWIK SMOKIN CHILLI 5/8/2016 Sire: *Vanharley Thundanlightn
"A"Z" Dam: *Karastro Furious Flame AZ 3100346193 Brd: EXH Exh: MS D
BERGHOFER
MINOR PUPPY BITCH – LONG STOCK COAT

1

8

BODECKA GEE WIZZ (AI) 23/5/2016 Sire: *Ch. Bodecka Grandslam AZ Dam:
Bodecka Yeehaw 3100341715 Brd: EXH Exh: Jenny Joseph
JUNIOR BITCH – LONG STOCK COAT

1

12

INTERMEDIATE BITCH – LONG STOCK COAT
VANLAND CARA 22/9/2014 Sire: *Jayshell Archimedes AZ Dam: Stobar Izobel
3100311645 Brd: Exhibotor Exh: Herman & Sherry Van de Beek

2
10
3

11

STOBAR YALINA 28/5/2015 Sire: *Bluemax Salt AZ Dam: Vanland Ava
3100324086 Brd: Stobar Kennels Exh: Narelle Cullen
CH KARASTRO NOBLE NANA 15/1/2015 Sire: Pepe Von Der Zenteiche IPO1
(Imp Deu) Dam: Karastro Havana Knights "A"Z" 3100317615 Brd: EXH Exh: MS
D BERGHOFER
OPEN BITCH – LONG STOCK COAT

1

13

*DELKIT BRIGID AZ 17/3/2014 Sire: *Schaeferhund Rafael AZ Dam: *Delkit
One Of A Kind AZ 3100303152 Brd: Exh Exh: Mrs A Kerr
BEST LSC Bitch: Cat 12
RESERVE: Cat 8
BABY PUPPY DOG – STOCK COAT

1

14

SEIGEN INDIAN MOON 30/7/2016 Sire: Hornemarks Ricco (Imp Swe) Dam:
*Seigen Jimmys Luna AZ 3100346809 Brd: Exh Exh: D & CA Gallacher
MINOR PUPPY DOG – STOCK COAT

1

15

BODECKA G RATED (AI) 23/5/2016 Sire: *Ch. Bodecka Grandslam AZ Dam:
Bodecka Yeehaw 3100341713 Brd: EXH Exh: Jenny Joseph
JUNIOR DOG – STOCK COAT

1

16

1

21

2

20

SEIGEN MURPHYS RILEY 22/11/2015 Sire: *Seigen Murphys Law AZ Dam:
Seigen Jatz Cracker AZ 3100333986 Brd: EXH Exh: D & CA Gallacher
INTERMEDIATE DOG – STOCK COAT
WILLMAURS VICTORY VALDO 8/11/2014 Sire: *Ch Orrinshir Elton John ET
Dam: Willmaurs Oxley Olive Oil 3100314003 Brd: W & M Goodwin Exh: J & H
Withington
*CH AMBALA ARRAGON PRINCE AZ 18/11/2014 Sire: Xaro Von Der
Plassenburg Dam: Ambala Funky Miss 2100417901 Brd: F STOKES AND R & P
BERECHREE Exh: MRS JEN EATON

~2~

1

23

OPEN DOG – STOCK COAT
*WILLMAURS ROMFORD REGGIE 'A''Z' 26/1/2013 Sire: *Ch Orrinshir Elton
John ET Dam: Willmaurs Notting Hill Nell 3100283764 Brd: W&M GOODWIN Exh:
Steve & Judy Wade
Best SC DOG – Cat 23
Reserve: Cat 21
BABY PUPPY BITCH – STOCK COAT
DELKIT NORTHERN LIGHTS 20/6/2016 Sire: *Sensen Mann Yokon a ED (Imp
Deu) Dam: *Delkit Irish Eyes AZ 3100343229 Brd: Exh Exh: Mrs A Kerr
MANPRINCE GROOVY KINDA MAGIC 6/7/2016 Sire: *Vadim Von Aurelius (Imp
Ger) A Ed Dam: Kardin Burgandy Rose AZ 3100343982 Brd: 'Exh' Exh: Manprince
Kennels
BOZEEB WHISKY FIRE 3/8/2016 Sire: *Sensen Mann Yokon a ED (Imp Deu)
Dam: Ch Bozeeb Ultrafox 3100345194 Brd: EXH Exh: MR S & MRS J JORDAN
VEEAY PINK 20/7/2016 Sire: Juwika Destroyer (Imp Den) Dam: Seigen Tissues N
Issues 2100457564 Brd: S Sammut Exh: D & CA Gallacher

1

27

2

26

3

24

4

25

1

29

MINOR PUPPY BITCH – STOCK COAT
SEIGEN MISCHIEF N MAYHEM 16/3/2016 Sire: Hornemarks Ricco (Imp Swe)
Dam: Seigen Pure Bliss 6100080634 Brd: Exh Exh: D & CA Gallacher

31

PUPPY BITCH – STOCK COAT
MANPRINCE FREE TO FLY 14/12/2015 Sire: *Willmaurs Romford Reggie AZ
Dam: Delkit Lucks A Charm AZ 3100333464 Brd: 'Exh' Exh: Manprince Kennels

1

1

32

2

34

3

33

1

35

2

36

1

37

2

39

JUNIOR BITCH – STOCK COAT
ARRISTAR LYKAN ANGEL 11/11/2015 Sire: Sensen Mann Yokon (Imp Deu)
Dam: *Harlerose Angel AZ 3100331966 Brd: Julie Urie Exh: Natassa Moissis
UBIQQUE BLUEBELLS DESIRE AZ 27/8/2015 Sire: Sensen Mann Yokon Dam:
Schaefferhund Banja 3100329061 Brd: EXH Exh: MRS JEN EATON
HASENWAY MALIBU (IID DEU) 28/9/2015 Sire: Cronos Del Seprio (Ita) Dam:
Zicke Vom Feuermelder IPO 1(Imp Deu) 3100330125 Brd: Mr J Haase Exh: MR
J.G. & MRS J.A. STRACHAN
INTERMEDIATE BITCH – STOCK COAT
DIENAMIC ZIVA THROUGH THE ASH 31/3/2015 Sire: Zandrac The Hard Way
Dam: Dienamic Flaming Phoenix 3100322316 Brd: Ms S Diegan Exh: Mrs R
Snijders
SEIGEN HAYOS ASHA AZ 24/4/2014 Sire: Hayo Aus Agrigento (Imp Deu) Dam:
Seigen Oops I Did It Again AZ 6100088244 Brd: Exh Exh: D & CA Gallacher
OPEN BITCH – STOCK COAT
*WILLMAURS TOTTENHAM TRICKATREAT 'A''Z' 171//2014 Sire: Hayo Aus
Agrigento Imp (Deu) Dam: Willmaurs East End Effie 3100300499 Brd: W&M
GOODWIN Exh: Steve & Judy Wade
KUIRAU AURORA ET BSCL2 2/2/2012 Sire: Ch Jimmy Vom Baruther Land (Imp
Deu) Dam: Kuirau Oceania 2100355606 Brd: PG & DM & J MURRAY Exh: MRS
JEN EATON
Best Bitch – Cat 37
Reserve Bitch: Cat 32
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